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Modeler 3D is the 3·0 modeling system 
you've been waiting for. Easy·ta-use and 

extremely powerful, Modeler is the perfect 
companion to VideoScape 3D • .. 

J 
lights! Camera! Action! links pictures. 
animations and sound together for the 

desktop presentation event you've always 
wanted your Amiga to perform . . . 

N M 0 T I 0 N 
For information on the dealer nearest you. call1·BOO·345·9B71 or 213·392·9972. 
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On Point 
Notesfrom Editor, Tom Bucklin 

The second Ami-Expo in New York was held a few weeks 
ago. It had been some time since many of the participants were 
back in New York (October 1987, to be exact) . As is usual in 
these kinds of events, participants come from all over the 
country, and in some cases, very rural communities. Watching 
the folks from these areas react to New York was arguably one 
of the best sights in NYC. 

The hotel was located right smack in the middle of the theater 
district, and the full compliment of New York's fringe 
populated the streets . Where else in the world could you find 
streets full of people who are willing to let you in on how to 
buy a $25 GUCCI watch (or anything else you might need, for 
that matter). There were also free concerts in the park .... well , 
er, it was sort of a park. Actually, it was a place where you 
park your car and the band was dressed in street cloths playing 
inverted drywall compound buckets at about 1 :00 A.M . (The 
city that never sleeps, right?) 

I have been a part of every Ami-Expo since the beginning, 
and I'm here to tell you that there is nothing like New York. It 
goes beyond the fact that there was a record turnout. New York 
is New York, and it is a great place to visit. The only problem 
is, unlike the song, what I was interested in doing after the 
weekend is sleeping in the city that never wakes ... 

Enjoy the issue ... 
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Protecting your valuable hard disk files is easier and faster than ever before! 

The FASTEST Hard Disk Backup Utility! 
Backup to or restore from: 

V' Floppy Disks V' Streaming tape (AmigaDOS-compatible) 
V' CLtd's Konica 10.7MB high-density floppy drive 

V' Inner-Connectlon's Bernoulli drive V' ANY AmigaDOS-compatlble devise 

v Fast backup - 20MB in 30 minutes or less v Uses two floppy drives (if available) for backup/restore with automatic switching 
v Builds, sorts and displays catalog olliles and subdirectories v Provides FUlUSubdirectory/lndividuallile backup/restore 
v Includes or excludes files by name (with wild cards), file date, or archive bit v Calculates the number of floppies you'll need 
before you start v Handles files of unlimited length , unlimited subdirectories and unlimited files per subdirectory 
v Automatically formats diskettes with no delay as it writes v Sequentially numbers and date/time stamps backup diskettes 
v Checks the sequence number and date/time stamp of each diskette before restoring files from it v Restores original date/ 
time stamp, file notes, and protection bits on both files and subdirectories v Runs with Workbench or Cli v Produces 
backup/restore report to disk or printer v Beeps for floppy change v Accepts Cli parameters and batch command files 
v Detects bad disks during backup or restore v Convenient/user friendly error recovery v Multitasking v Runs in 512K 
v No copy protection v Works with all AmigaDOS compatible hard disk drives. 

Only $69.95 Plus $3.00 shipping and handling, CA residents ass 6'10 sales ta x. 

Convert C64/C128 Files to the Amiga! 
DISK-2-DISK" makes it easy and convenient to transfer 

C64/C128 files to and from the Amiga l DISK-2-DISK programs 
the Amiga model 1 020 external 5.25" disk drive to read and write 
1541 /4040 and 1570/1571 disk formats including 1541 "flippies". 

v Converts Commodore/PET ASCII to AmigaDOS standard ASCII and vice 
versa v Transfe rs word processing text files (such as PaperClip, 
SpeedScript and Pocket Writer) to and from the Amiga for use with popular 
Amiga word processors v Includes 3 public domain programs for convert
ing C64 Koala, PrintShop and Doodle files to IFF format v Finds and flags 
dialect differences between Commodore BasiC and Amiga Basic files 
v Provides VALIDATE BAM and CHECK DISK utilities (VALIDATE BAM 
verifies the directory structure of the 1541 /1571 diskette; CHECK DISK 
reads every block of a 1541 /1571 diskette to detect diskette errors) . 

DISK-2-DISK requires the Amiga model 10205.25'" disk drive. 

Only $49_95 
Plus S3.00 shipping and handling 

CA reSidents add 6'10 sales tax. 

DOS-2-DOS transfers MS-DOS and 
Atari ST files to and from AmigaDOS! 

DDS-2-DOS version 3.0 permits access to any MS-DOS volume 
available via AmigaDOS, including MS-DOS partitions on hard 
disks and MS-DOS volumes on LANS or SCSI networks, 

v Supports single and double sided 5.25-inch as well as 3.5-inch 720KB 
MS-DOS diskettes v ReadslWrites 3.5-inch Atari ST diskettes (GEM 
lormat) v Reads a variety 01 5.25-inch MS-DOS floppy formats via the 
CLTD Konica high-density floppy drive v Converts ASCII file line-ending 
characters and provides Wordstar compatibility v Supports full directory 
path names, with wild cards in the Ii Ie names v Allows selection of MS-DOS 
and AmigaDOS subdirectory and displays sorted directory listing v For
mats 3.5-inch and 5.25-inch MS-DOS diskettes and Atari ST diskettes 
v Provides duplicate file name detection with query/replace options 
v Provides TYPE and DELETE commands v Permits renaming of files 
where file name restrictions occur v Remains resident to permit Amiga
DOS disk swapping 

Only $55 _00 
Plus S3.00 shipping and handling 

CA residents add 6', sales tax 

Central Coast Software TM 

268 Bowie Drive, Los 0505, CA 93402 • Telephone: 805/528-4906 • FAX: 805/528-3138 
DEALER INOUIRES WELCOME 



Show Report: 

Ami-Expo New York '89 
12.000 Amiga Fans Pack the New York Marriot Marquis 

T
he hOllest tickets in New 
York during the weekend of 
March 3rd were; Phantom 
of the Opera, Joan Jell, and 

AmiExpo. Almost 12,000 fans allend
ed the three-day all Amiga variety 
show. This AmiExpo wasn't on Broad
way, but the Marioll Marquis is as 
"uptown" as you can get without a vis
it from Leona Helmsley. We'll try to 
describe the show for those of you 
who couldn't reserve a good seat. 

The first AmiExpo was held in New 
York back in October 1987. There 
were three more in the following 
twelve months, making this the fifth 
staging. The playbill stays prelly much 
the same, but the most recent show 
featured a few changes. For most at
tendees, the exhibit floor with more 
than 60 Amiga developers is the main 
attraction. The latest in hardware, soft
ware, services, and magazines is sure 
to draw the last dollar from any Amiga 
enthusiast. Every AmiExpo has also 
featured seminars during which the au
dience can learn from, question and 
even heckle the "experts" in various 
Amiga arts. During the past three 
events these seminars were an extra
cost item, but AmiExpo management 
wisely removed the $5 and $lO fees. 
The seminar panels and presenters do 
their best to be informative, but the ex-
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periences are not uniformly worth the 
fees previously charged . 

The "third act" of the AmiExpo was 
developed more recently. Master 
Classes, are intensive three-hour ses
sions limited to 25 students. These are 
conducted by acknowledged "experts" 
who are also good teachers in areas 
ranging from Video to C. For a fee of 
$50, you could have a front row seat 
with Jim Sachs in "the Art of the Ami
ga," Eric Lavitsky in the "Amiga in C" 
or Steve Segal staring in "Amiga Art 
in MoLion." Master classes are a popu
lar feature and are sure to be sold out 
in Chicago this comming July. 

One other aspect of the show worth 
noLing is the Amiga ArLists Theatre. 
This event has been growing with 
each AmiExpo and reached new 
heights at the Marriott. AmiExpo 
sponsored a professionally judged Art 
and Video contest with the work of all 
entrants on display. The seventh floor 
ballroom was an appropriate stage for 
the many new works in 2D, 3D, Digi
tized, and Animated categories. The 
winners were announced at a special 
ceremony Friday evening. Prizes were 
donated by Amiga developers and 
ranged from accelerator boards, to di
gitizers, to harddrives. 

One of the most awaited software 
packages in Amiga history, 
Pagestream from Softlogik, was both 
on display and shipping. As Sentry 
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readers know from last month's issue, 
this is a breakthrough product which is 
well worth the wait. Deron Kazmaier, 
persevered through the dog-days of 
development to bring scalable fonts , 
high-quality dot matrix output, and 
many new professional desktOp fea
tures to the Amiga. 

Other new productivity software in
cluded , ProFonts from New Horizons. 
The makers of ProWrite have devel
oped two sets of fonts which are spe
cially created to give excepLional re
sults on dot-matrix printers. Gramma 
Software was promoLing NagPlus, the 
unique calendar system which features 
voice and sound reminders. If you are 
the type who needs to be told what's 
on your schedule, check this out. Eme
rald Intelligence previewed the next 
release of Magellan, and an Interface 
Toolkit which will soon bring expand
ed power to Amiga expert systems. 

Micro Systems Software was proud 
to finally demonstrate the Works. This 
all-in-one package offers an integrated 
word processor, spreadsheet, tele
comm program, and database. You be
gin or switch to any of the four pro
grams from one common menu, and 
use clipboard based cut and paste op
erations to transfer data between them. 
You might expect that these would be 
scaled down versions of Scribble, An
alyze, Online, and Organize but you'd 
be wrong . Each product has been en
hanced with features and efficiencies. 



The Works word processor now has 
over 104,000 words in its spell checker 
and adds a 400,000 word thesaurus, 
and the new version of Analyze in
cludes a built-in sideways printing util
ity. 

Across the way, Brown-Waugh was 
demoing their soon to be released Pen 
Pal . Promoted as a "third-generation" 
word processor it could be called "son 
of Softwood Write&File." Pen Pal in
cludes a built-in database, 100,000 
word spell checker, multiple fonts with 
intelligent font requestor, and exten
sive graphic functions. Special features 
include support of a full 4096 color 
pallete for each graphic, structured box 
and line drawing tools, and text Oow 
around graphics. Perhaps the most im
portant "advance" is support for the 
built-in NLQ fonts of many printers. 
We hope that Pen Pal meets its 
planned shipping date. 

Although GoldDisk was not on the 
exhibit floor. representatives provided 
infonnation on a flock of new produc
tivity products including Transcript, a 
new word processor which retains the 
style settings when exporting text to 
Professional Page and a 300 DPI Black 
and White scanner, which is scheduled 
for release as you read this. GoldDisk 
and ASDG have teamed up to develop 
a breakthrough product in color scan
ning. You may remember that ASDG 
developed powerful software to inter
face Sharp JX color scanners to the 
Amiga. Now called ScanLab, this 
product uses ASDG's Twin-X expan
sion card to create a professional color 
scanning workstation for under 
$ 10,000. The latest addition, ASDG
Resep, works in conjunction with Pro
Page Y 1.2 (not yet released) to pro
duce full 24 bir.-plane color separations 
of scanned graphics. What this means 
is that you can scan a color image and 
compose a document using ProPage 
and a 4096 color HAM image on 

screen. Then use Resep to substitute a 
16 million color version of the same 
image during the Postscript separation 
process. Scan lab saves both versions of 
the scan so that this magic can take 
place. ASDG also introduced its Dual 
Serial Board. This combination of 
hardware and software adds two 9 pin 
serial connectors with a single A2(X)0 
expansion board. Now you can use up 
to three serial devices simulumeously! 
(The built-in serial port remains ac
tive.) Those who operate bulletin
boards, use digitizing tablets, and seri
al printers will greet this news with ap
plause. 

Another developer was showing an 
A2000 serial port ex pansion product. 
Amigo Business Computers is devel
oping ComPorts which can support up 
to 8 serial channels on each board, up 
to 5 boards per computer for a total of 
40 additional serial ports. ComPorts 
was being shown with a new bulletin 
board package, MulitBoard from Inter
core Development Systems. This com
bination offers the ultimate in multi
user multitasking telecommunications. 
MulitBoard supports multiple file 
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transfer protocols, CB simulation, and 
up to 32 users online. This Amigo card 
is not as pricey as the AS DG version, 
and gives you more serial ports. 

There were many other hardware de
velopers represented at the Marriott. 
Perhaps the most visible was GYP with 
four booths and crowds aplenty. 
AmiExpo was the first public showing 
of the new GYP removable media 
products, including the 44 MB Syquest 
Harddrive and Bemouli boxes. These 
are the only autobooting removable 
media products for the Amiga. In addi
tion to their well-known Impact hard
drives and memory cards, GYP intro
duced a surprise. A new 68030 
accelerator card was running using a 20 
MHZ chip and running at 20 MHZ! 
Till now the fastest any Amiga acceler
ator could run was twice the system 
clock speed or 14.2 MHZ. A new tech
nology was developed to run asynchro
nously from the system clock and pro
duce the fastest Amiga ever. 

Spirit Technology showed-off their 
new Midi-Star (see February 89 Sen

( continued on next page) 
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Ami-Expo NY '89 (continuedJrompreviouspage) 

try) and memory expansion products 
for all Amigas. Comspec, too, produc
es products for all models of Amiga's. 
Their new SCSI interface also supports 
Bernouli devices. Removable media 
are a good choice for project oriented 
users, especially animators. 

The MiniMegs from M .. A.S.T. is an 
external RAM expansion for the A500 
which uses 256 by 4 bit "zip" packaged 
chips to provide up to 2 megabytes of 
fast ram . The tiny 3" by 5" inch pack
age attaches to the 
expansion bus of 
any 500. Progres
sive Peripherals in
troduced a new 
harddrive. The 
Vaull interface uses 
a unique cable I-_~. 

which can connect 1---

to either a 1000 or ~=;;;:= 
500 system! Pro
gressive will offer a 
20 MB unit for only 
$599.95 including 
controller and drive. 
Interactive Video 
Systems introduced 
a version of the 
Trumpcard for the 
500. This autoboot
ing SCSI controller 
can be configured 
with up to 100 MB of disk storage. 
(See review this issue) 

On the Video front, Mission Graph
ics was present showing state-of-the
art animation and single-frame record
ing techniques. Impulse made a rare 
appearance with the latest version of 
Turbo Silver and several 3D object li
braries. Mindware International intro
duced PageSync, the first multimedia 
Amiga tool. PageSync links MIDI 
events and Amiga Animations to pro
duce fully automated media presenta
tions. Incognito also has a new render
ing program which supports the Haitex 
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3D glasses. Opticks is a full featured 
ray-tracing package which adds the 
unique capability of moving images to 
an IBM based Targa system, and its 
1000 by 1000, million+ color palette 
(See review this issue). 

Progressive Peripherals announced a 
new development in their Framegrab
ber product line. Framegrabber 256 
captures 256 shade images in real
time. This product is scheduled for in
troduction in May and is well suited to 

medical, scientific and security appli
cations. 

R&DL Productions introduced new 
software for the AProDraw tablets. 
The latest software supports scaling so 
that the very high resolution of the 
graphic tablets can be used by mapping 
a sub area to the Amiga screen. R&DL 
also introduced LighlBox, a pencil-test 
tool for the professional animator. (See 
review in this issue.) Electronic Arts 
shared a booth with Leigh's computers 
and made its presence felt with the 
soon to be released Dpaint 3. With 
built-in animation, overscan and half-
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brite support and much more, Dpaint 3 
continues to give Amiga artists the 
creative edge. (See feature in this is
sue.) 

The "Paint Wars" are not ended. New
Tek announced Digi-Paint 3, skipping 
over version 2 altogether. Digi-Paint 3 
will feature faster operations, keyboard 
equivalents, and unique new 3D texture 
mappings. Superbitmaps are now in
cluded, as is the ability to process im
ages from DigiView using the dither

ing routines which 
have made the Digi
View software fa
mous. 

Visionary Designs, 
famed for their faith
ful rendition of the 
arcade adventure 
game, "Dragon's 
Lair" was on hand to 
introduce DataStorm, 
a new high-action 
game. 

Dr. T's, NewWave, 
and Intelligent Music 
represented the Musi
cal side of the Ami
gao NewWave's se
quencer product, 
Dynamic Studio, is 

up to version 3.0 and boasts a rede
signed WYSIWYG interface and auto
quantizing. Dr. T's introduced their 
newest version of the KCS , Level II 
(See review this issue). "M" is a real
time interactive MIDI composing and 
perfonning package. Using sophisticat
ed pattern editing techniques, M is a 
powerful enhancement to the creative 
process. 

Even as the final curtain feli, exhibi
tors, speakers and visitors alike could 
justly say that this AmiExpo was the 
hit of the season. 



MASTERPIECE 
PROFESSIONAL 

FONT COLLECTION© 
20 DISK SET 

The largest collection of fonts and clip art available in a 
single package for the AMIGA. 

110 DIFFERENT FONT STYLES 
This doesn't mean 10 sizes of 11 fonts. It means 110 
DIFFERENT fonts. 

LARGE SIZES 
Specially designed for video work. 95 % of the fonts 
are over 100 pt. tall. Easily resized smaller. 

PATTERN CLIP ART 
141 hi-res DPaint II pages. There are thousands of 
objects and examples. 

ALL FONTS ARE HI-RES 

BRUSHES - 2 disks full of color brushes. 

COLORFONTS - 4 full disks. 

100 PAGE MANUAL - Full size font printouts. 

20 DISK SET - ONLY $199.00 
Contact your local AMIGA dealer or order direct from 

AROCK Computer Software, 1306 E. Sunshine, 
Springfield,MO 65804 1-800-288-AROK 

DPaint II is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. 



Commodorels New 

A2286 Bridgeboard 
The Bridgeboard Steps Up to AT Compatibility 

by Greg Illman 

T
he long awaited A2286 AT 
Bridgeboard has at last ar
rived, and it offers a new 
level of performance for 

Amiga MS-DOS users. The present 
A2088 Bridgeboard is based on the 
very dated 8-bit technology using the 
Intel 8088 chip. This system runs like 
the original IBM PC at 4.77 MHz, and 
by today's standards, it is slow. The 
A2286 uses the newer 80286 CPU that 
supporLS full l6-bit data and also uses 
the extra connectors from the two 
shared PC/Amiga slots on the Amiga's 
motherboard to move the extra data 
biLS quickly. Clocked at 8 MHz, the 
A2286 runs much faster than its prede
cessor. 

Installation of the new AT Bridge
board is essentially the same proce
dure as the old board. The card plugs 
straight into one of the two shared 
Amiga/PC SloLS. With the A2286, 
however, the choice of slot deserves 
some special attention since the AT 
bus makes use of the shon connector 
between the Zorro and standard PC 
slots. If you're going to be using hard
ware like memory boards or drive con
trollers, the extra slot enhances perfor
mance and increases data transfer 
rates. On the down side, there is, in 
my opinion, a major weakness in the 
design of the A2286 that forces it to 
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take up two Amiga Zorro SIOLS. If you 
choose to place the board in the first 
shared slot, you only have two expan
sion slots left open. 

On a more positive note, the AT 
Bridgeboard does come with a high 
density , 1.2 Megabyte 5.25 inch flop
py drive instead of the 360K drives 
available with the XT BridgeBoard. 
The A2286 uses a specialized configu
ration menu that is accessible by typ
ing Ctrl-Alt-Esc. This is a common 
feature on most AT clones and a vast 
improvement over the original IBM 
installation-disk method. The results 
of the menu selections are saved to a 
special battery backed section of 
CMOS RAM on the Bridgeboard. The 
unit ships with a lithium battery that 
commonly lasts 5 years in average ser
vice or more if the computer is in fre
quent or continuous use. The battery is 
small and difficult to place into the 
computer because of iLS shape. The in
stallation manual for the Bridgeboard 
shows the battery attached to the pow
er supply via the battery's adhesive 
backing. 

The original Bridgeboard manual is 
probably one of the more confusing 
documenLS that Commodore has pro
duced. The newer one has some im
provemenLS, but it still leaves some
thing to be desired. The improvements 
lie predominantly within the inslalla
tion sections of the manual. The first 
half of the manual contains nothing 
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but basic hardware and software in
stallation instructions. Pictures do 
make the hardware installation a snap 
to understand. The Janus software in
stallation may make hard drive users 
nervous because the program appears 
to mark whole directories for deleting, 
but in effect, it simply highlighLS 
those directories which contain files 
that need to be changed. The section 
on creating a virtual bootable drive is 
complete, but it assumes some knowl
edge about hard drive settings. (As a 
hint for the inexperienced, it is a good 
idea to use the table provided in the 
set-up menu to pick a drive of the de
sired size, and then write down correct 
head and cylinder information.) 

The "MakeAB" program asks for a 
block-per-track value which is not in 
the table. To get the right number, di
vide the size of the drive by the num
ber of heads, then divide this value by 
the number of cylinders, and finally 
divide again by 512. Rounding the re
sult should yield accurate results most 
of the time. The "MakeAb" program 
repons the virtual drive size and !.he 
Amiga file size, then performs a final 
check. 

The manual does not do a good job 
of explaining the JUNK virtual drives 
and their limitations. This section is 
much like the original A2088 manual. 
It is still is a source of confusion. The 
bootable virtual drive makes the 
JUNK command less important, but 



occasionally, these drives provide ex
cellent temporary or mass storage. The 
Amiga mouse can now function as 
Microsoft compatible for most applica
tions, but the manual's instructions arc 
poor when explaining how to adapt the 
mouse to fit other applications. The in
structions for this area also assume de
tailed knowledge of programming. 

One section that I 
found wholly inade
quate was the instal
lation of the math 
co-processor on the 
A2286. A one-page 
explanation, half of 
which contains a 
picture, is all that is 
offered for this pro
cedure. It has such 
helpful statements 
as, "Carefully disas
semble the sandwich 
board from the 
motherboard." This 
innocuous phrase 
deserves a whole ap
pendix to itself. The 
boards fit tightly to
gether and there is 
little space in which 
to work. Firm pres
sure is required all 
along the connectors 
from both sides to 
avoid flexing the 
boards or damaging 
components. The absence of pictures 
and suggestions [or separating the two 
boards is definitely a drawback, espe
cially considering that the A2286 is 
large investment. 

The price of the A2286 is high. It is 
estimated that the street price will be 
around $1300, with some lower prices 
possible through promotions. To meas
ure processing speed, I used the Norton 
Utilities SI command, a widely accept
ed standard. The A2088 rated a "1" --

the same speed as an IBM Pc. The 
A2286 rates 8.4 which means that the 
A2286 is about 8 times faster than the 
A2088, according to the software's es
timation. In practice, the speed im
provement does not appear to be quite 
as great because of the Amiga's slow 
screen updates. With a separate graph
ics controller, the results agree more 
closely with the Norton test. 

$150 and doubles the speed of the 
A2088. (Other speed-up boards may 
work in conjunction with the A2088, 
but those mentioned above are the only 
ones that have been tested so far.) 

While the 8 MHz A2286 is fast, it is 
not as fast as many IBM clones (or 
even as fast as it was originally an
nounced). Most of my personal disap-

The new AT compatible Bridgeboard features a clock speed of 8 Mhz 

The unanswered question does, how
ever, remain: Is the A2286 worth the 
wait and cost? For most people, the 
answer is probably "no." Software 
compatibility is the major reason for 
getting a Bridgeboard, and for most ap
plications, the A2088 delivers that for 
less than half the cost of the A2286. It 
is possible to improve the speed of the 
A2088 by using an accelerator board 
like the PC-Elevator (reviewed in a 
past issue) or the low cost AST accel
erator that typically sells for under 
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pointment stemmed from the high ex
pectations created by Commodore's 
original specifications. The planned 
AT Bridgeboard was supposed to run 
at 10 or even 12 MHz as a single board 
design. However, the A2286 does work 
and is fast enough for most applica
tions. 

The design of the sandwich board is 
poor, however. The sandwich board's 
cumbersome dimensions are such that 

( continued on next page) 
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A2286 (continuedfrom previous page) 

when it is installed in its own Zorro 
slot, a projecting capacitor blocks part 
of the adjacent slot, making it useless. 
Even without this capacitor in the way, 
the connector and wiring for the back
up battery hangs out from the board. 

While I found the A2286's speed ade
quate for my purposes, it is far from 
the cutting edge of clone computing 
power, even for Commodore. Commo
dore is now shipping the PC-40-III 
which is a fast AT clone that carries a 
relatively low price tag. If you consider 
import clones and do some shopping, 
you could buy a complete 12 MHz AT 
clone with monochrome monitor for 
$1000. 

Certainly, an advantage to the Bridge
board is the ability to easily transfer 

files and share resources like monitors 
and hard disk drives within the Amiga. 
Hopefully, these advantages will help 
to justify the high price of the board. 

Generally, I am not blown away by 
Commodore's new Bridgeboard. I 
don't feel that any significant new 
ground has been broken here. Look for 
the A2088 to continue with strong sales 
for some time to come. I had high expectations for the AT 

Bridgeboard, and in some ways, they 
were fulfilled. The software compati
bility is good, but task switchers like 
Taskview, Desqview, and DoubleDOS 
do not work well, if at all. This is un
fortunate, because a good program like 
Desqview can make some MS-DOS 
programs almost as nice to use as on 
the Amiga. A2286 AT Compatible Bridgeboard 

Suggested List Price $1599.00 
A small gripe I have is the apparent 

German design of the A2286. The 
dates displayed are in European deci
mal format and not the more familiar 
dashed or slashed American type. 

Commodore Business Machines 
1200 Wilson Drive 
West Chester, PA 19380 
(215) 431-9100 

5Buqd 
. BaSIS 

~iUoIQ 
$19995 

The internal sound capabilities of the Amiga are better than 
that of any other personal computer. These capabilities mean 
nothing though, without quality digital sounds, which up till 
now have been scarce. Sound Oasis gives Amiga owners 
access to a large library of studio-tested digital samples, by 
using the Amiga's built in disk drive to read disks made for 
the Mirage Digital Sampling Keyboard. Sounds can then be 
played from a MIDI keyboard, the computer keyboard, or 
saved as an IFF standard file. Mirage is a trademark 01 Ensoniq Inc 

Transform your Amiga into a professional-quality drum 
machine with this software package. Easier to use than 
hardware-based drum machines because everything is 
displayed graphically on screen. Enter drum patterns quickly 
and easily in real time with visual feedback and editing. Create 
realistic drum tracks with any of the 100 drum and percussion 
samples that are included or use your own unique IFF one
shot samples. Dynamic Drums also has full MIDI 
implementation and even becomes velocity sensitive when 
triggered from a MIDI keyboard. 

A powerful MIDI sequencer that takes full advantage of the 
Amiga's sound, graphics, and sophisticated user-interface. 
Dynamic Studio is perfect for professional applications due 
to its sophisticated editing capabilities and SMPTE support. 
It is also ideal for home studios, because in addition to 
sequencing MIDI instruments, Dynamic Studio has a built-in 
drum machine, and the ability to playback instruments 
translated with Sound Oasis. 

~-1?£IiJ1/Jti/If}~----. 

I. 0 F TWA A EI 
No Copy Protection P.O. Box 438 Sl. Clair Shores, MI 48080 (313) m·4465 
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A New Autobooting Hard Drive Chassis for the A500 

by Steve Dock 

T he Amiga 500 is a deceptive 
personal computer. The all
in-one Lan case with ilS 
built-in keyboard looks like 

a member of the C64 or Atari 400 
family. These famous game machines 
also used the all-in-one approach to re
duce cOSls. The similarity ends when 
you consider that 512 KBytes of mem
ory and a 32 Bit 68000 are housed un
der the "hood" of the A500. Hundreds 
of thousands agree that this particular 
Amiga gives the most bang for the 
buck, and have purchased an A500 
during the last two years. Most North 
American A500 owners also purchase 
the A501 optional RAM expansion to 
bring their system up to a full 1 Mega
Byte of RAM. A 1 MEG A500 is in 
many ways the equal of a stock A2000 
and will often be used for graphics, 
word processing, and video applica
tions. 

Where the 500 and 2000 differ, is in 
expansion beyond the A501 memory 
unit. The 2000 has a chassis and pow
er supply which support the addition 
of internal disk drives, memory 
boards, video boards, and even IBM 
style expansion boards. The A500 has 
a connector for external floppy disk 
drives, and an expansion bus similar to 
that of the original A 1000. The A500 
uses an 86 pin bus which provides full 

The new Trumpcard 500 chassis can support a wide range of 3112" hard drive units 

access to the system mother board and 
can be used to add memory or a hard
disk. The peripheral product life-cycle 
of A500 expansion units reminds me 
of the cycle of the AlOOO (eg. slow 
and few). While harddrives and hard
cards for the A2000 were developed 
rapidly and new models continue to be 
introduced almost every month, hard
drives for the A500 have been slow to 
arrive. 

Therefore, we were very happy to re
ceive one of the first Trumpcard 500 
units for review. The Trumpcard is 
produced by Interactive Video Sys-
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tems of La Mirada, California. IVS in
troduced its first harddisk product at 
the Ami Expo LosAngeles, in October 
1988. The Trumpcard is an autoboot
ing A2000 expansion card which pro
vides a SCSI controller and a full set 
of features at a bargain price. The 
same autobooting controller is the ba
sis of the 500 product with the neces
sary chassis and bus connector added. 

The Trumpcard 500 chassis is a tan 
metal box about 7 inches wide, 9 inch
es long and 3 inches tall . The front 
two-thirds are angled to almost match 

( continued on next page) 
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Trump 500 (continued from previous page) 

the slope of the 500 keyboaru. Two 
lights are mounted on the front panel 
to inform you of power status and di sk 
activity. The standard Trumpcard 500 
draws its power from the 500 expan
sion bus, but an optional external pow
er supply can be ordered. Inside is a 
circuit board which converts the 86 pin 
bus to the newer 100 Pin Zorro stan
dard, and provides two 100 pin conn
cections. The Trumpard SCSI control
ler is plugged into one of these 
conncectors. A 50 pin SCSI ribbon 
cable runs to the harddrive, 
which is mounted transversely 
and attached to the top of the 
chassis. 

Installation is a two part pro
cess; hardware then software. 
First remove the plastic bus cov
er at the left side of the 500, then 
carefully align the harddrive unit 
expansion connector. The 
Trumpcard documentation sug
gests that you start with one end, 
then rotate the harddrive to a full 
connection. A little pressure will 
complete the installation. While 
this is an easy process to com
plete, you must take care not to 
lift the combined 500-Trumpcard, 
since the bus connector is the only sup
port provided and it is not meant to 
take that kind of strain. 

Now turn on the 500 and insert the 
Trumpcard Boot Disk at the Work
Bench prompt. (This disk contains 
everything you need to initialize your 
harddrive, so be sure to make a backup 
before your begin to use it). The start
up-sequence of the Boot Disk will ask 
you if you want to "auto-install" your 
harddrive. If you respond "yes" the 
TCUtiis program will be loaded and a 
7 point checklist will appear onscreen. 
The checklist is well documented in 
the booklet-style instruction manual 
and includes on-screen help for each 
section. The Trumpcard is a SCSI con-
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Lroller and therefore can perform the 
first item on the checklist automatical
ly. SCSI harddrives come from the fac
tory with certain information preset. If 
your drive is one of those included on 
the TCUtiis disk you can breeze 
through Drive Select to Low Level 
Format. Before any harddrive can be 
used , it must be eleCtronically marked 
and divided into sectors. A brand-new 
drive must go through this process 
twice, once for the SCSI controller, 
once for AmigaDos. The Low Level 

An internal view shows the Trumpcard 

SCSI format simply requires a click of 
the mouse to begin. (This screen, like 
several others, protects you from eras
ing any existing harddrive data by re
quiring three different clicks on CON
TINUE.) The next item is the optional 
"Certify Drive" screen. I recommend 
that you don't skip this step but spend 
the extra time required. You can 
choose a variety of destructive or non
destructive tests to ensure that there are 
no media defects on the drive before 
you load up your programs and data. 

Next you will create a mountlist en
try for your first partition. Most users 
will use the DHO: name for their hard
drive but you can type in any valid 
AmigaDos device name. Values for 
beginning and ending cylinder will be 
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filled in for the first partition, but you 
need to write down the ending cylinder 
value for use in other partitions. Item 5 
on the checklist is Mount the device. 
Item 6 is AmigaDos format. Here you 
give a name to your Partition like 
"Hard Drive". The AmigaDos format 
will take some time, 10 to 20 minutes 
depencting on the size of your drive. Fi
nally, TCUtiis will write setup informa
tion to the drive to allow it to autoboot. 

With all items checked you choose 
EXIT and TCUtils . You will be 
prompted for an original Work
Bench which will be copied to 
the harddisk. This will finish 
the installation process. Now 
power off your 500 and restart. 
Assuming that your A500 has 
the 1.3 Kickstart in ROM, the 
Trumpcard 500 will autoboot 
and automount presenting the 
Workbench screen in a few sec
onds. (The default ICON for the 
TrumpCard partition is an eye
catChing image of a playing 
card). You can now begin en
joying the benefits of a hard
drive equipped Amiga. 

The installation software has provi
sion for creating multiple partitions by 
repeating steps 4, 5 and 6 and remem
bering to record the ending cylinder 
values. While functional, this approach 
is not as user-friendly as some other in
stallation software we have used. TCU
tils also produces a small BOOT parti
tion on your harddisk which does not 
use the fast file system. A purest might 
complain about this, but Commodore's 
own 2090A autoboot process also re
quires a non FFS partition. These com
ments aside, TCUtiis does the job and 
produces the desired result, an auto
booting hard drive. 

IVS included a 100 MegaByte Con
nor CP31 00 harddrive with our review 

( continued on page 14 ) 
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WordPerfect Library'" Calendar: 
You Can Plan On It. 

Plan on the Calendar inside WordPerfect Library" to 
organize your day. Its four windows work together to design 
your time, leaving you more room to get the real work done. 

The Calendar window shows you the month at a glance. 
Using the mouse or arrow keys , you can move from today 
to yesterday, jump to the same day three months before, or 
move years into the future. Calendar will also calculate the 
difference (in days, weeks, and months) between any two 
given dates. 

Appointments show in a window next to the Calendar. In 
a few keystrokes you can add an appointment, or merge your 
file with others to show possible meeting times. If you choose, 
an alarm will notify you of your appointments in advance. You 
can specify the timing, duration, and even the sound of the 
alarm on your Amiga. 

A daily to-do list makes sure you don't forget the essentials. 
You can prioritize your tasks, change their order, and mark 
off those that you've finished. If you choose carry-over mode, 

any items not marked off at the end of the day will appear 
on the next day's list 

Memos let you record the day's events, You can quickly 
confinn past or future appointments, notes, or memos with 
the Search feature , Any part of the Calendar file can be saved, 
printed, or deleted, and to fit your personal needs, you can 
custom design Calendar by changing the size, placement, and 
format of any window 

Calendar is only one of five features inside WordPerfect 
Library The rest are every bit as useful and exciting. Please 
see your Amiga reseller for a product demonstration, or 
contact 

WordPerfect 
CORPORATION 

WordPerfect Corporation . 1555N. Technology Way . Orem, UT84057 
Tel (80l) 225-5000 . Telex 820618 . Fax (801) 222-4477 

WordPerfect Library IS 3 trademark of WordPerlect Corpora.tion All other brand and product names are trademarks or regislered trademarks of their respective companies 



Trump 500 (continuedfrompage12) 

unit. Of course, the Trumpcard can computer desks. When you allow for 
support any of the popular SCSI inserting a disk into DFO: you need to 
drives, such as the Seagate 30 and have about 32" of linear desk space. 
Quantum 40/80 MB. The 100 MB Also, the unsupported nature of the bus 
Connor is a top of the line unit rated at connection means that you must take 
25 millisecond average access time, care when moving the 500 to connect a 
and it is certainly one the quietest joystick or light-gun. IVS sells this 

that a second Zorro connector can be 
added and used for memory expansion . 
Since the Trumpcard has no provision 
for passing the 86 pin bus, this type of 
internal expansion would be a necessi
ty. 

SCSI drives I have used in quite some chassis without the Trumpcard control- Undoubtedly, one of the concerns for 
time. The power-up whine is there, but ler as a two slot expansion, so I assume this unit will be the fact that it runs off 
barely noticeable. When copying ...----------------------, the A500 power supply in its de-
from one partition to another, I Performance Tests - Single Task Running fault configuration. Once, again, 

expect to hear a variety of clicks during my testing over extended 
and whirrs, but the Connor re- Connor CP3100 Floppy Disk periods of time with heavy load-
mained silent. The TrumpCard- ing I encountered no difficulty. 
Connor combination works well Copies: However, depending on your 
with a wide variety of software 
and disk utilities, including Quar
terback and DiskX, so compati
bility is good. Even no there is no 
internal fan built into the unit, 
ongoing continuous test for peri
ods of 12 hours or more pro
duced some heat build-up, but no 
difficulties were encountered 
(such as heat lock-up) . 

To create a performance gauge 
with which to measure the 
Trump/Conner combination, I 
performed a variety of tests and 
have compared them to floopy 
drive speeds. As you would ex
pect, there is a great distance be
tween Trumpcard-Connor and a 
floppy drive (as would any good 
hard drive demonstarte). The 
real-world tests of loading and 
copying show that the IVS unit 
does in-fact provide high value/ 
performance ratio. 

My impressions of the Trump
card 500 are positive. The docu
mentation is adequate, the unit is 
well constructed, the software is 
functional and straight-forward. 
My only concerns are the size of 
the expansion box itself and pro
vision for further expansion. 
With the Trumpcard installed, 
the A500 will not fit into most 
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lOOK File to RAM: 
10 9K Files to RAM: 

200 Files, 4000 K 
Partition to Partition 

DIR: 
197 Files 

LIST: 
197 Files 

Load Excellence! 
350K 

1.5 Sec 
2 Sec 

115 Sec 

12 Sec 

18 Sec 

6 Sec 

lOSec 
16 Sec 

n/a 

73 Sec 

96 Sec 

28 Sec 

Results of DiskPerf- Single Task Running 

File create 
File delete 
Directory Scan: 
Seek/read test: 

CP3100 

17 files/sec, 
33 files/sec 

106 entries/sec 
96 seek/reads/sec 

Read / Write Speed: 
Buffer 8192 bytes 

READ 
Write 

238312 byte/sec 
154202 byte/sec 

Buffer 32768 bytes 
READ 327680 byte/sec 
Write 201649 byte/sec 
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Floppy Disk 

o files/sec 
1 files/sec 
44 ent/sec 
19 seek/reads/sec 

12249 byte/sec 
5050 byte/sec 

12365 byte/sec 
5060 byte/sec 

A500 peripheral configuration, 
you may want to consider the 
purchase of the separate power 
supply for the Trumpcard chas
sis, which is available throught 
IVS. A DIN connector has been 
provided at the rear of the chas
sis for this purpose. 

If we assume that most 500's are 
used primarily for game playing, 
then adding a harddrive is of lit
tle benefit. Unfortunately, many 
producers of Amiga games still 
depend on disk based copy pro
tection which prevents installa
tion on a harddrive. 

With its price at $269.95 for 
everything but the harddisk, the 
TrumpCard 500 offers a high 
value which should encourage 
more 500 users to add a hard
drive to their system. 

Trumpcard 500 $269.95 
Chassis with Trumpcard 

Chassis alone $69.95 
Separate Power Supply: 

$60.00 - $70.00 

Interactive Video Systems 
15201 Santa Gertrudes Ave. 

La Mirada, CA 90638 
(714) 994-4443 
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Print Your Postscript Files Out on Non-Postscript Printers 

by Paul R . Miller 

S
oftware aside, the major im
pediment to desktop publish
ing on the Amiga has been 
with printers, namely Post

Script printers. Real world desktop 
publishing means Postscript, but who 
among us can afford a Postscript la
ser? Even in that real world, Post
script lasers account for only 2% of all 
printers. And the reality is that any
body or anyplace that has such devices 
already has Mac or MS/DOS software 

and hardware already, so why use the 
Amiga? Although Amiga DTP soft
ware has an edge right now in color 
separations, it isn't as mature and solid 
(yet) as the existing programs for the 

Mac and IBM. Besides, why would 
those users want to learn another pro
gram? 

Amigans, being somewhat more fru
gal either by necessity or choice (rev
eling in superior price/performance ra
tios), would prefer their cake and eat it 
too. Lately, some new software, com
bined with advances in printer technol
ogy appear to be offering just that 

This ProDraw image was saved as a Postscriptfiu, 
converted wilh Printscript, then output using an HP Deskjet 

chary dessert. 
These advances in 
printers include the 
advent of afforda
ble 24-pin impact 
dot matrix devices 
whose 360 dpi res-
olution exceeds 
even the laser 
printers, and the 
more exciting ad
vances in ink-jets 
that have yielded 
the Canon BJ se
ries (both color 
and higher resolu
tion B&W), the 
Xerox 4020 (col
or), the HP Paint
Jet (color), and as
toundingly 
affordable HP 
DeskJet. In the 
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case of the latter, for around $700 you 
get a device that produces output 
whose quality is virtually indistin
guishable from a laser, which can be 
fitted with font canridges of similar 
scope to the laserjet, which can pro
duce a whole page of 300 dpi graphics 
without resorting to extra internal 
memory, and which, given the right 
software, ought to be able to produce 
any size font or image (and, by the 
way, is supported by the Amiga as a 
standard Preferences printer driver). 
Granted, the graphic output isn't as 
fast as a Laserjet (say 5 minutes vs. 30 
seconds), but the issue here isn't high 
volume production. 

As for software, first Professional 
Page, then Excellence!, City Desk, 
ProWrite, Shakespeare, and WordPer
fect have included PostScript capabili
ty. The recent introductions of Profes
sional Draw and Pagestream add to 
the rising realization that PostScript 
must be reckoned with . It only makes 
sense to take advantage of this well es
tablished language and the support 
network of ready made clip art and 
Linotronic service bureaus with 2540 
dpi capabilities. As most Amiga's re
side at home, it would be very nice in
deed to output to a printer you c.an af
ford to have at home (who wants to 
wait for a pre-view print from a ser
vice bureau?). Starting with Aegis
Draw Plus, then followed by Express 
Paint and AmigaTeX, and most re-

( continued on next page) 
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Printscript ( continuedjrom previous page) 

cently with Professional Draw and 
Pagestream we have still more soft
ware methods to produce "super bit
maps" that can specify each and every 
dot on a full page (that's 2,550 by 
3,300 dots on 8-1/2" by II") . These 
programs manage to use non-laser 
printers to their maximum resolution. 
Some use Preferences drivers, some 
provide their own drivers. PDraw and 
PageStream supply their own analytic 
fonts that mimic the major Adobe fonts 
(Times, Helvetica, and Univers are the 
most frequently used). Rather than 
relying on the expen sive memory and 
processors built in to a PostScript laser 
(these are required because the whole 
page must be composed and printed in 
one fell swoop) , these recent programs 
use the Amiga's memory and processor 
to compose the page, sending it in in
crements to high resolution line print
ers. The results are remarkable. I have 
experimented recently with both Pro
Draw and Pagestream with both a new
ly acquired DeskJet and my older Xe
rox 4020, and am very happy with the 
results. Local user group colleagues 
report similar success with HP Laser
jets and PaintJets. 

Now in PrintScript we have yet an
other product that both further ups the 
quality of the printout and lets us use a 
much broader range of programs. Pix
elations' package consists of a 24 page 
manual which is brief but thorough and 
a disk that comprises the PostScript in
terpreter, a program to "configure" 
your printer, some custom printer driv
ers, and two sets of "Adobe equiva
lent" fonts. As Pixelations recom
mends a hard drive and two megs of 
Ram, the typical user would first make 
a PrintScript directory on the hard 
drive, assign PrintScript and copy the 
programs, printer drivers and fonts 
there. Then from the CLI enter a 
"cd :Printscript" and execute the "con
figure" command. Configure poses a 
series of questions: Screen Frequency? 
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(number of halftone lines per inch); 
Screen Angle? (angle between the half
tone lines); Preferences or PrintScript 
Printer Driver? (you can use standard 
Amiga system drivers, or Pix elations' 
speedier drivers for HP Laser and Desk 
jets, Imagewriter, Toshiba 180, or 
Okidata); and Unprintable Margins? 
(to cause the program to compensate 
for the area where most printers can't 
print). The manual gives you starting 
suggestions for each question and ex
planations of various functions for 
your experimentations. The next step 
is to create a PostSript file and copy it 
to the "Files" sub-directory of your 
PrintScript drawer. 

Version 1.0 supports files created by 
Professional Page, Excellence!, Laser
script, City Desk, ProScript, and 
Shakespeare, but the authors have al
ready begun distribution of an upgrade 
(1.01) with support for ProDraw and 
PageStream. Other enhancements in
clude more complete support of Post
Script operators (EOFill and curved 
fonts), and access to additional public 
domain fonts . 

Output is achieved with the simple 
command of "PrintScript" followed by 
your file name. As the program pro
cesses your file, the lillIe CLI cursor 
rotates slowly so you know something 
is happening. The process is quite 
computer intensive (the PostScript 
script file is processed to define each 
and every curve of the analytic outline 
and fill fonts) and the toLal process is 
dependent on the complexity of the file 
and the speed of your processor. Two 
pages from Professional Page (the 
"New Laser Times" sample file) took 
over an hour to a DeskJet on a straight 
68000 system. The sample ProDraw 
Flyer page took about 20 minutes with 
a 68020. In general , the more different 
fonts you have, the longer the process. 
The end results, however, are superb 
and will stand up to close scrutiny with 
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a magnifying glass, not to mention 
skeptical Mac users who have exam
ined samples and pronounced them 
equal to LaserWriter quality. 

Present PrintScriptlimitations include 
limited font support, some still as yet 
unsupported PostScript operators (the 
manual lists them), and lengthy print 
times. Pixelations is at work on more 
fonts and expects to have nailed all the 
operator functions, plus include color 
support for a May upgrade to version 
1.1. Further upgrades involve an ar
rangement with C-Lld and the Laser 
Express so that print time may even 
surpass PostScript printers (for more 
detailed information you can download 
a recent BIX conference on Print
Script). Amiga owners thus may elect 
to acquire 68030 cards , 32 bit ram, etc., 
to achieve true production capability, 
but the resulting expenditure could ap
proach the cost of a PostScript laser. 
On the other hand, for about $800 (the 
cost of a DeskJ et and this program), 
you can achieve the same quality at the 
expense of some of your time. When 
you consider that the average Post
Script laser printer serial file transfer 
takes about 15 minutes anyway, and 
then factor in the amount of time that is 
spent in composing the page in the first 
place, the issue of printing speed takes 
on a new perspective. Right now, the 
combination of PrintScript and the 
DeskJet represent a major break
through in affordable high quality 
desktop publishing, and once more -
sorry can't resist -- only Amiga makes 
it possible. 

PrintScript $89.00 

Pixelations 
P.O. Box 547 
Northboro, MA 01532 
(508) 393-7866 



A Painting Program Designed for Kids 

by Elaine White 

M 
yPaint, a new program 
created by Prism Com
puter Products, bills it
self as a paint program 

just for kids. A lot of attention has 
gone into everything from the bright 
yellow color of the disk to the appeal
ing animated icons, to make this a pro
gram that will be of interest to chil
dren. For the very young child, this 
program provides a good way to be
come comfortable with icons, and 
moving the mouse. It can be a good 
test of eye-hand-mouse coordination. 
For the older child who is not yet 
ready to move to a "grown-up" paint 
program, this program provides room 
for creativity. The program was child
tested and supervised by educators and 
in this case, it seems to have paid off. 

MyPaint is simple enough for a 
young child, but it has just enough 
twists to keep it interesting for the old
er one. The icons are attention getting 
and are easy to understand. When you 
select one, the border around it is 
highlighted. The very first title screen 
contains a help icon that points to each 
icon on the main screen and describes 
it in words and large, clear writing in 
simple, clear language. The mouse is 
used to move a pointing hand around 
the screen. For ease of use, either 
mouse button may be used to select 

icons. There is a color palette of 
twelve colors. It contains red, orange, 
yellow, green, light blue, blue, purple, 
brown, black, white, grey and tan in 
the shape of a water color paint box. 
When you select a color by clicking 

if you click anywhere within that 
shape. There are two other paint tools, 
Eraser and "Oops!." Eraser, erases the 
whole screen of color. "Oops!" just 
erases the last thing you did . MyPaint 
includes a coloring book of twenty-

The wrge icons and bright colors make it easier for children to operate the program 

on the oval in the paint box, a flashing 
smiling face and a musical tone indi
cate that the color has been selected. 

MyPaint provides three ways to 
paint. There is a big brush and a little 
brush with which to do free-hand 
drawing, and a "fill-ern-up" which fills 
a whole shape with the selected color 
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eight pictures that can be paged 
through to select one to paint. Pictures 
include things like dinosaurs, fish, 
clowns, animals, space ships and geo
metric designs. Not only can you color 
the pictures, but you can add details 
free-hand. There is also a picture of a 
box tied up with a ribbon which is a 

( continued on next page) 
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My Paint (continued from previous page) 

special feature called a Surprise Pic
ture. If a child chooses this one, the 
computer randomly selects one of the 
twenty-eight pictures and puts it invisi
bly on the screen. The picture is then 
revealed by painting it with the magi
cal paint brush . It can then be colored 
as usual. You can also start with a 
blank screen and do your own creating. 
Besides free-hand drawing with the 
brushes, there is also a mirroring icon. 
It mirrors and copies what you draw in 
one quadrant of the screen into the oth
er three quadrants to create interesting 
symmetrical designs. 

through purple. 
When this effect 
is combined with 
the Color Brush , 
the result is pret
ty spectacular. 

There are two special color effects. 

There is also 
an icon of a 
mouth. The Col
oring Book in
cI udes a word or 
phrase or music 
to go with each 
picture. If you 
want to hear this 
again, simply se
lect the Listen 

The "Surprise" option lets the computer choose a picture at random 

One is a color brush which creates a 
rainbow effect as you draw by laying 
down overlapping circles of red, 
orange, yellow, green, light blue, blue 
and purple. It works with both the big 
and linle brushes. The spacing of the 
circles depends on how fast or slow 
you move the brush. The other special 
effect is selected by the flashing colors 
icon. This creates flashing pictures by 
cycling through the colors from red 

To Sounds icon . This is a simple fea
ture, but does add appeal to the pro-
gram. 

The manual too is short and simple. 
For the younger child, or really, any
one who is going to use MyPaint, all 
the information that you would need is 
covered by the help screens. There is 
very lillie else that you can learn or 

Kids can create their own masterpieces, or they 
may choose to paint one of the pre-drawn pictures included on the disk 
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need to learn from the manual. Aboul 
the only thing not covered by the help 
screens are the keyboard commands. 
One command enables you to save the 
picture you have created. The other lets 
you quit the program if you don't want 
to turn the Amiga off. 

There is one thing that I would like 
to see changed in this program. I think 
that the Erase icon is too easy to use. 
When IitLle children create a master
piece, they should be protected from 
wiping it out with one misplaced click 
of the mouse. There needs to be a "Do 
you really want to do this?" kind of 
step between that action and the de
struction of the picture. This is a 
change that would be easy to imple
ment and would prevent great disap
pointment on the part of a young Ami
ga user. My only other two complaints 
are very minor. The brontosaurus pic
ture in the Coloring Book has an object 
which has a break in the black outline. 
This causes a problem when you try to 
use the fill-ern-up because the color 
flows over into the adjacent area. My 
other complaint is about the color 
names in the manual. What I referred 
to previously in this article as Lan is 
printed in the manual as "flesh" . This is 
a form of racial discrimination which 



the crayon manufacturers managed to 
rectify several years ago. I hope that 
MyPaint will do the same. 

The disk is not copy-protected, ena
bling you to make a back-up copy, a 
good idea where children are the users. 
The manual recommends storing the 
back-up copy and using the original 
disk as it is yellow and more easily rec
ognized by children as being theirs . 

I think this program has a lot of 
child appeal. The colors are bright and 
clear. The icons are clever and in con
stant motion. I tested this program out 
on a seven year old child. What ap
pealed to her most was the Surprise 
Package and the hidden picture that 
she could reveal. She really enjoyed 
uncovering the pictures even if she 
chose not to color some of them in. 
The flashing colors also got considera
ble use and she would spend quite a 

Dr.T's 

while admiring the effect of them on 
her latest creation. It is prelly fascinat
ing to a child to watch how the colors 
fill the shapes with the fill-em-up. 
Even making a mistake was not a prob
lem. The Oops! man, his head shaking 
"No" with a frown on his face, was a 
fun way to correct the mistake. Since 
the pictures in the Coloring Book can 
only be paged through one at a time, 
looking for a certain picture to color 
can become tedious. Some kind of a 
flip feature would be appreciated after 
using the Coloring Book for a while. 

At least for this child, it was difficult 
to get her to quit. Requests for JUSt one 
more Surprise Package or just one 
more picture to color indicate to me 
that this is a program to recommend. It 
is good to see a program that is not 
competitive or stressful but that fosters 
creativity. Now about that "JUSt for 
kids" printed on the box and the manu-

wo 

al. While I don't really recommend that 
an adult should run out and buy My
Paint, it really is a fun thing to play 
around with. It doesn't take a lot of 
concentration and it is comparable to a 
kind of relaxed doodling. I had fun try
ing the different effects of mirroring 
and flashing colors and color brushing. 
It isn't hard to fall into the "just one 
more before I tum it off' mentality. So 
if you've got children who are LOO 

young for your grown-up paint pro
gram, I recommend you buy MyPainl. 
Then you can play with it after they go 
to bed. 

MyPaint $49.95 

Distributed by: 
Centaur Software Inc. 
14040 Tahiti Way 
Marina Del Rey, CA 90202 
(213) 821-5995 

Kawai K-5 

MUSIC SOFTWARE, Inc. 
220 Boylston St. #206 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167 
(617) 244-6954 

Whether music is your job, or you do it just for fun, we 
have the music software tools that will help you make music 
faster and easier than you ever dreamed. And now with the 
release of the Level II sequencer you can find out just how 
much of a partner a program can be in creating your music. Try 
us and see why thousands of Amiga users choose Dr.T's. Call 
or write for our free catalog. 

We define MIDI muric software! 
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A New Ray Tracing Program from Incognito Software 

by Walter Steuber 

P
ainting a picture that can be 
mistaken for a photograph re
quires either a great artistic 
ability or a great computer. 

Only a very few artists have the talent 
and skill to render in perspective, with 
highlights, shadows, reflections, shad
ings and color toning. With Opticks 
and the Amiga, almost anyone can get 
all these by simply giving the Amiga 
some basic information about what is 
to be pictured. Amy will do the rest, 
using the technique called ray-tracing. 
Opticks will mathematically calculate 
the effect of each light beam , each re
flective surface, each color in the ob
jects you have specified and it will de
liver a reproduction of the scene as 
though taken by a camera. The ob
jects photographed in this way do not 
exist in the real world, of course, but 
are imaginary things that you have 
dreamed up and placed in the scene. 

Many months ago Brian Reed began 
the ray-tracing craze with a public do
main ray-tracing construction kit 
named "A-Render." This software ena
bled Amigans to produce photographs 
of imaginary scenes but it was, to put 
it in an understated way, not all that 
easy to use. Now he has greatly im
proved its user-friendliness, added lots 
of new features, and offers it for sale 
as Opticks. Brian has made it as easy 
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Control in Opticks is accomplished by means o/thisflow chart panel 

as possible for a non-artist to set up 
complicated scenes full of odd shapes, 
strange surfaces and wild colors. It 
will also, if you ask it to, work as a 
stereo camera and generate a left/right 
pair that can be looked at with Haitex 
spectacles. (This makes Opticks the 
only third party program I've seen 
since getting my Xspecs.) The recom
mended minimum system is any Ami
ga with two disk drives and one Meg 
of RAM. 

After you boot up OPTICKS, you 
set up the scene with mouse clicks. 
You will arrange solid objects in 
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space, you will place lights where you 
want them, and you will select a place 
to view things from. With these 
things all set, OPTICKS will compute 
the picture in proper perspective. 
These steps can be simple and done 
quickly it you want them that way, but 
you can also get carried away design
ing elaborate shapes or arranging 
tricky lighting. The whole operation 
is closely analogous to setting up a 
scene for a tabletop photograph. in
stead of arranging real objects on a ta
ble, you place computer objects . in
stead of positioning real light sources, 
you do it with computer simulations. 



Instead of a real camera, you point a 
computer camera and set its degree of 
zoom. 

Real-life tabletop photography calls 
for many artistic choices, and this 
imaginary counterpart requires all the 
same ones. But this imaginary photog
raphy allows far more leeway because 
it is free of real-world physical limita
tions. You can, for instance, put a 
source of imaginary light right up 
against a subject, or you can put it fifty 
feet overhead with a stroke of the 
mouse. 

After booting, the first button you 
will probably want to hit is "Build 
Your World." A mouse click on this 
opens up a 3-dimensional empty space, 
ready to be populated with objects of 
your choice. Showing a 3-dimensional 
volume on a 2-dimensional monitor 
face is a difficult problem faced by any 
program that deals with solid objects. 
There really is no completely satisfac
tory, intuitive way to do this, and we 
have seen several ways tried by differ
ent 3-d programs. The way OPTICKS 
handles this task is to present three or
thogonal views of the working space: 
front, side and top. A solid object that 
you place in this space is seen in each 
window and you just have to get used 
to mentally fusing these three flat 
views into a single solid concept. Also 
in these three square windows are col
ored lines indicating what the camera 
will be seeing. These lines form a 
"viewing pyramid." Intimidating at 
first, the pyramid soon becomes very 
helpful in handling the 3-d space and 
conceptualizing the solid objects. 

An object you set up in the working 
space Can come from any of three 
sources. A library of about forty stock 
geometrical solids comes with OP
TICKS and a mouse click will call one 
up. You can bring in a solid object 
you have already made for Video-

This image is an Amiga screen shot of the picture that appears on 
this month's front cover. Note the highly visible steps between color gradients 

Scape, or you can simply draw a new 
shape. (A screen of graph paper pops 
up and you draw on it in DPaint fash
ion.) To convert your flat drawing into 

a solid object, OPTICKS supplies two 
routines, "extrude" and "lathe." Once 
you select an object, you place it where 
you want it in the work space and pro-

This Opticks 24 bitfile entitled "Gallery" 
was transferred to and rendered on a Targa System 

( continued on next page) 
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Optic ks (continued from previous page) 

ceed to operate on it. You can stretch 
or shrink it in any direction with some 
sliders that are tucked up in the comer 
of the screen. Furthermore, you can 
rotate it in any direction you like. 
(Yaw, pitch, or roll it.) The object is 
highlighted in the orthogonal windows 
during these operations, so you imme
diately see the effect of the rotations, 
translations and size changes you are 
performing. 

Especially important to ray-tracing is 
the fact that you can specify and map 
color and surface texture. You might 
select a golden mirror surface that will 
totally reOect lights and surrounding 
objects or you might select any of doz
ens of other color/texture combina
tions. After getting this first object the 
way you like it, you go on and repeat 
the process with other objects. It's as 
ncar as the computer can make it to 
placing objects for a tabletop photo
graph . 

After arranging objects the way you 
want them, you put lights where they 
will show things off to the best advan
tage. Lights are placed one at a time in 
the 3-d space by requesters and sliders 
very similar to those used to place the 
objects. OPTICKS offers eight kinds 
of sources: spot, flood, fresnel, sun, 
etc. You can, if you want, modify the 
color of a light by selecting a gelatin 
filter for it from a list of five colors. 

Finally, you specify where you want 
that light to be placed and how bright it 
is to be. (If it were only that easy with 
real lights!) Place as many lights 
around the scene as you want. Just as 
in real-world photography, the choice 
and placement of light sources plays a 
big part in the overall artistic effect. 
You can only estimate what the effect 
of the lights and their placement will 
be, however. They are indicated sim
ply by dots in the orthogonal windows. 
Only after the picture has been com-
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puted will you see completely what the 
lights do. OPTICKS lets you position 
the camera wherever you want it in the 
workspace, lets you rotate it so that it 
points in whatever direction you want, 
and lets you zoom in or out over a 
wide latitude. These camera manipula
tions, often quite troublesome in real 
photography, are easy with sliders. 
The colored lines of the "view pyra
mid" come in handy here because they 
instantly show the camera's range of 
view as it is zoomed in and out or 
moved around. 

Now that objects, lights and view 
have been set up, things are about 
ready for your Amiga to compute the 
picture. The user can tell Amy to go 
ahead and do it her way OR the user 
can specify any of a dozen or so pa
rameters for the calculation. The most 
important parameter is the number of 
screen pixels to bunch together to form 
a single picture pixel. When lOx 10 
screen pixels make a single picture pix
el, the calculations are completed in a 
couple minutes and you get a rough 
draft of the ultimate picture. When full 
resolution is specified, the calculation 
of a complex scene can take over 100 
hours! This does not mean your com
puter becomes totally unavailable for 
four or five days, because the computa
tions can be done in the background at 
low priority, but it does mean leaving 
Amy running night and day for a long 
time. More typically, though, a mod
est scene with modest resolution will 
take perhaps an hour. The number of 
calculations that must be done is mind
boggling. I can't begin to think 
through all the things that get involved 
in computing each pixel in the picture. 

One of the unique aspects of OP
TICKS is its built in ability to save a 
24 bit plane file in the True Vision 
Standard. This is the standard used by 
Vista and Targa display systems, and 
some of the images accompanying this 
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article were saved out in 24 bit form, 
then rendered on a Targa system. 

You may get the impression from 
this outline that OPTICKS is a power
ful but complicated program. It is. 
More than shows here, in fact, because 
many lesser options and details have 
not even been mentioned. There are 
several good tutorials in the manual 
that gently lead the reader through the 
set-up steps, and after a little practice, 
they become familiar and reasonable. 
The package comes with a main disk 
that self-boots and an auxiliary disk 
that contains a slideshow of ray-traced 
pictures , the C code of some routines 
used in OPTICKS, and some software 
that will facilitate the use of a math co
processor. Opticks, like all ray-tracing 
software will benefit greatly from an 
accelerator and/or co-processor. (For 
anyone who wants to get much deeper 
into the mathematics of ray-tracing, 
Abacus has published a book on the 
subject. It is called Amiga 3D Graph
ic Programming in BASIC and it de
votes all its 356 pages to explaining the 
geometry and algorithms of ray
tracing, supporting them with long pro
grams in AmigaBASIC. One of these 
programs ties up the Amiga for three 
weeks of computation to draw a single 
picture!) 

For most of us who want to simulate 
real-world photography with a micro
processor, Opticks offers a much better 
alternati ve than basic programs. You 
will find a wide variety of features and 
several good tutorials which will get 
those "impossible" images out of your 
mind and onto your screen. 

Opticks $179.95 

Incognito Software 
34518 Warren, Suite 149 
Westland, MI48185 
(313)462-2148 
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DeluxePaint III 
The Latest and Greatest Version of the Original Classic 

by Paul R. Miller 

M
ore than any other pro
gram, Deluxe Paint has 
played a pivotal role in 
the development of the 

Amiga. Consistently voted the best 
graphics application by users in vari
ous polls and surveys, dPaint has prob
ably sold more Amigas than all of 
Commodore's marketing efforts com
bined. Only a month after the ma
chine's introduction, EA released the 
first version in a package that looked 
like a game, and had only a few pages 
of instructions that were rather too 
flip. Nevertheless, it outclassed all oth
er PC based paint programs. Only one 
year later we had dPaint II, a major 
upgrade that gave us perspective and 
stencils, smoothing and anti -aliasing, 
fixed backgrounds, virtual pages 
bigger than the screen, access to all 
resolutions, and a real manual. It was 
an awesome program that took some 
time to master, not because it was dif
ficult (the user interface is still the 
best) but because there was so much it 
could do. Even after more than 2 
years of almost daily use, I am discov
ering new tricks and techniques. That 
same two years, however, has seen 
progress in other Amiga paint pro
grams and the emergence of animation 
and video as the wave of the Amiga's 
future. Despite the advances and com
petition, dPaint II is still my primary 
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graphics tool, but it's beginning to 
show its age. The little foibles that I 
used to ignore are getting more annoy
ing: the slow line or outline tools with 
their weird redraws; the load and save 
requesters that default to dfl: on a 

"fonts". Want to change fonts in mid
project? Let's see, where did I write 
down that tip? Oh yes, call up the 
screen format, click on "OK" and 
you'll have cleared your memory buf
fer of those fonts. With Photon Paint 

A singh/rame captured/rom DeluxePaillt's "Spin Title" 

hard drive system; the lack of over
scan painting; perspective that's just 
too tough to use; no access to half
brite; and, of course, the matter of 
fonts. Too many fonts in your SYS: 
directory to fit on the screen? Crash! 
Want to access other font directories? 
No problem, just use the beloved "as
sign" command, or use a disk named 
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II now offering built-in animation and 
most of the interface features of 
dPaint, and in HAM mode yet, the 
time has clearly come for yet another 
EA upgrade. 

In what has to be the most complete 
Graphics package yet, EA (and Dan 
Silva) appear to have done it again. 



Any Amiga owner who's been feeling 
insecure just because the MSIDOS ver
sion of dPaint grants 256 colors to 
VGA owners can again feel smug 
when they show off the astounding ef
fects possible (only on the Amiga!) 
with version 3. All the little foibles are 
fixed, and the scope of new features 
added make this upgrade as significant 
as version 2 was to the original. The 
list of enhancements is impressive: 

Extra-Halfbrite support; Full video 
(704 by 480) overscan painting; Page 
size up to 1008 by 1024; Four new fill 
types; Filled shapes with custom brush 
outlines; Filled freehand tool; Full 
screen image flipping; Improved per
spective control; Automatic outlines; 
Definable brush handles; Stenciled 
brushes; Six color channels for cy
cling; Better printing controls; More 
memory Info; Multiple active com
mands; Modes for Tint and Halfbrite; 
Halfbrite fill modes for shadows, high
lights, or gradients; Preferences for no 
icons, automatic transparent brush 
backgrounds, automatic perspective 
grid sizing, and startup configuration; 
Much faster overall operation; Anima
tion with compressed delta files or full 
page flipping, 3-dimensional move re
quester for animation objects, "anim
painting", "animbrushes", even 16 col
or hi-res at 30 frames per second; 3 
disks with more art, tutorials, anima
tions, color fonts, and a player utility; 
237 page manual with extended anima
tion and perspective tutorials; Key
board equivalents for just about every
thing -- and, yes, a Font Requester that 
will access any font directory, scrolls 
the point sizes, previews your selec
tions in normal, bold, italic or under
line, and even asks if you want to load 
the colorfont palette! 

Animation is the icing on the cake, so 
we'll save that part for dessert, but 
there are so many features in this feast 
of a program to deal with that we risk 

overindulgence! First the upgrades to 
old features . 

TOOL ENHANCEMENTS 

Almost every TOOL has been aug
mented with new requester options or 
keyboard modifiers. For all built-in 
brushes, a click with the right button 
will allow you to adjust size by drag
ging the mouse (you can still use the 
"+" and "-" keys too). Dotted and con
tinuous freehand can now be con
strained to horizontal or vertical with 
the shift key, while the curve tool is 
similarly constrained to expedite align
ment of ending points. Airbrush, too, 
can be constrained, but for this you use 
the ALT key. Use of the ALT key 
with any of the filled tools will give 
you a filled shape with an outline of 
your current custom brush (and as 
modified by your handle location). 
Depressing shift as you pick up a brush 
limits your selection to a square shape 
-- either in absolute pixels or a "be
square" compensated aspect ratio. 

A right button click on any line or un
filled shape pops a requester for dotted 
lines: total number of dots, dot incre
ment, continuous, or airbrush -- the lat
ter allowing you to make your shape 
with your current airbrush in its current 
size setting. New code has made all 
the line tools much faster, so lines rub
berband in real time. The spacebar 
now will terminate (not cancel) an un
filled polygon at its last point, but it 
still completes a filled shape. Use 
ALT with the fill tool and you can fill 
outward from your cursor position to 
the current background color. This is 
especially handy in a tinted fill mode 
over an existing gradient. Click on 
plain fill or any filled shape with the 
right button to yield a new fill type re
quester. 

A new "Tint" -- which replaces the 
canvas color with your current fore-
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ground hue and saturation settings, but 
leaves the value unchanged. Depend
ing on your available palette, this can 
give a pretty good approximation of 
HAM colorizing for grey scale back
ground. "Brush" is also new -- it takes 
your current custom brush and resizes 
it to fit your filled area. Perspective re
mains unaltered (it fills with your cur
rent brush in current perspective set
ting). "Wrap" is a major addition -
your current custom brush is surface 
mapped around your current filled 
shape (circles yield spheres, rectangles 
cylinders, ellipsis for lozenges, poly
gons for cones and beyond, or freeform 
fill for whatever you can create). Pat
tern, From Brush, and Gradient are 
with us still, but also improved. Pat
terns//From Brush can now be 
wrapped, and the horizontal line gradi
ent is smarter -- it now adjusts the gra
dient on each line so it isn't fooled by 
re-entrant corners and gives you relia
ble 3-d shapes. If you've selected 64 
colors in Screen Format, the fill re
quester will give you options for Half
Brite fill: this converts canvas colors 
from their full to half values (or back to 
full with the right button), and it's ter
rific for subtle shadows or highlights. 
The other HalfBrite option involves 
gradients -- either used or excluded 
from the gradient. As the HalfBrite 
colors are arrayed together at one side 
of your gradient (eg. a range of light 
greys and a range of darker greys) it 
doesn't allow you to intermix and save 
on palette colors, but it may be useful 
for some unusual effects. 

What's left? Zoom and Undo are un
changed, as is Symmetry (but the man
ual offers a tip to use "fix background" 
for underpainting). Palette now lets 
you hold the mouse button down as 
you move over the colors, selecting as 
you release, plus you get a total of six 
color channels for cycling or shade 
ranges. Magnify is the same, except it 

( continued on next page) 
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DeluxePaint III (continuedfrompreviouspage) 

can be activated simultaneously with 
another action. This is a major con
venience! Now you can start a line in 
magnify mode, tum off magnify, move 
your cursor and remagnify to align the 
end point -- all in one operation. Grid 
now affects dotted freehand, line, rec
tangle, circle, ellipse, text, and your 
custom brush if you activate perspec
tive and the "AutoGrid" preference 
(more on this in the discussion of per
spective). Picking up a brush is also 
better -- "AutoTransp" on the prefer
ences menu will give you a transparent 
background regardless of your current 
background, provided the four comers 
of the rectangle you drag are all locat
ed over the same color, and a shifted B 
keypress will toggle between your cur
rent and last custom brush. 

Last, but certainly most appreciated, 
is an intelligent Fonts requester (right 
button on the text symbol). A scrolla
ble window lists all the font names in 
your current "fonts" directory, and a 
separate size gadget scrolls points. 
More gadgets toggle Bold, Italic and 
Underline, and a "Show" button will 
preview your font in another window. 
Any size over about 60 points spills 
out the top, and I got some garbled dis
plays in giant size "MasterPiece Fonts" 
in italic mode, but despite these flaws 
it serves its purpose well. Best of all, a 
string window lets you enter a path to 
other directories. Now we have imme
diate access to unlimited fonts without 
the hassle. Just be certain that your 
newly created directories have a sub
directory named "Fonts", copy your 
fonts and .font files there, and dPaint 
III will do the rest. If you've run the 
ColorText utility first and access a Col
orFont, dPaint will even thoughtfully 
ask if you want its palette. 

MENU ENHANCEMENTS 

One of dPaint U's most perplexing 
quirks involved the load and save me-
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nus. If you had only one floppy drive, 
or you were using a 2000 with your 
second drive external (df2:) , you had 
problems.... Version 3 no longer de
faults to these problems, but instead 
presents a semi-intelligent requester 
that automatically recognizes up to 5 
mounted devices. LOAD permits you 
to specify the number of frames (for 
non-compressed animation) and will 
even load a batch of files -- starting al
phabetically in your current directory 
up to the frame # specified (all must be 
in the same resolution format). Simi
larly, if you've created multiple frames, 
SA VE will allow you to save a range, 
with automatic sequential numbering 
suffixes added to the common file
name. Gone are the annoying back
up.pic's that cluttered your files and 
wasted time; instead, a message box 
asks if you want to overwrite an exist
ing file. Also gone (if you select "No 
Icons" in prefs) are the equally clutter
ing icon files. Delete is wisely limited 
to one file. Up-to-date with 1.3, Print 
provides for placement, percentage vs. 
absolute pixel count for sizing, and 
buttons to issue line feeds and form
feeds. Also welcome is an exit button 
that allows you to setup your format 
ahead of time. 

"Flip" lets you mirror the whole page 
horizontally or vertically, and "Page 
Size" now reflects the reality of over
scan at 353n04 by 240/480. Built-in 
pages are there for 8-1(2" by 11" as be
fore, and you can enter any number up 
to a limit of 1008 by 1024."About" 
now lists memory in four categories: 
Chip, Fast, Anim (the size of your cur
rent delta file), and AnimBrush (also 
delta file). Screen Format grants the 
new 64 color HalfBrite mode (Io-res 
and interlace only), and a button that 
activates Overscan. Now you can 
paint right to the edges of an over
scanned image Gust toggle off the title 
bar). More thoughtful requesters ap
pear when you change screen formats, 
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allowing you to shrink overscanned to 
normal screens, and prompting for your 
replies to options as your alter the num
ber of colors. 

Brush: 

Loading and saving feature the path 
enhancements, and include color cy
cling information as well as palette. 
"Edge" grants an automatic outline to 
custom brushes (one pixel thick, and in 
your current foreground color). Key
board equivalents "0" and "0" add or 
subtract these outlines at a stroke -
they are especially useful with text. 
Under Change Color, a "Change 
Transp" option quickly transposes your 
transparent color to whatever is cur
rently selected for the background. Fi
nally, handle locations can be accessed 
from the keyboard (AL T-x and y), with 
successive toggles to left, right, up and 
down. Ultimate control is accessed 
through the menu or AL T -z: drag the 
mouse to a custom brush position and 
release. 

Mode: 

Smooth is now enabled by the F8 key 
(DEL toggles the cursor), and we get 
two new modes. "TINT" applies the 
Hue and Saturation levels of the cur
rent foreground. HBrite transposes col
ors from full to half value (or back with 
the right button). Tint requires that you 
use only the built in brushes, but 
HBrite mode can use a custom brush. 
This is extraordinarily useful for subtle 
shading and shadow effects, and when 
combined with animation presents an 
awesome effect. 

Preferences: 

Coordinates now can be toggled with 
the shifted backs lash key and then fur
ther toggled in perspecti ve mode be
tween angle and position readout with 
the slash key. The aforementioned "No 
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Icons" and "AutoTransp" are nice con
veniences, but the real plus is "Auto
Grid". In conjunction with perspective, 
your custom brush dimensions auto
matically become the temporary de
fault grid settings. Pick up a brush, en
ter perspective, switch on grid, and 
what previously was an ordeal -- the 
movement and registration of brushes 
through 3-D space -- now is a snap! 
All previous preference options are still 
included, and you can configure the 
program through the icon tooltypes to 
load with whatever combination you 
prefer. 

Effects: 

Stencil and Background are unaltered 
in function, but worth noting is the in
clusion of the halfbrite registers in the 
stencil maker. Once understood by the 
user, Stencil was one of the most pow
erful features of dPaint II . The combi-

nation of HalfBrite modes, fills and 
stencils ought to provide wonderful ef
fects, once we begin to understand the 
possibilities in combination. Much of 
the power of dPaint lies hidden in the 
mastery of these combined effects, the 
benefit of which is only realized with 
repeated use and experimentation. The 
amazing depth of this program only 
yields to the familiarity of constant use 
and play . But that's okay by me, be
cause I vastly prefer dPaint to any 
game. 

When version 2 was released I 
thought that the perspective effects 
would be of great utility and I would 
find practical applications in my archi
tectural practice. Alas, despite a fair 
amount of work at it, the results I de
sired eluded me. It was okay for some 
illustrative effects, but the kind of con
trol required to produce accurate repre
sentations of "measured" Objects just 
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dial the phone, to print address 
labels,and as a calendar, alarm 
clock, and yes, as a Rolodex, 
too. 

Of course, Gladys made 
better coffee, but then 
Who.'What.'When.'Where! 
doesn't demand profit
sharing ... " 

1248 Clairmont Road 
Suite 3D 
Atlanta, GA 30030 

(404) 377-1514 

wasn't there. I didn't think I was partic
ularly dumb in the area of perspective 
because I could construct them by hand 
with the traditional geometric methods, 
but I got nowhere with dPainl. I took 
some comfort in learning that other 
people had trouble too, but still wished 
I could do it in this program . Dan Sil
va has come to our rescue with a vastly 
improved approach. For starters, the 
outline box for your brush includes X 
and Y axis markers, so you don't get 
lost in space. Now there's easy tog
gling between angle readout and posi
tion (without moving your cursor), so 
you can stay where you . want to be. 
Add toggling of brush handle from the 
keyboard and you're almost set. Enter 
a requester for Perspective Settings: 

Now chose from a grid that is either 
screen based (you set the values) or 
based on your brush. If you've opted 

( continued on next page) 
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DeluxePaint III (continuedfrompreviouspage) 

for brush based (the default with Auto
Grid), any movement along the 3-D 
axes is in increments of your brush. 
Choose also between screen based per
spective (your position coordinates or 
angles are based on the "absolute" 
world), or brush based (now reflecting 
position and angle relative to your 
brush axes. A further refinement lets 
you enter custom values for the shifted 
number keys (eg. 450(, rather than 900(, 
increments). 

Finally, pressing the CTL key tempo
rarily fixes the Y axis so you 
can now move right/left and 
forward/back with the 
mouse. Hallelujah! It 

so critical, as considerable forethought 
as to the object is a foregone conclu
sion, and the chief objective is general
ly the realistic appearance of object 
and movement through space. In 2-D 
animation, however, we want more to 
inhabit the magic realm of the classic 
cartoon. Animation is tough. All the 
gimmicks in the world -- be they hard
ware or software -- are no substitute 
for a story line that is implemented in 
coordinated objects and motion. The 
classic animator has the device of a 
registered tablet with overlays of trans-

The big news with this new version of 
Deluxe Paint is the addition of motion 

x Z 

available memory and the resolution 
and number of colors (bit planes) of 
your screen. Select the "Expanded" 
method from the submenu, then select 
"Set#" from the "Frames" heading. 
DPaint will then set a number of 
frames depending on screen format and 
memory. My 2000 has 5 megs of 
RAM, and even while multi-tasking 
this review, will allow 86 frames in 64 
color lo-res (over 550 frames in 2 col
or). At a play rate of 15 frames per 
second (standard for most commercial 
animation), that isn't too bad. The sec-

ond method of choice, 
however, will be "com

works! The manual gives 
you a nice explanation and 
tutorial, and it takes a little 
bit of practice, but the tech
niques are solid. Screen ver
sus Brush perspective will al
low almost any result you 
desire (especially useful in 
animation), and the program 
cleverly lets you replicate a 
series of relative (i.e. brush 
based) moves through space 
because the screen coordi
nate and angle readouts that 
result from a series of moves 
give you the cumulative po
sition and orientation. 

Dis t: .~r;~;~~r~~ ~;~r~~ ==~ Anale.:[; r; (} 
ICle .. IlGo BacJcl ~~ 

pressed," the familiar 
ANIM format that builds 
files based on the differ
ences or "deltas" between 
frames. Here there is no 
predetermined limit to the 
number of frames. There 
is, of course, the potential 
for very big files if the 
changes between frames is 
great, but for most applica
tions you'll get more for 
your RAM. No need to 
worry about overstepping 
the limits, because dPaint 
keeps track of chip and 
fast ram (use CTL-a) and 
the "About" menu will 

Ease-ou t :wr; == Di.eotion: 
Ease-In:rn Move 

1--+' .. 1 

ANIMATION 

And then there's animation. First off, 
let me say that I've worked and played 
with just about all the animation pro
grams, both 2 dimensional and 3. No 
one can fail to be impressed by the 
power and sophistication of such pro
grams, but can anyone truly and hon
estly say that they don't (with the ex
ception of Photon Paint II) interpose a 
barrier between the object and move
ment? For solid modeling the issue of 
intermediate steps from object creation 
to path description to rendering is not 
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Count :1'; 

lucent paper that allow pencil testing -
immediate feedback during the process 
of drawing. Until now, Amiga users 
have had painting programs where they 
create the images, and separate anima
tion programs in which to move and 
show them. DPaint III brings it all to
gether. 

The Anim Menu: 

DPaint can work in two modes. The 
first is Full Page-by-Page flipping, 
which involves the rapid sequencing of 
full screens of IFF images. The num
ber of frames possible is limited by 
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keep you posted on the 
size of your ANIM. 

LOAD and SAVE are the usual re
questers, and in the case of the former, 
will automatically respond to the for
mat. For a test, I loaded a VideoScape 
animation done 18 months ago in an 
old ANIM format DPaint responded 
perfectly, shifting to overscan, (still 
multi-tasking with Scribble!) and there 
I had it. A press on the number 4 key 
and it played perfectly except for a 
glitch at the beginning of the loop. No 
problem, just edit out that extraneous 
frame (that's right -- DPaint III will let 
you load and edit ANIMS!). 



DeluxePaint III (continuedJrompreviouspage) 

The FRAMES submenu provides for 
adding and deleting frames, copying to 
all, and setting the total number of 
frames. Compressed animations can be 
expanded in scope at any time just by 
resetting the num ber of frames, and 
this feature is the basis for many of the 
techniques of layered animation tricks 
offered in the tutorials. CONTROL 
options allow you to set RATE (up to 
30 frames per second), set the range of 
play (frame # to frame #) , and control 
the play for Play Once, Loop, Single 
play, or Ping Pong, as well as Next or 
Previous frames, and a Go To option. 
These menu commands are also 
mapped to the keyboard, and shifted 
keyboard presses let you go to the first 
or last frames , go back to the last "go 
to", reverse loop play, reverse once 
play, go to the first or last, next or pre
vious cells of anim brushes. Rounding 
out are key strokes for reverse play, 
stop, speedup, slowdown, and toggle of 
color cycling -- a complete range of 
commands for interactive playback 
control. 

Once you've set the number of 
frames, you're ready to begin "anim
painting." A press on the left Amiga 
key in conjunction with a paint tool 
yields true magic. As you paint, dPaint 
flips through the cells automatically, so 
a simple stroke of the brush is caught 
on each frame as it is displaced in loca
tion over time. A keystroke plays it 
back instantaneously. Add more 
strokes and play it again, layering and 
editing 'till it suits you. If a session 
with animpainting doesn't raise your 
pulse a bit, you ought to consult your 
doctor, because this is just plain excit
ing stuff! EA's press release states that 
" ... Disney couldn't have done it better", 
and I'm hard pressed to say that's an ex
aggeration. The heart of the animation 
menu is the MOVE requester, which 
grants extensive control of object 
movement and coordination. Once 
you've stamped a custom brush down 

in a frame, a trip to this requester will 
yield settings for movement in the 
three-dimensional world. Distance is 
set on the X, Y, and Z axes, as is angle 
of rotation. Additional gadgets Clear 
the settings, and activate "Cyclic" or 
"Go Back" . Cyclic provides automatic 
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positioning for loop playing so that, for 
example. a full rotation of 360 degrees 
starting on frame 1 automatically ends 
at just the right position on the last 
frame of your sequence to loop 
smoothly back into frame 1. Go Back 
comes into play in multi-part sequenc-

( continued on next page) 
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Del ux eP aint I I I (continued from previous page) 

cs. DPaint nonnally "remembers" the 
position of the brush at the end point of 
any sequence, with the next move start
ing from that point. Go Back allows 
you to restart your brush from the very 
beginning point. 

The next block of gadgets in MOVE 
provide for EASE-OUT (acceleration) 
and EASE-IN (deceleration), and a 
COUNT gadget to set the frame dura
tion of any particular sequence (inde
pendent of your total frame count). 
The combination of these tools make it 
very easy to simulate, say, the effect of 
gravity as in a bouncing ball that decel
erates at the top of the bounce. DI
RECTION gadgets let you specify 
whether your distance and angle set
tings represent a "go to" or "come 
from", and whether to record your se
quence forward, backward, or still 
(painting to all the frames). Once 
you've made your settings, you can 
PREVIEW (near real-time wireframe) 
or choose the DRAW, FILL or 
TRAILS commands. Draw is the 
straight choice; Fill renders each suc
cessive frame in its perspective setting 
to the horizon; and Trails gives you the 
sum totals of previous frames as it 
goes. Finally, Cancel aborts your re
quest and Exit lets you leave with your 
settings intact. 

As if this wasn't enough, dPaint gives 
you one more powerful feature, the 
"AnimBrush". Once you have created 
a sequence of frames, you can go back 
and pick up your moving brush as a 
whole, and then use it again, or modify 
it's movement with yet another round 
of MOVE transfonnations. The tutori
als give you a simple example where 
you first create a ball, and make a se
quence in which it moves up and decel
erates. Then you pick up that segment 
as an AnimBrush, modify the setting of 
the animbrush for ping-pong move
ment, and set the whole subset of 
bouncing movement into another over-
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all movement across your screen and 
back into the distance. AnimBrushes 
can be saved and loaded (with color 
cycling), and can be further controlled 
as to "duration" -- a number greater 
than your current cell range will slow 
the motion down, a number smaller 
will speed it up. You can also pick the 
starting cell point within the range of 
your animbrush, and control its direc
tion (forward, reverse, or ping-pong). 

Needless to say, there are a whole lot 
of options and the potential for com
bined effects and layering seem end
less. The manual offers a about 25 tu
torial segments that drill you in the 
basics: simple move, simple rotation, 
brush vs. screen axis movement and 
rotation , the Go Back option, Cyclic 
vs . non-cyclic, Ease in 's and out's, and 
basics of the Animbrush -- pickup, use 
and settings. Next you begin to com
bine the effects in scenes that involve 
receding and approaching shapes, dis
solves, expanding forms, trails, 
slinky's, curving titles, tumbling 3-D 
objects, orbits, scrolling backgrounds, 
filled planes that simulate moving 
ground and rolling horizons, with a fi
nal exam that involves the creation of a 
rotating, bouncing and receding ball. 
It's the most fun I've ever had with 
software tutorials, and I found myself 
repeating them over and over just so 
they could become second nature. 

What more could we ask from a 
painting and animation program? It all 
seems to be here, and I am hard 
pressed to think of very many effects 
achieved in all the other 2-D animation 
packages that can't be accomplished 
faster and better, and with more imme
diate feedback and control , right in this 
one very impressive program. Not too 
soon to think about version 4, howev
er. Since CBM has announced their 
256 color board in Europe, maybe Dan 
Silva could give us all this and heaven 
too. In the meantime, all Amiga 
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graphics people should be thankful to 
Dan Silva for this version, and I have 
no doubt about dPaint III taking top 
honors in the next round of polls. 

DPaint comes with 3 disks (program, 
tutorial Art, and Animations and utili
ties) and a very extensive manual. EA 
plans release in late March, with up
grade policy as follows: $50 (Plus $7 
shipping) for version 2 owners who 
purchased prior to December 1, 1988; 
$20 (Plus $7) if you purchased after 
that date. Upgrades will require that 
you send the manual cover and a dated 
receipt for the original purchase. 

Deluxe Paint 111 
$149.00 
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Translate Industry Standard DXF Files to Popular Amiga Programs 

by Paul R. Miller 

L
ike it or not, AutoCAD is 
the most widely used PC 
based CAD program, with 
users numbering in the hun

dreds of thousands. At the large archi
tectural and engineering fum where I 
work our CAD production is based on 
a sophisticated main frame system, but 
we regularly translate to and from Au
toCAD files -- either because our cli
ents supply us with data in that format 
or they require archival documentation 

in DXF format at the completion of 
our design for their ongoing facilities 
management needs. Because it is so 
widely used, AutoCAD has become 
the design and construction industry's 
standard for the propagation of librar
ies of various manufacturers products, 
from windows to furniture. Thus, 
nearly every CAD system from Inter
graph to Versacad has been served by 
utilities that provide for these transla
tions, and the links extend from MS/ 
DOS to Sun, Apollo, and Macintosh. 
Although the Amiga is certainly not 
(as yet) a viable instrument for com
mercial CAD production, the ACAD 

The Acad translation requestor screen 
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Translator represents the first link to 
that realm. 

Access Technologies' first Amiga 
product was a set of carefully crafted 
three-dimensional fonts for use with 
Sculpt 3-D, which was later released 
in a version for Turbo Silver. (These 
fonts can also be used with Video
Scape 3D or Forms in Flight II via In
terChange, and can be translated via 
either Modeler 3D or with another In
terChange module into Aegis Draw 
Plus or Draw 2000, and then into 
Desktop publishing as well.) 

Although ACAD is touted as a 
means for utilizing the Amiga's superb 
rendering and animation capabilities 
to show off 3-dimensional DXF files 
with Sculpt 3D or 4D, Access has 
also provided a link to all those other 
applications as well. 

The AutoCAD .DXF file format pro
vides an ASCII base for 2-dimensional 
and 3-dimensional files. ACAD pro
vides a means to translate those files, 
with default settings suited for Sculpt 
3D, but with provision of control over 
parameters of magnification, circle 
subdivision, layers, and blocks that 
will help users tailor their translations 
for other applications and even edit 
objects prior to those translations. But 
first things first -- that vast resource 
of .DXF files resides in the MSJDOS 
world. ACAD's slim but thorough 

( continued on next page) 
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A cad (continued from previous page) 

manual leads you through the three 
methods: 

Modem Transfer -- either direct or 
from various BBS's which have sub
stantial DXF databases. (Access re
minds us to set our telecommunica
tions program to strip the carriage 
returns from the MS/DOS ends of lines 
to standard Amiga line-feed only.) 

Amiga 5-1/4 " (or 3-1/2") disk drives 
-- You can use the "PCCopy" utility 
from Workbench Extras. Again , Ac
cess is brief but explicit in their direc
tions, directing us to use the filter op
tion to strip the Carriage Returns, and 
offering suggestions to split DXF files 
(if they exceed the 360 K disk size) be
fore transfer. Users of DOS 2 DOS 
can accomplish the same tasks, and 
have the advantage of access to 720 K 
MS/DOS format 3-1/2" floppies. 

Bridgeboard -- easiest of all, but lim
ited again by the 360 K 5-1/4" format. 
Serious CAD users may take comfort 
in the hoped-for-soon release of the 
AT BridgeCard and access to 1.2 meg 
floppies. 
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Two sample images that were convertedfrom DXF Files and rendered with Sculpt 

No matter what method, the user will 
eventually have to contend with the 
fact that DXF files tend to be big. 
They are, after all , text files. The skill
fully constructed files that reside on 
BBS's or circulate on sample disks 
tend to be nice and compact, but in the 
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real world it's not unusual to encounter 
2 to 7 meg's in the script format. 
ACAD has built-in tools to let you 
translate only selected layers or blocks, 
but unless you have portable mass stor
age devices or an unlimited phone bud
get, it's best to break up the files before 
DOS transfer. 

Once you've got your DXF into Ami
gaDOS, the translation is easy and 
quick. Loading the program will yield 
a full screen file requester to set the 
source DXF pathname. Three scrolling 
windows are provided for Device 
(Disks, RAM, etc), Drawers, and Files. 
A series of scrolls and clicks will pro

duce your full source path name in a 
separate window. 

For added utility in file manipulation, 
ACAD gives you some more buttons 
for Parent, Delete, Rename, Copy, 
MakeDir, Execute and Abort. Once 
you've selected your file, a click on OK 
will take you to the Output Path name 
requester where your go through a sim
ilar process, with a reminder to give 



your file a ".scene" suffix so Sculpt 
will recognize it. Another click on OK 
takes you to the Translation Tools 
screen, which offers only three simple 
choices: Start, Cancel, or Select Pa
rameters. 

Access thoughtfully supplied a disk 
with some DXF sample files, so I 
plunged in straight away with the fa
mous 3-D view of St. Paul's cathedral . 
The file listed at about 55 K in DXF 
and translated to a .scene file of about 
160 K. I didn't time the process, but it 
couldn't have taken more than a minute 
from floppy to hard drive. A quick 
shift into Sculpt, add a light, set ob
server and target, mode, size, and ren
der -- a seamless transition. Since that 
was so easy, I decided to get fancy. 

Next I loaded into Modeler 3D (us
ing the load Sculpt file option). It 
came up very small in the tri-view so I 

activated Auto-Scale. No problem -
except for being upside down. Next 
step was to open a wireframe preview, 
then rotate for the desired view, en
large the window, and activate save as 
(DrawPlus) drawing. 

Okay, on to Draw 2000. Again, there 
was St. Paul's -- this time in wireframe 
projected 3-D view. Now on to Profes
sional Page or PageStream (when the 
latter implements its DrawPlus inter
preter).... You get the idea -- ACAD 
can funnel AutoCAD to the whole 
range of Amiga programs and formats, 
from desktop publishing to IFF paint
ing to animation. If you're not a Model
er 3D user, you can go the same route 
with InterChange, from Sculpt format 
to DrawPlus. In fact I got better results 
with the latter in my translations to a 
.geo format for VideoS cape -- missing 
facets were filled in and it came out 
right side up. In addition to the 

The best personal accounting package for the 
Amiga has just gotten better. . 
Introducing PHA$AR version 
3.0. Updated to take full advan
tage of the Amiga's friendly user 
interface, PHA$AR now incor
porates more powerful analysis, 
reporting, and financial func
tions. 

PHA$AR 3.0 ... the only way 
to make sense of your personal 
finances. 

New Features: 
• Enhanced online calculator with Slevel memory 

buffer 
• Sorting by account name or number 
• Improved tax progr.un now doubles as report 

writer 
• Custom define screen colors 
• Recall most recent transactions 
• And many more ...... . 

• 130 expense/inCome categories 
• 40 accounts (VISA, checking etc.) 
• Up to SOO transaction per month 
• Artlfldallntelligence parser predicts input, 

minimizes typing 
• Instant context-sensitive help function 
• Relational design integrates financial data 

Transactions 
• Create transaction macros for repetitive entries 
• Point-and-type spreadsheet-iityle relational 

summary table 
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straightforward default translation 
mode, ACAD lets you specify other pa
rameters. Selecting the Parameter but
ton results in another screen with four 
windows: 

Magnification -- a default number of 
4096 (a lucky Amiga coincidence?) is 
designed to yield optimum enlargement 
for easy viewing in Sculpt's tri-view, 
but can be altered at will. 

Circle Subdivisions -- set to a default 
of 12, this can be any integer greater 
than or equal to 3. This number deter
mines the degree to which a curve is 
segmented for Sculpt. A larger number 
will produce more segments (and will 
also increase the time to translate and 
the size of the file). Your setting here 
should be tempered by the Sculpt ren
dering mode you intend to use. While 
more segments would result in a 

( continued on next page) 

Reports and Analysis 
• Analyze loan/saving plan 
• Oearly formatted printed reports include: 

-Account summaries 
-Category summaries 
-Net worth statement 
-Tax calculations 

• Sort categories in any order 
• Built in data graphing 

Tax 
• Completely integrated tax preparer and report 

generator. 

Date! Address Organizer 
• Online organizer stores up to 250 names, 

addresses and phone numbers 
• Integrated scheduler stores specia1 occasions. 
• Event a1arm featune 

PHA$AR3.0 

A 
Available from: 

Antic Softw.,. 
544 Second SI. 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(800) 234-7001 MM8Y 
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A cad (continued from previous page) 

"smoother" curve, you might actually 
do beller to reduce the number (if you 
are rendering in snapshot or photo) and 
set the smoothing with Sculpt -- result
ing in smaller files and quicker render
ing. 

Select Layers -- if your DXF file is 
composed of layers, this option permits 
both layer exclusion and color and tex
ture editing. ACAD displays layer 
names, and you click textures and 
move color sliders. 

Select Blocks -- if the file has blocks, 
you may elect to include or exclude 
them as they are displayed in the re
quester. 

The disk includes a sample file to ac
company brief tutorials in layer and 
block manipulation. ACAD operates 
hierarhically in the Parameters win
dow: Cancel or Continue bullons at 

DIGITAL DYNAMICS-

any stage will either cause the program 
to translate according to previous se
lections (i.e. Magnification and Subdi
visions only), or let you go on to the 
layer, color, texture and block options. 
In all cases the program exits and re
turns you to your workbench after each 
translation. The receipt of an updated 
disk from Access (it fixed an obscure 
bug) prompted a telephone call to Tex
as, which was the occasion for some 
additional facts. Although ACAD is 
"officially" certified to handle Auto
CAD release 9 files, Access reports 
that it works with release 10 as well, 
with the exception of 3-D "Mesh" files. 
These can be handled indirectly, how

ever, by exploding them first with Au
toCAD before the translation, yielding 
proper 3-D facets. Access is also hard 
at work on another Amiga software 
product which ought to find a grateful 
audience. If we look at ACAD as just 
a translator from 3-D AutoCAD to 

Sculpt rendering, it would seem to 
have appeal to a rather limited user 
group. Perhaps unaware, however, Ac
cess has given the Amiga a link to a 
very wide base of data in the "real 
world," and with the use of readily 
available supplemental utilities like In
terChange, we can use this data in 
Amiga based structured drawings, 
desktop publishing, paint programs, 3-
D rendering and animation, and video. 
A nice bit of serendipity that seems to 
be happening more and more frequent
ly these days .... 

ACAD Translator 
$179.95 

Access Technologies, Inc. 
P.O. Box 202197 
Austin, TX 78720 
(512) 343-9564 

.--------------------------------, 

Power Packed Programs for your AMIGA 
?1? QUESTION 1?1 

Does High Res Screen Flicker 
Bother You III SNIP - Digital Signal Processing $495.50 

Developed in 1986 for medical and space research, power and ease of use 
have earned SNIP an enthusiastic reception in a broad range of scientific and 
engineering endeavours. 

• Graph, analyse and manipulate time series data. 
• Input data from ACDA, Twin-X or sound samplers. 
• ASCII import and binary MSDOS conversion. 
• FFP format, display 20 channels, 2 Million plus points. 
• Over 80 functions plus Custom interface with source code. 
• FIT based fLltering (tested up to 60,000 points). 

Aml-XI0 - BSR based borne control software $59_50 
Replace electrical timers with the inexpensive X-IO system and discO'Jer 

the power and simplicity of computerized control. 
• Access to all X -10 features and code combinations. 
• May be disconnected once X-IO is programmed. 
• 256 appliance codes, 16 appliances per event, 128 events. 
• Monitor timed events and display appliance status. 
• Review, sort or edit stored events. 
• 'Freeze' or 'Unfreeze' stored events for occasional usc. 
• Set' solar' events relative to sunrise or sunset. 
• RainlShine switch for sprinkler control. 
• Includes CU based program with batch capabilities. 

The Tax Strategist - 1988 Tax preparation $89.00 
• Federal form 1040 
• Schedules A, B, C, D, E & SE 
• Forms 2441 & 2106 
• Plus worksheets and Cash disbursement module. 

With CA State Tax $119_00 
The Tax Strategist, Professional Version also available 

DIGITAL DYNAMICS, 739 Navy Street, Santa Monica, CA 90405 

Tel: 213-396-9n1 

Flicker Mastertm 
Works With ALL AMIGA Models 

A-500 ,A-100Q , A-2QQQ 
Only $17.95 sug list price 

Greatly reduces Interlace flicker. 
Flicker Master is a specially designed filter that 

attaches easily to the face of your monitor 

Improves contrast in all resolutions, 
Helps reduce eye-strain 

10112 in. X f3 1/2 in. (26 .7 cm X 34.3 cm) size 
is designed to fit the following monitors. 

Amiga 1080 2002, and 10841 sony KV 1311 
Magnavox RGB 80 1 NEC Multisync and others, 

check size 
Flicker Master is a great companion to your Graphics .. Video, Cad, 

andl>esktop Publishing, Software, 
such as 

Digi-Paint, Deluxe Paint II, Express Pain~~hoton Paint,Pixmate, 
Butcher 2.0, Aegis Video Tiller, Zuma I v Text and TV Show, 

Sculpt 3D, Animate 3D, Videos cape 3D, Pro Video CGI, X-Cad, 
Intro Cad, PageSetter, and Professional Page 

T.S. R. Hutchinson Co. 110 W. Arrowdale 
Houston Texas n037-3801 (713)- 448 - 6143 

'rhe above named products are trademarks of 
~ _________ ~~~~~~:_:~~:: _________ J 
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A New Video Titling Program from Impulse 

by Tom Reed 

V ideo PAGE is a new video 
titling program for the en
tire range of current Ami
ga computers which is de

signed to help you create professional 
looking titles for your video produc
tions . You can mix different sized and 
colored fonts on the same line of text. 
With Video PAGE your titling project 
will be accomplished in an efficient 
and speedy manner. Video PAGE re
quires AmigaDos 1.2 or higher, at 

least 1 megabyte of RAM memory 
and a second disk drive or hard disk. 
The Video PAGE program comes with 
a program disk, several font disks and 
a manual. Video PAGE is not copy 
protected. The steps for using Video 
PAGE are simple. 

1. Load up to six different fonts into 
what Video PAGE calls a 
font cartridge. 

2. Type in your pages of text. 
3. Click on the effects and transitions 

for each page from the effects 
requester. 

Video Page offers the user a number of sophisticated effects 
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When those three steps are complete, 
preview your work and make any nec
essary adjustments. That's it! As easy 
as "one, two, three" . 

Because the program is easy to learn 
and operate, it is possible to overlook 
how thoughtfully the program is de
signed and implemented. Video PAGE 
follows a very intuitive and logical ap
proach in its operation and execution. 
Screens are a joy to work on because 
of the attentive manner to detail in 
which the layout and user interface 
were created. Requesters are large 
and present information clearly. The 
only minor exception to this statement 
is the fact that some screens require in
put from the mouse and other screens 
require input from the keyboard. 
When I first' encountered pages that 
needed keyboard input, I instinctively 
reached for the mouse to make a selec
tion when the keyboard was the way 
to go. The screen looks as if the 
mouse should be used, but no, strike 
the appropriate key to make the selec
tion. The adjustment to using the dif
ferent methods of input, mouse or key
board, was quick because of the 
logical nature of the requests. Of 
course, all of this could have been 
avoided if I had only read the manual 
first! 

The manual is a fifteen page docu
ment that contains all of the necessary 
information to run Video PAGE. The 

( continued on next page) 
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Video Page (continuedfrom previous page) 

manual is written in a clear and concise 
manner. The topics contained in the 
chapters are: The Video PAGE Inter
face, A Simple Tutorial, The Editor, 
Effects, and a Reference Guide. The 
easy as "one, two, three" steps are con
tained in the chapters on the Video 
PAGE Interface, The Editor, and Ef
fects. Let's look at these three areas in 
some detail. 

Interface 

To start the program insert the pro
gram disk in DFO: and double click the 
disk icon. If a Video PAGE fonts disk 
is not in place, you will be asked to in
sert a Video PAGE fonts disk. My re
view copy of the program would not 
load properly if I booted with the Vid
eo PAGE program disk and had the 
fonts disk in the external disk drive 
during this booting process. Booting 
with the Video PAGE program disk in 
DFO: and then inserting the fonts disk 
after the Video PAGE icon appeared 
caused no problems. 

A sample title from Video Page 

Upon the successful loading of the 
program, you are presented with a 
fonts selection screen. Selecting fonts 
could not be easier. Each fonts disk 
comes with its own screen for loading 

fonts into a fonts cartridge. The inter
face conventions are the same for each 
of the fonts disks. It is therefore possi
ble to load into the same fonts car
tridge different font point sizes, differ
ent styles of the same font and other 
font sizes or styles from the other disks 
of fonts which are provided. The car
tridge permits you to load up to six dif
ferent fonts at one time for use in the 

program. When 

The Video Page font Selection menu 
your selections are 
complete, click on 
EXIT and you will 
be taken to a blank 
page in the editor. 
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The Editor 

You will recog
nize the editor 
page by a status 
stripe which ap
pears at the bottom 
of the page. The 
status stripe con
tains the following 
useful information: 
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current line number, font number, font 
color, mode (insert or overwrite), and 
the current page number. Enter the text 
for your first title page. Entering text 
into the program follows most of the 
same conventions that your word pro
cessing program uses. You may use 
any number of different font sizes, col
ors and styles on the same line. Key 
strokes may be used to easily change 
from one font to another. Holding 
down the Alt key and pressing 1 selects 
the first font in your cartridge. Alt 2 
selects the second font. etc. Press F9 
to view a page that displays the select
ed fonts in your current cartridge. This 
same key allows you to select a new 
active font. The font selection screen is 
activated by pressing FS if you wish to 
load in different fonts. 

The color of your font is just as easily 
changed by using the etrl key and 
numbers I-S. Another way to select 
colors for rendering text is to press F6. 
The available colors are displayed and 
your selection is made using the arrow 
keys. To adjust the color palette for 



any of the eight colors available press 
Ctrl F6. The default color values are 
set with the sliders at the 15. For a 
clean video signal, these should be set 
to a value no higher than 12. The 15 
value looks great on the RGB monitor 
screen but overdrives the video signal 
when transferred to video tape. This is 
due to the nature of NTSC video sig
nal and its limitations, and not a fault 
of the program .. 

When a page of text is complete, 
press F4 . This will cause Video PAGE 
to store the page that you have just 
been working on and present you with 
a new page. This process of entering 
pages of text continues until your titles 
are complete. Then it is time to go to 
the effects screen. 

The Effects 

The effects requester is accessed by 
pressing FlO and provides an opportu
nity for you to present your titles in an 
interesting and effective manner. Vid
eo PAGE provides you with eighteen 
ways to have the pages of your text ap
pear. Programing the movements of 
your titles is another simple task. Click 
on the effect or transition you would 
like to use. 

When the selection is made for an ef
fect, the "LED" next to that effect will 
change to yellow, indicating that the 
selection has been made. Click on the 
+ (Plus) in the upper right hand portion 
of the requester to move to the next 
page. The !.ext of the current page will 
appear behind the effects requester 
screen. The space bar will toggle you 
between the requester screen and your 
page of text. The "no effect button" al
lows you to skip a particular page of 
text. The timing for the effects and for 
the duration between each page of text 
is taken care of with the two slider bars 
on the left side of the effects requester. 
When these steps have been completed 

for all of your pages of text you may 
preview your work by pushing Fl. 

It is an easy task to go back and 
change any of the work that you have 
done. Adjustments to the text of a par
ticular page or to the effect or transi
tion used to present this text are equal
ly simple to accomplish. The review 
copy of the program and manual I 
used had a few small problems. Two 
function key commands were not oper
ative. Ctrl-Fl for displaying job status 
and Ctrl-F9 for the line justification re
quester. The line justification func
tions worked perfectly using Crtl L 
(left justify), Crtl R (right justify), Crtl 
M (mid or center justify) and Crtl N 
(no justify). 

simple to use. This program allows 
you to put high quality titles onto your 
video productions. Video PAGE is a 
tool that allows you to concentrate on 
the job at hand-producing effective title 
sequences. Video PAGE does a very 
good job, is easy to learn, a pleasure to 
use, and puts high quality video titles at 
your disposal. 

Video Page $199.00 

Including 4 Font Disks 
Impulse, Inc. 
6870 Shingle Creek Parkway 
Minneapolis, MN 55430 
(612) 566-0221 

Overall, the program worked well. 
Video PAGE was easy to learn and 

~C!J~A • .ocl.t ... Inc; . Assocl"ates Inc 
:,~~~::. '-' '" 
\~_lm:::..o~U).t:U.un New York's Pr ernier AMIGA Spec i alists 

AMIGA Computer Systems for Video Production: 

Desktop Publishing/Presentation Applications 
Systems - Hardware - Software 

Installations - Applications 

Disks - Blank Media - FAX 
Competitive Pricing - Exc elle nt Se r vice & Quality 

The New AMIGA's 
A2000HD A2500 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
AMIGA A2620 (68020) Board 

(for upgr adi n g yo ur present A2000 ) 

$ 1399.95 
S/H: Please c a lVwri t e - a lso ask for 

AMIGA Produc t Catalogs, & Other Listings 
Authorized Dealers Distributors 

SERVICE - PARTS - REPAIRS 
Visit Our Retail Store - Parking Available 

28-21 Astoria Blvd. , Dept S. Astoria. N . Y. 11102-1933 

Tel: 1-212-221-6272 FAX: 1-718-956-9028 

Tel: 1-718-956-9000 
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A Pencil Test Animation Tool for the Amiga 

by Tom Reed 

L ightBox from R&DL Pro
ductions is not a paint pro
gram, not a ray-tracmg pro
gram, and not a program 

which will create "tweens" for an ani
mator. It is designed to be a computer 
based cel animation tool, precisely this 
and no more. LightBox is patterned 
after the artist's tool of the same name. 
Animation artists use transparent 
drawing cels with an even white light 
source behind them. The Iightbox pro
vides a means for accurate alignment 
of cel elements. 

Lightbox the program, takes advan
tage of the Amiga's powerful graphics 
ability and allows the animator to 
view three frames of animation simul
taneously. The current frame is ren
dered in black, the previous frame is 
ghosted in magenta, and if there is a 
frame in advance of the present frame, 
it is ghosted in cyan. In short, the pro
gram is a computerized pencil test sys
tem. 

The Amiga does all of the necessary 
housekeeping chores that are normally 
associated with the cel animation pro
cess. LightBox keeps frames in order, 
provides an evenly distributed "back
light" and erases cleanly. Page flip
ping is built in and is accessible with 
just one keystroke . R&DL has provid-
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Tutorial"Scenes" are included on the disk to help you learn Lightbox quickly 

ed just the tools that can help a tradi
tional animator be more productive us
ing a computer. 

The complete process of drawing in
dividual frame details is up to you. 
LightBox does not create ANIM files 
but treats each frame of the animation 
as a separate IFF picture. Because you 
can view up to three frames (pages) of 
an animation at one time, it is easy to 
precisely place the next element or ac
tion in the animation sequence. An 
animation pencil test is used to plot an 
animation path and enter the appropri
ate gestures or elements of a sequence 
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to provide the desired effect when 
filmed. LightBox accomplishes this 
by providing the animation artist with 
rudimentary drawing tools to construct 
the animation. Freehand drawing or 
sketch modes are the artists tools pro
vided in LightBox for the construction 
of an animation. Custom brushes can 
be made allowing use of common ele
ments in subsequent frames. Your ar
tistic arsenal is limited to one black 
"pencil" on a white screen. To add 
color to the animation, special effects 
or backgrounds you must export the 
picture files to a paint program that 
can load IFF files. LightBox can be 



started from either Workbench or CLI. 
Once loaded, "Set Title of Scene to 
Animate" is the first screen the user en
counterS. You may either open a pre
viously saved scene or begin a new 
one. LightBox automatically saves 
your drawings to this file as frames are 
created or altered in any way. Typing 
in a new scene title causes a new sub
directory to be created within the cur
rently selected directory. LightBox 
uses this new subdirectory to store 
each frame of your animation. 

Making An Animation 

The work screen in LightBox is a 
white screen with a small crosshair 
pointer. The left mouse bUllon is used 
to draw your animations, black is the 
only foreground color available to 
draw in your frames. The right mouse 
bUllon will activate the background 
color of white. This allows you to 
'erase' pans of your work using the 
right mouse bUllon. The brush size is 
controlled by the numbered keys just 
below the function keys. The numer
ic keypad has different functions than 
the number keys. On the numeric key
pad: 4 will move you to the previous 

R & DL's LightBox system allows you to reference 
your previous and nextframes by dispUlying them in different hues 

frame, 5 will flip through your anima
tion, 6 moves you to the following 
frame, 7 adds a previous frame, 8 con
tinues inbetweening, 9 adds a follow
ing frame. After practicing drawing on 
the LightBox page, FlO will clear the 
page. 

The first step in the creation of an ani
mation is to determine the path that 
your object will take across the screen. 

The program uses a graphic display to illustrate your motion path 

Press 'p' on the keyboard to set path 
mode and draw a line that will serve as 
a reference for the path that your object 
or objects will take. This path line will 
be red and appear in every frame of 
your animation providing you with a 
reference line for the planned action. 
Even though this path line appears in 
every frame the path line is not saved 
with the animation frames . After draw
ing the path lines press 't' on the key
board to get into the tween mode. The 
tween mode allows you to place frames 
in-between two frames of action. 
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The tutorial in the manual has a bounc
ing ball entering from the upper left 
hand comer of the screen and hitting 
near the middle bollom of the screen 
and exiting screen right just above the 
mid point of the screen. To do this ani
mation, you draw a circle in the upper 
right hand comer of the screen. Next 
press '9' on the numeric keypad to add 
a following frame. The circle that you 
have just drawn will turn magenta and 
that frame will be automatically saved 
to disk . The magenta object will al
ways be the previous frame. The in
structions call for you to next draw the 

( continued on next page) 
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Lig htB ox (continued from previous page) 

frame with the ball at the bottom of the 
page. This represents the furthest point 
that the object can travel in one direc
tion without a drastic change in its 
path. After that is done press the '9' 
key again. The first circle will disap
pear from the screen and the frame you 
have just drawn will tum magenta. 
Next, you draw a circle at the next ex
treme, which is at the mid right side of 
the screen. After that is done, press the 
numeric key '4'. The numeric '4' key 
will take you one frame at a time to
wards the beginning of your animation. 
This will take you to the second frame 

you drew with the ball at the bottom of 
the screen. This current screen will be 
black, the previous frame (the first one 
you drew at the upper left position of 
the screen) will be magenta, and the 
following frame (the last one drawn at 
the mid left screen position) will ap
pear cyan. With the path represented in 
red, and your ability to see three 
frames at one time, you are able to ac
curately proceed with your animation. 
Menu Options 

LightBox has two pull-down menus 
each with two options. The Project 
menu has New' and 'Quit' as options. 
New is used to close one scene and 
open or start another scene without ex
iting LightBox. Quit safely closes the 
current scene and exits the program. 
The ILBM menu contains two options: 
"Import" and "Export." Import loads a 
picture into the current frame. Export 
saves the current frame as an IFF pic
ture. LightBox animations are flipped 
at a preset rate of thirty video frames 
per second. Each LightBox frame is 
displayed for a duration of two video 
frames or 1/15th of a second. LightBox 
is a program with a very specific use. It 
is aimed at the artist who requires total 
control over an animation, but is open 
to use of a tool which removes some of 
the drudgery. It performs this function 
well and elegantly. The ability to see 
up to three frames at once provides the 
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RES DReES: SYSTEMS AND SOLUT ONS 

14 ARDMORE AVENUE, ARDMORE, PA 19003 
215-896-6138 

1-800-333-0013 

WE DON'T JUST SELL COMPUTERS, 
WE SELL SYSTEMS THAT FIT 

YOUR NEEDS 
THE COMMODORE AMIGA 

COMPLETE HOME AND BUSINESS SYSTEM PACKAGES: 

Only Amiga Makes It Possible;M 

MUSIC APPLICATIONS 
STUDENT CONFIGURATIONS 

HOME ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
VIDEO PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 
HOME ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

OFFICE AUTOMATION SYSTEMS 
~OMPLETE ARTISTICj DRA WING PACKAGES 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGNED SYSTEMS (CAD) 

ALL SYSTEMS ARE PRECONFIGURED AND SOLD 
WITH TECH SUPPORT 

• CUSTOM SYSTEMS UPON REQUEST· 

Stop and see us at the 
Trenton Computer Fair! ~ 

500 
• Authorized Commodore Dealer • Authorized Repair Center 

animator with an accurate way to place 
actions within an animation. This is a 
crucial step in producing high-quality 
animations. All that remains is to take 
the finished cels into a paint program 
for "inking." 
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Light Box $189.00 List 

R&DL Productions 
11-24 46th Ave,2A 
Long Island City, NY II WI 
(718) 3924090 
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High Speed Road Racing Action from Sega/Mindscape 

by Anthony Bevivino 

" 

Y our dream machine. lL's 
everything you've ever 
dreamed of in the ulti
mate driving experience. 

And more. Start with the hottest car 
ever to hit the road. Soup up the en
gine to let her do speeds of up to 295 
kilometers per hour. And put in the 
best sound system money can buy. 

Then take her out on some of the 
most scenic roads in the world. Cruise 
by the beaches of southern France. 
Race along Germany's modem Auto
bahn. And soar through the Swiss 
Alps. Take a tum through the French 
countryside. Or cross California's 
Death Valley. Wherever you go, the 
scenery's going to be sensational. But 
then everything looks great when your 
behind the wheel of a car like this." 

Everyone of us has dreamed of 
roaring down the highways in a hot 
sports car, top down and radio blast
ing. With Sega's Out Run, you can 
come one step closer to realizing your 
dream. You get to "drive" that sports 
car of your dreams through some of 
the most beautiful parts of the world, 
at speeds so fast you need to have a pi
lot's liscence. So if your looking for a 
little more than a Sunday drive, get 
ready for Out Run. Out Run is a game 
by Sega, made for the Amiga from an 

arcade game. Out Run is primarily a 
graphics game, and if you liked the 
graphics on the arcade game, then you 
will like the graphics in this game 
since they are almost identical. The 
graphics used in Out Run are some-

more exciting and that much more dif
ficult. Going hand-in-hand with the 
graphics is the animation. I was a lit
tle dissappointed at the lack of detail 
in some of the graphics, but I soon 
came to realize that this was necces-

The brightly colored scenery adds to the road race excitement 

what different then the graphics I am 
used to seeing on the Amiga, but they 
are still very good. There is a lot of 
bright colors and a very "busy" back
ground to the game. 

In Outrun, you are being visually 
bombarded with colors and objects, 
which makes the driving that much 
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sary for the animation to be effective. 
If the graphics were very complicated 
and detailed then the animation would 
be slower, and the immpression of 
high speed driving would be ruined. 
Besides, how much detail can you ex
pect to pick up when you whiz by at 
275 KPH?? So when I took the nec-

( continued on next page) 
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Outrun (continued from previous page) 

cessities of gameplay into account, I 
came to realize how good both the 
graphics and the animation were in Out 
Run. 

In the introduction to the game, it 
says: "And put in the best sound sys
tem money can buy ." Sega is not kid
ding. The sound in Out Run is fantas
lic, and I felt it added greatly to the 
game. You have a choice of tunes to 
choose from as you cruise, each one 
different and each one 

main "claims to fame" of Out Run is 
the scenery that you drive through. 
Well, this claim is misplaced. I am not 
saying that the scenery is not great, or 
that you don't drive through France, or 
the Autobahn, what I am saying is that 
you don't see much when you ny by at 
high speeds. In order to make it 
through each sequence, you have to do 
it within a time limit, and in order to 
do this you need to drive fa st. If you 
take the time to admire the scenery, 

curve, when to take the inside of a tum, 
etc . You also need to worry about other 
cars and trucks on the road. One of my 
few complaints about Out Run is that 
these other cars always seem to go just 
a linle slower then you. I don't know 
about you, but I have not seen too 
many station wagons and economy 
cars that go over 200 KMH, but they 
abound in Out Run. This may seem 
like a small detail to some, but I think 
the speeds of the other cars should 

have been on a 
very good. I prefer to 
change tunes each 
time I play to suit my 
moods, but everyone 
has a favorite tune to 
drive by, and this 
adds to the fun. The 
roar of the engine, 
the screech of the 
tires, the sounds of a 
spin-out, etc ... are all 
very well done, and 
sound realistic. 

Of course, what good would a road race game he if y()U couldn 'tflip over more realistic scale. 
For the most part, 
however, this is a 
great game to play. 
In fact, sometimes 
the only reason I 
knew I was playing 
a game was when I 
realized there were 
no police cars on 
the road!! 

On a side note, the 
sound on the title 
screen is some of the 
best I have ever 
heard. My advice is 
to crank up the ster
eo speakers and hit 
the road!! 

There are two ways to control your 
car, mouse or joystick, and in a game 
such as Out Run, control is everything. 
Bolh methods of control work quite 
well, but I think thal the joystick is the 
obvious choice. In order to really enjoy 
the game, you have to sit back and put 
some feeling into it, and you can't do 
this if your mouse has to remain on the 
trusly mouse pad. The response I gOl 
from the joystick made me really feel 
as if I was driving, and the mouse left 
me feeling like I was controlling a car 
in a computer game, so I have to rec
commend the joystick. One of the 
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you will either run out of time or be in
vo!ved in a tremendous crash. 

And now we come to the most im
portanl question for Out Run, is il fun 
to play?? All of the above clements 
come together and what resulls is a 
very good driving game. Your goal is 
to get through five checkpoints in the 
allOled lime and take one of the many 
possible routes to reach one of the five 
finish lines. This is fairly slraight
forward, but the game is much more 
complicated than that. You have to 
learn when you are going too fast for a 
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There are two 
small things I no
ticed about Out Run 
that I really appre
ciated. One of them 
is the menu of op
tions given before 
the game starts. It is 
very simple to use, 
just highlight the 
option you want and 

either click the mouse or hit the fire 
bunon. All game options can be quick
ly and easily accessed and changed in 
this manner. The second detail I liked 
was the documentation. I thought that 
it was very well done, both efficient 
and to-the-poinl. It seems that Sega has 
a habit of making good documentation, 
and I hope this is one habit they don't 
break. 

One thing that greatly impressed me 
about this game is lhat the computer 
version is almost identical to the arcade 

( continued on page 46 ) 



More than just a Disk Copier! 
Project D is the most powerful Amiga disk copier ever created . It allows you to 

protect your software investment by making backup copies of your personal, public 
domain, and commercial software (it even copies copy-protected software!). No other 
copier allows you to copy to all four disk drives at the same time. No other copier keeps a 
list of the errors that happened during the last backup. No other copier lets you set the 
starting and ending tracks of a backup. No other copier has been continuously supported 
for the past two years. 

Project D was designed with the future in mind. We offer registered owners 
inexpensive, frequent upgrades to our parameter file so you can backup your latest 
software without having to wait months for new 'Brain Files'. 

Project D includes three other useful utilities as an added bonus I The OmnlCopy 
Tool can be used to make backups of software that you have for other computers (like 
MS-DOS or Atari ST). EdltorTool allows you to examine and edit AmigaDOS disks all the 
way down to the MFM level. CatalogTool is a powerful automatic disk cataloging utility 
that lets you maintain detai led lists of your software library. 

Compare the features of Project D to the competition and you will see that Project D 
is quite simply the best disk copier package money can buy! 
All these great features for only $49.95 and that includes shipping and handling! Order Today! 

To order, send check or money order to: 
Fuller Computer Systems, Inc. 

P.O. Box 9222 
Mesa, AZ 85214-0430 

See How Project 0 Stacks Up 
Against The Competition 

Prolect 0 RawCoey 

Duplication Speed 80 Sec. 100 Sec. 

Easy To Understand 
User Interface YES NO 
Upgradable With 
Parameter Files YES NO 
Catalog Utility Included YES NO 
Copies other formats YES NO 
Copies Itself YES NO 
Copies RawCopy V1.3 YES NO 

Price $49.95 $59.95 

"Project D is by far the most comprehensive disk-utility 
package available for the Amiga today." 
Mitchell Lopes - Editor, Robo City News 

"I consider Project D to be akin to a well equipped luxery 
automobile ; it gives a smooth ride and lots of easy to use 
operations. " 
Denny Atkin - AmigaWorld (Feb. 1989, pp. 92-94) 

or call (602) 835-5018 for more information. ·The user interface is wonderful. . ." Info Rated : 4+ stars 

• David Martin - Info Magazine (SepUOct 88, p. 16) 

PrOject D: The Disk Copier ... Plus! 
Amiga is a registered trademarl<. of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Arizona residents please add 6.5% sales tax. 

You want how much?!!! 

As an Amiga product developer, do you find yourself constantly asking the 
question, "How many of these packages do I have to sell to pay for this ad?" 

Wouldn't it be great to discover a way to reach potential Amiga 
product buyers without the assistance of a loan officer? 

The Amiga Sentry magazine is just what you've been looking for. We can help you 
get the word out about your Amiga products or services in an affordable and 

effective manner to a readership that is interested in buying, not just window 
shopping. And our readers are among the best informed because they read The 

Amiga Sentry, the only "what's new" magazine for the Amiga. 

So, if you find that you're constantly feeding the meter while your sales are in 
park, The Amiga Sentry can help get your business back in gear 

---AAdvertising Sales (215) 544-6394 .... ---
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Creative COIllputers 
800·872·8882 213·370·2009 213·542·2292 

HOT NEW PRODum 
VIDEO & AUDIO: 

Form' In Flight 11 
Photon Paint II 
Music X 
Caligori 
The Performer 
Movie SeHer 
MidiVU 
C-Zor 
Comic Fonts 
Pro-Sound Designer 
MIDI Magic 
Zoetrope 
Photon Cell Animator 

GAMES: 
Doubl. Dragan 
D.signasaurus 
Baal 
Trump Castle 
Operation Wolf 
Bubble Bobble 
Roston 
Orogon ', Lair 
TV Sports Football 
Lords of the Rising Sun 
Univerol Military Stmulotor 
Advanced Dungeonl 
& Drogont. 
kingdoms of England 
Hostage 
Test Drive 2 

SOFtWARE 
3·0 GRAPHICS. . . ..•... J6 I) 
3·0EMON ..........•••........ 11.95 
4 X4 OFF ROAD RACING .•......• 12.46 
4TH & INCHES CONSTRUCTION. ..9.95 
4TH AND INCHES. .29.24 
64 E"ULATOR2.THE. . .9~ 
A B lOO .. . 25.99 
A·TALKIII . ..64.97 
MARGH! . . •••••• . . . . . . .. 23 .9~ 
AC BASICCO .. PILER .. ..134 06 
AC FORTRAN..... ... . ... 199.00 
ACC:OUNTANT. THE .. . .. 186.95 
ADRUM .•. . . .. . . .•••.... . ... 51 .93 
AOVENTURES OF SINBAO . .• . .... 32 46 
AEGIS ANI"ATOR .•••••••...... 87.9.5 
AEGIS DRAW 1.4. . ..... .. 52.95 

• UIIS OIl •• lQOO . 11 1.15 
AESOP'S FABLES ............... 19.95 
ALGESRA I. . . . . ...... 3695 
AlGE8FtA II . 36 95 
ALIEN FIRES. • 24.95 
ALIEN SY NOROME .. . , .32 46 
ALL ABOUT AMERiCA ... . •• 38.95 
ALTERNATE REALITY .• •• l7 .95 

MIDGn RACER 

CSII 

• Downhill Challenge 
• Rampage 
• Evil Gorden 
• Artie Adventurer 

BUSINESS 
PRODUCnVITY: 

Page Stream 
Works Platinum 
Pen Pol 
Tox Break 
Ded(IOp Budget 
Pro-Nel 
Pro-Boord 
Professional DotoRelrieve 
Prof.uianel Draw 
Aegis Draw 2000 
Superbose P8nonol 2 
Superplan 

DUCADONAL: 
• My Point 
UTILITIES: 
• B.A .D. (hot floppy and 

hard disk aculerator) 

HARDWARE: 
• INTRUDER ALERT 
• AMAC Emulotor 

(Mocint01h emulotor!) 
• Spirit Deluxe MIDI 
• Vouh·30 

• AUDJDWTUIII . 14.15 
.aar_fl ... . .... l1 .• 

AWARD WAKER PLUS .. ••. • 31.16 
AWARD MAKER' SPORTS . •. 19.9.5 
AllEC 681AM'0 ......•.. • 194.95 
AZT EC C PROFESSIONAL. • 129.95 

• UTEt IIt5I CIU me. . . ...... all 
• LtD. IIISK am.UEI . . . 32.41 
.... l . 21.15 

BAD CAT . . . ... 30.25 
BALANCE OF POWER . 301 95 
BALANCE OF POWER (800K) ......• 8.51 
BARBARIAN ....... ... .......... 2.5.95 
BARO'S TALE.. . ..... . 35.95 
BARD'S TALE CLUE BOOK .. ...... 10.95 
BARO"STAlEII . .. ............. . 1.9.5 
BARO'S TALE II CLUE BOOK . 1050 
BARDS TALE HINT DISK .. . . 13.95 
BASIC GRAMMER SERIES. .• 19.46 

• unu 'NElS . . . . .. l UI 
BATTLE SHIP.. .19 46 
Bas·pc . • .• 62.32 
BECKER TOO ........... 99.95 
BENCHMARK C LIBRARy. . . . 64.95 
BENCHMARK IFF LIBRARY. • •.• 64.95 
BENCH"ARK MOOULA·l.. . .. 1l9.95 
BENCH"ARK SI" PL E LIBRARY •... 64 95 

HOT lEW ACCELERATOR 
FOR ALL giGAS $349.00 

ALSO: Sculpl Animate 4D . $399.95 

PACUGE DW . $979.00 
IIIQ.UDIS, I. I(ULPT ANIMATI 4D; 7. MIDGIT IAUII; 3. 6un·70 
(0·'10<10011; 4. 70 01 74 M ... (IniAL OSSC. 

AMIGA DOS EXPRESS... .. . .. 19.95 
A .. IGA FONTS (NTF) .. • ••• 59.95 
AMIGA KARATE ........... • •.. 24.9.5 
ANALYTIC ART-GRAPHICS . .. 31.43 
ANAL YlE 2.D-SPREAOSHEfT . • . 93.73 
ANOROMEOA MISSION . , l5.95 
ANIMAL KINGOOM .• . ... .. 32.46 
ANIMATE·30. . 99.95 
ANIMATION... ...... . ..•. 6l.95 
ANIMATION EDITOR . . ••.•• 38.95 
ANIMATION EFFECTS. .32.46 
ANIMATION "ULTIPLANE.. . ~.46 
ANIMATION STANO .. • • . 32.46 
ANIMATOR'S APPRENTICE. .. 1&4 95 
ANNALS OF ROMe . .• l4.95 
ANTI·VIRUS ..•..•.........•.•• 2~.95 
ARA20K'S TOMe . . ..... 31.2~ 
ARCAOE ACTION PACK. . ... ..• J.4 .~ 

• aIlEIA . .. . J.!l1; 
.a.w . lZ.15 

ARONOlD . ..... '" ........... 19.95 
ART COMPANION • • •• 19 95 
AAT GALLERY FANTASY. • ••. 23.36 
ART OF CHESS • • ... 2l.95 
ASHA'SFDNTS . . •.. ~.95 
A55eMPRO. • •••. 71.95 
ATAEDES (BBS) .. . .. 97.46 

BmER DEAO THAN ALIEN ... .•.. 21 95 
BEYONO ZORK. . . .••••• 33.76 
B)ONtCCOMIoIANDO ............ l591 
8LACK CAULDRON . . .•...••. 28.9~ 

eLACKJACKACAOENY •.... .•.•. 29.~ 
BLACK LAMP .... .•... n.oo 
BLACK SHAOOW . . ..... ... . n.BS 
BLITZKRIEG (1 "fG VER) ... .•... 38.95 
BL OCKBU STER . . .... .••. 32.46 
8080.. .. ..•.•••. 23.36 
BOO .. ERAIO . . ... ..•.. 32.46 
SREACH..... ........ • ... 25.95 
BREACH SCENARIO DISK ..... ... • 16.95 
BRIOGE5.0. , .. l4.10 
BRUSH WORKS . • .•• 20 ~ 
BRUSH WORKS 2 • . •••. 19.95 
BUBBLE GHOST . . . . 2'2.71 
BU .. PER STICKER MAKER • •••.. 37.95 
BUTCHER 2.0. • . ••• .. . 23.13 
C·lIGHT. • .... 38.95 

.'·lAl .....•.•• . ... . •... ,. Ill .• 
CAD PARTS FOR INTRO CAD ..•••• 16.50 
CALCUlUS .. • .•.•. 36 95 

.UUfU .... uafl . . 1l.4I 
• CAUUII . ....... . ... tilL 

CAlliGRAPHER .. • ••••••• 84 95 
CAPE 68KASSE"SLER l.O . ..... 5847 

CAPITALIZATIONSERIES . ..1946 
CAPONE .... . . .. 2595 
CAPTAIII/BlOOO. . ... 32 46 
CAPTAIN FIZZ... • . ..... 1995 
CARRIER CO .... AND . . .... 30.95 
CA~!NO FEVER. • l5 95 
CBTRffPlUS .. .6495 

• C .. DDS 1.3 WIJIIIIIICI . . . .. lU5 
CELEBRITY COOKBOOK.. . l2.95 
CENTERfOLD SDUARES . . 19.95 

• tIId8I $ .... . ... l5.. 
CtiESSUASTER2'OOO. . ..32.46 
CHICKENLITILE. ..1995 
CHRONO OUEST. .33.95 
CITY DESK... ...93.~ 
CIl)" DESK ART CO"PANIDN . •... 1995 
cm DESK BUNDLE . . ... 99 95 
CliNATE.... . .. 24 .95 
CLIP ART ,,.,8 (EA) . . ... 129.5 
COMBAT COURSE. . .. • 2595 

• CIIIIIC fUTS IIIW I IItEI • . 59.15 
.talClmII ..... . .. .... . ... 14 .• 

COMIC SfTTER (fUNNY DATA) • •.• 2295 
COMIC SETTER (SF OATA) . . 22 95 
COMIC SmER (SUPfRHEROS). . 22.95 

• C ... t IlUltfli . . .... IlI5 
CRAPS ACAOE"Y . . l5.95 
CRASH GARRET.. . 2596 
CAAlYCARS ••.• •••••. '- . . 25.95 
CROSSWORD CREA TOA . • . 34.95 

• tIIIUlTH . . . . , .. _.. . .. . ..... 1.15 
CUSTOMS SCREENS . • •• •• 43.73 

• rr" UI EO PIDf. . 14.95 
OARK CASTlE.. • ..... ..... .. 25.95 
DATA RfTRIEVE • . . ..... 4995 

• UllIfTIIEVE..... . .. t ll.1S 
DEATH SWORD... . 19.95 
DECIMAL DUNGEON . . .... 32.<16 

• DlfParlC( .. .. Ui 
OEFCON 5 ... .. • • • • • ... .. ..... 2595 
DEFENDER OF THE CROWN ....... 301.95 
DEJAVU .... .30195 
DELUXE ART PARTS ., ... . .21.95 
DElUXEARTPARTSt2.. • .• 21~ 
OELUXE HELP CALLIGRAPHER ••.• 2'2.11 

DELUX£ HElP FOR OIGIPAINT. . 2\.8-4 
OELUXE HElP FOR DPAINT II ... .. 21.&4 
OELUXE HELP FOR PHOTON. . . .• 21.95 
OELUXE HElP PAGE SfTlER .• ••• 2'2.95 
OElUXEIoIAPS. . .• 16.~ 

DelUXE " USIC 2 0.. . .. 69.~ 
OELUXE PAINT ART & UTil .•.. . 21 .95 
DELUXE PAINT II.. . ..• • 89.95 
DELUXE PHOTO LA8 .... ...... .. 99.95 
DELUXE PROOUCTIONS .•.... •• 139.95 
DELUXEVIOED1.2 . . ... ..... a9.~ 
DE"ONSTRATOR. . .. ........ 21.95 
DESCARTES . . 2'295 
OESIGNDiSK: 

ARCH SCULPT CI VSCAP'E. . . •. 22.74 
FUTURE SCULPT 01 VstAPE ..•• . 2V4 
HU"AN SCULPT 01 VSCAPE ••••.• l2.14 
.. ICROB SCULPT orVSCAPE ••••• 22.74 . tIIIIIIAWI_ ll .... 

DESKTOP ARTIST. • . ••.• • 18.95 
• OUITV .,,(1 . 4U!5 

DESTROYER .. • ••••. 25.95 
DEV DISK (ASSORTEO UTIlJ .•••.. 7.95 
DEVElOPfRS TOOLKIT . • •• J6..95 
OEVPAC ANIGA ASSEMBLER .. •.. 64.95 
DIGI,PAINT. . .. 41.95 
DIGI-VIEW UPGRADE. . . .. • 1395 

.OIIEC1DnTUOl IlT .. . . ....• lUIS 
DIRECTOR. THE.... .. 45.95 
DiSCOVERY EXPANSION DISKS. 1297 
OISCOVERY/wATH . . ... 25.00 
DISCOVERY/SPELL. • .• . 2500 
OISCDVERYfTRIVIA. • • • . .. 25.00 
OISCRETE"ATHE"ATlCS.. . ... 36.95 
DISK MECHANIC . . 508.50 
DISK PRO PLUS.. . ...... 18.95 
DISK TO OISK . . .. •.... J.4 95 
OIS KWICK. ... • .•.... 32.46 
DISKMASTER. . . .. . . ... .. 31.95 
OISTANT AR .. IES . . ....•. 29.95 
DOCTOR TER" PROFESSIONAL ••.. 1495 
OO .. INOES ." ...... 16.95 
005 10 DOS . • 31~ 

•• lLfllUllMl .......... l1.15 
DOUG'S MATH AOUARW" .•..••• 51.95 
OOUGSCOLOR CO .... ANOER ....• 1946 
OR rs. 
4'OP EDIlIB • . • . 92.95 
BACH SONGBOOK. . ...•.... 17 95 
CASIO V21 ED/lIB.... . .. 92.95 
COpyiST... ... . • .• . 15538 
CZCARTRIDGE • . •.. 51.95 
CZ RIOER. . .. 9195 
0'110 ED/LIB . • •... 92.95 
O·50ED/UB . . ...... 9195 
DR.DRU"S . . .... .. 11.~ 
OR KEYS.. . ... •••... 1795 
OX1 EOILIB ••••....... . 92.95 
ESO'APADE E50'1 • 92.95 

(AWAI K'1 EOILIB ...... ....... 92.97 
KAWAI K·5 EDILIB •••.. ....... 92.95 
KCS. . .......... • ...... 154.95 
LEXICON EOILIB . 9l.95 
MIDI RECORD. STU ••.......••. 4350 
WT ·32 EDILIB . . .. 92.~ 
MATRIX'HOILIB .9295 

• ORAlDn LAlI . . 46.5 .. 
DREA .. lONE . . •... J2 48 
DRU" STUDIO ..... 32.41 

• UK. IllITE' .. lZ.4I 
DUNGEON MASTER HINT OSK ..... 12.95 
DYNA",C ORU"S .. .........• 9.95 
DYNAMIC STU 010 . . , ... ........ 139.00 
DYNAMIC-CAO ..... ..... ...... 2'99.00 
EARL WEAVER BASEBAll . 34 9.5 
EARL WEAVER STATS .. . 1295 
EASY LOANS. • • . . ..... ....... l4 95 
EBON STAR...... • l5 .96 
E .. ERALO MINES .............. . 14 .95 
e .. mCSKIMNER. . ... , 25.95 
EMPIRE .. .. 3412 
ENCORE .. .. • • • • • . . . . . . .. . .... 459S 
EUROPEAN SCENERY DISK.. •• 11 95 

. EVlLUI" . l5.15 
• EltElUJa . . . 151." 

EXPlORER ......••••.......... 32 41 
EXPRESS COPY . . 2995 
EXPRESS PAINT 3.0 . ..' 90.95 
EXTENO • • . . .. 25 95 
FACC II ... . ... .. 21 95 
FAERY TALE AOVENTURE. . . 31.95 
FAERY TALE GUIDEBOOK ... .. .•••• 7 .~ 
FALCON . • • •••• 12.<16 

• ' ... LYTIlE ....... ••. •. .•••... lUI 
f ANGY 30 FONTS .. • .. ...... 69:5 
FANTAVISION ..... ...... ... ... 42.95 
FERRARI FORMULA ONE ••...• 33.95 

• RULUMlln ... . ........ . .... JUI 
FINAL "ISSION .. .... .. .... 19.95 
FINE PRINT. . .• 41.95 
FIRE 'N FORGET . 2595 
FIREZONE ...... ...... . . .... . 2395 
FIRE· 8RIGRAOE •..• 32.46 
FIREPOWER 16.96 

FIRST LmERS & WORDS. • 13 00 
FIRST SHAPES. . . 33 00 
FISH.. ...... .. . ......... •. 29.95 
FLEETCHECK. • ••. 25.96 
FlIGtiT PATH731. . ... •• . .• 16.95 
fLIGHT SIMULA. TOR II . . ..• 31 46 
FLOW.. . ........ 62.32 
FONTS AND BORDERS . . .. .. 22.95 
FOOTMAN. . 21 .95 

• FIlUI II fLm I . .... .. . . . .. lUI 
FOUNDATIONS WASTE. • 23 62 
FRACTION ACTION ••••. . .....•• 32.46 
GALACTIC CONOUERER. . . 29.95 

. ULUT FIIIT . . ..... 1.15 
GAUlE02.0 .... .... .... .. .. 4!1.46 
SALLERY 3-0 (SCULPT) . . .... 51.95 
GAMES. THE WINTER EOITION ••... 32.46 
GEnYSBURG.. .. ....... .... 38.95 

• &fa MIlt 1.1 . . -.J5 
GIIMOZ..... .. ....... • . ... 45.9:5 
GLOBAL CO .... ANOER . • •. 27.46 
GOLD SPEll 11 . 29.95 
GOlOEN PATH ... .. 29.95 
GOlORUNNER 11 ............. .. 25.95 
GOMF! 3.0 (SOFTWARE ONLY) . .. 21.95 
GRAB BIT . . .. ...... 20.95 
GRAOE MANAGER •• ••. ..58.95 
GRANO SLAM TENNIS •... .....• 31.25 
GRAPHICS STUDIO .... .. 38.95 
GREAT STATES II • • .. 2595 

• Ilmn.aET . lHI 
GUlLO OF THIEVES.. . •. 30.95 
HAMANDEl. . ........... . .. 25.95 
HARDBALL .. . ... 28.95 
HARRIER CO .. BAT SI .. ULATOR •.. . 3l.95 
HEAD COACH ......... . ........ 32 46 
HEROES OF LANCE HINT OSK .•.... 1395 

• If.IOEI If TIE L..lJItI . .. ...... . l J.15 
HISOFT BASIC PROF. • ••• .. . IOJ.95 
HIT OlSKVOLI . . ..•... 32.46 
HOlE IN ONE. • • •••••.. l599 
HOll YWOOO POKER .. • •..••... 25.95 
HONE BUILDERS CAD.. . .• •.• . 1l9.95 
HOSTAGE... .... .... .29.96 
HOT & COOL JAZZ.. . .•• .• •• lI.95 
HUNT FOR REO OCTOBER .. ••.••• 34 .95 

• NYlIIS .. l5.9!1 
ICON PAINT . . • • . .. 58.95 
IMPACT·BUSINESS GRAPHICS .• .. 62 46 
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION II ... .... .. 32 46 
INDOOR SPORTS. . .. ... 31.22 
INOVATOOLS ....... .52.OJ 
INSTANT MUSIC 1.2 . . 33.00 
INTEtUl)"PE . . ... ...... 15 95 
INTERCEPTOR . . .. 3795 
INTERCHANGE ... ........ .... .. 19.95 
INTERCHANGE CONVERSiON •.•• .. 1695 
INTERCHANGE OBJECTS 11 • .16.9.5 
INTERCHA NGE TSlV MOOULE . . 12.96 

INTERFONT. . ..... . 15.36 WICROlAWI'ER ... 37 .95 
INTERNATIONAL SOCCER •....... 25.96 . .... . ... ... l!..t5 
INTROCAD . ..... ........ ..9.95 · .lISIOICOI-UT . . ....••• lUI 
INVESTOR'"S ADVANTAGE . . 6495 " ODEtER 3-0 .... ..•• 6.5.00 

. ,IMSIBII ..... . ..... .. 11.15 MOEBiUS .... • .. .. " 39.95 
Irs ONLY ROCK & ROLL. . .• 21.95 MONEY "ENTOR •• , 641.95 
J FORTti . . .. 77 96 • .MI(SETTI. ... . . . •... 14.16 
JET . . ... . 37.46 MULTI' FORTH . . ...... .. 59.95 
JET SET FONT SET . . .... 32.50 MULTI ·PREFS ... ..... .. .. .... .. 1945 
JINKTER .• • 2S 95 MURAL PRINTER • 19.95 

• JOIE_NUI .... .. ll."i "USIC MOUSE . • . ... • 51.95 
UWPFGRUPPE . . 41 9S MUSIC STUDENT ,31.~ 
KARA FONTS. . . 54.95 MUSIC STUDIO . ...... ........ . 34.95 
(ARATE KIO II. .25.95 •• ".,11 ...... .. .. 32' ... 
KEYTO"t·.. ..2'295 NAG PlUS 3.0 .. , .... ...... .... 49.95 
KICK 'WORK 13 .. l2 95 NEW5l fTTER FONTS CCllOR. •• 19 95 
KIDTAlK .• 2795 OBtrTERA TOR . . . • • • .. . . . ..•• 2595 
KIKUGI. . . .. 18.96 OfFSHORE WARRIOR. . ... •. 25.96 
KINOERAMA . .. 32.46 OGRE. .. .. .. 32.46 
KINOWOROS. . . 64 95 ONLlNE20..... ... ..... .. 4356 
KING OF CHICAGO .... 34.95 OPERATION CLEAN STREfTS ...• .• 25.95 

SPECIAL HOT PRODUCT! 
DELUXE PAINT III $99.95 

KING'S OUEST I.. . .. 32.95 
KING'S OUEST 11 . • .• 3l.95 
KING'S OUEST III. . . .. 32.95 
KNIGHT ORC . . ..• 30 95 
LANCHOT ..... ... ...... . . . .• 27.95 
LASER UP! FONTS VOl. r . . ..• 31 95 
LASER UP! PlOT U. . . 39.95 
LASER UPl PRINT 1.2. . .. .• • 71.95 
LASER UPI UTil. VOL. I • •• 31.95 

• LATTa -r- u taf'LETU.... I~ .• 
• LA111tIt... ...•. . )t5.JI 

LAZEP.SCRIPT . • ••. 28.10 
LEADER BOARD DUAL PACK ..•. .. 22.72 
LEADER BOARD lORNA DISK. , 13.95 
LEAOER BOARD-GOlf GA .. e .... .. l700 
LEARHING CURVE. • 51.95 
LEARNING THE ALPHABET. •. 19.46 
LEATHER GODDESSES. . • • 32.46 
lEATHERNECK.. ...... . • .• 25.95 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY.. • . .. 2ti.40 
LEXCHECK.. . .. 2ti.65 
LIFE CYCLES ANIGA ••.......••• 1946 
LIGHTS! CAMERA! ACTION! .•. .. 5995 
lINK'WORO DUTCH . .. , .. 20.S!> 
UNICWORD FRENCH .. , ro 55 
lINK'WORO GER .. AN . . .• .• lO.55 

Forms In Flight II (579.50) 

LlNK'WORO GREEK . . • 20.55 
lIP1'K'WORO ITALIAN . . . 20.5.5 
llNKWORD PORTUGUESE •....... 20.55 
LINICWORO RUSSIAN .••. .•.... . 2055 
LINK'WORO SPANISH. • .. 2055 
LINT (GI"PLE) . . •..... 63.70 
1I0N"$/CALlIGRA FONTS. • ••... 508.95 
lInLE RED HEN . . ..... 1995 
LOGIG WORKS AOVANCED ••..... 189 95 
LOTIERYMAGIC .... .19.95 
LURKING HORROR.. . 2595 

•• llrElUIEITItUSIt . 143.415 
• WEll... ......... III .• 

MAGICAL MYTHS . . ..••••••• 32.46 
"AJOR MOTION .. . 25.96 
.. ANIAX.... .. ........... .. . 16.~ 
"ARAUOER II ·DuPlICATION . .21.47 
MARBLE MADNESS ... .3300 
.. ASTER NINJA ...... . 30.95 
MASTERINGClI .. • ..... ....• .25.95 
"ASTERPIECE FONT. 2IHSKS .• . 167.95 
.. ATCH IT .. .... .. . .. 25.95 
MATH "AGICIAN.. . .. 2749 
WATH TALK ....... ..... ... . .. 3195 
MATH TALK fRAC!lUNS.. . ... 26.95 
MATH WIZARD . .. ....• ....... 32.46 
IUTH·AMATION. . . .... ... 649.5 
.. AVIS BEACON TYPING. .. 30.89 
.. .u.IPLAN 500 . . 93.95 
.. .u.IPlAN PLUS.. ..124 .95 
MEAN 18 COURSE OISK . • •.... 14.96 
MEAN lB COURSE DISK II ........ 14.95 
MEAN 18COlf •... . . . ... .... lB.95 
.. eOIALINE FONTS. ..22.95 
.. ENACE ....... ...•••.• . .. 19.98 
METACO"CO ASSEMBLER ... . .. 68 95 
"ETACO"CO PASCAL VER 2.0 . . 92.95 
"ETACOWCOSHE LL. • 3995 
.. ETACOWCO TOOLKIT. •• 304.95 
.. ETASCOPE DEBUGGER.. . . 59.~ 
MICROfiCHE FILER..... .... . 69.~ 
"'CROFICHE fiLER PLUS . . .. 116.95 

ORGANiZE ..... ....... ..... .. , 62.32 
OTG OSM (DISASSEMBLER). ., '3.95 
OUTRUN. • ••• 32.46 
P.O.W.. . •.. 25.95 
PAG£ FLIPPER. . . ...•• 3123 
PAGE FLIPPER PlUS FIX . . 103.95 

• pan STIU. . . . . . • . . . lZ'1..I5 
PAGEsmER.. . ••• •••. 93.12 
PALADIN ... .••••••••• .•• •••• l5.95 
PALADIN (OUEST DISK 1) •••..••• 16.86 
PeW PRINTD CUR(;UIT L YOUT .•• 199 95 
PelO· PRNTO CURCulT lYOUT ... 399.9.5 
PERFECT SCORE .... ............ S4.95 

.PElfOI . EI IIW) . .. Jl..15 
PHANTASIE. • 21.47 
fItlAHTASIE 3 . . .. 24.95 
PHANTASM. .. •••••• 22.95 

• l'USAI·fUrl .... . . IU. 
• PIll. CEU UlllATUI .. . . . .... . 11._ 

PHOTON PAINT. . ... •••. 6Uti 
PHOTON PAINT EXP. DSK .....• ..• 19.95 
PHOTON PAINT lRANS CNTRl .•• 194.95 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS • 9195 
PlNBAlLI.O. •. ••.. . 19.46 
PIONEERPLAGUE . . 25.96 
PIXMATE... • .. ..... 45.95 
PLANET PROBE ..... 1995 
PLATOON .. . ..••• 29.21 
POKER SOLITAIRE . . .... .•... 22 95 
POllCEOUEST ....... .32 46 
PORTS OF CALL •.• .. 29.95 
POWER WINOOWS l.5.. . . . 58 47 
F'OWERSTYX . . .• l295 
PRE CALCULUS, ••• , • • _ • 36.95 
PRESIOENT IS MiSSiNG •••••••••• 25.95 
PfUMETIME .. .... .......... ... 25.95 
PRINThiASTER PLUS. 31 .23 
PRO MIDI STUDIO. ,. 130.95 

• PllIlltED PlU . .. .. . .. ..... .. ' ''''' 
PROBABILITY THEORY ......• _, •• 36.i5 

• PlDfEJlllllAl1UII . • 111.15 
• PIIIfEJllDUl PAif . . .... . .. . . . m.. 

PROJECT 0 . . . ... . 31.95 
PROMISE: SPElLING CHECKER. . 3<1.95 
PROSCRIPT . . .••••. 32.95 
PROWRITE 2.0 .. . ..•••. 78. 10 
PUNCTUATION SERIES. . ...... 19.46 
ORAORALIEN.. . ... ..... 19.95 
OUARTERBACK . . ...... . ••• 45.95 
OUESTRON 11. ... . ... ....... 32.46 
OUICKMERGE.. .37.95 
OUINTfTlES • • . • . .. 29.95 
~Ull MASTER . . ... 49.95 

loing! Mouse 
P,.of.,,;onol Opticoll·bt,mon 
mous. for your Amigo. 

• Optical r.rltnalogy elimin
ate, fricrian ond momen· 
tum coefficienn for ,uper
pr.ci,. "'andling . 

• No moving pons for in
cr.a •• d r.liobility. 

• Middl. button make, it 
, .... only mau.41 compatibl • 
wi, ... A2024 .oftwore and 
X Windows.. 

• Compat i bl. with ALL 
Amigo compute,... 

WCWPllKl! 
UIImD TIllE OIlY: .., .. 

WE CAN BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE! BUT WE SELDOM HAVE TO - OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST! (IF YOU SEE A LOWER PRICE ON AN ITEM. GIVE US A CALl.) 



R.R "'ESOP'SF"'SLES ... ...... 1995 
R ... WCOPV I .J ... ..... ......... 3895 
REACH FOR THE ST ... RS . . . '1195 
Re..O , RHnlE.. JI .95 

SUPER8"SE . ...... . 9313 
• SlI'9USE I'EII " M q 
• SlI'EIIIAIE I'IItF J m.J$ 
• uretrWl ISNUDhE£T1 . 11.15 

Re..O· ... ·A ... MA .............. .. J2 ' 6 SUPERSTAR ICE HOCI(EY . . 32 <&6 
AE.Al W OF THE WARLOCK .... ... 12 7' SWOROS OF SOO"N .... .. .. " .. 32 ' 6 
REsEl CHARGE CHICIlAM ... NGA. .... 19 95 SYMPHO NY SO NGS (EACH VOL) ... 15.115 
REElFISHIN·-GONEFISHIN . 3088 SYNTHIA .... ....... ... 511.95 
R£lURN TO"' TLAN TIS . . 30195 SYSTEMS MONITOR . .. 28.115 
RO"'O R ... IOERS.. . 25.916 T SHElL ... . . 3246 
RO"'OW ... R 2000.... .. .. ..... 27 . 7 T ... KE STOCK ... .............. . J2 ' 6 
ROAOW"'R EUROPA . . . . ... 211 95 TALES FROW ARA81"N NIGHTS ... 32.' 6 
ROAOW ... RS ........... .. ... .. 23.95 TALKING"NIW ... TO R....... .. 39.00 
RO B. READE R UGLY DUCKLING. . 19.' 5 TALKI NG COLORI NG BOOK . .. 18.95 
ROSSURY .. . ... .. . 16 21 TANGL E WOOD . . 25.95 

• IOCl CIALlElKi1 . 15.15 TA RCIS . ... .............. .. 28.95 
ROCKet RANGER. •• . .. ... 32 <&6 
ROCKfORD ..... ....... . . 2395 

TATE FONTS .................. ' 5.95 
• TAI PEIK . 51.15 

RO WANTIC ENCOU NTER . .25.95 TECHNOCOP . .. ... 32.46 
SAMPl EWA RE'OIGIT"l ... . 16 95 
SAMPlEW"RE·GRAB 8"G .... .... 1695 

. TELEEPI t . tUI 
• TELE WAD. . .. . tUt 

SAMPl EW ... RE·ORSH ESTRAl . .1595 THEGAMES .. ... .. 23.115 
SAMPlEW ... RE·ROCIt:.. .... .. . 15 95 TERA OUESTRON .............. 25.95 
SANTA. P"RAVIA & FIUMACCIO .. . . 19.95 
SARGO N III . . ..... 35.95 

TERRAIN FOR TURBO SILVER .. .. 19.95 
TERRORPI)OS . . 25.95 

iitl FfiiiNTbiivE $159 
RI'-S! • (SI 3200. (Iilk,",. s-I (OIIIpDd ..... n • Mml ca_ 
• (~wi1tIo. AMigo~"'.low~c~". HI,.... 
..... (owr • Orin ..... switrlI • 1-,., .. rra.ty. 

I LSO IVAlLIall! CSI 2200 inf'rnal lin •• 'Of "'Iga 2000-100% 
(ompotiW. wirh ..... IIMCho.d .... os ( .......... 2010 ........ $' .... 00 

SCARy MUT ... NT SP"CE "LIENS ... 2595 
SC ENERY OISK III EAST CO"' ST . . 18.72 
SCENERY OISK 17 EAST CO"ST .... 18.7 1 
SC HEM"'TICC",PTURE. . . ... . 199.95 
SCRABBLE. ... . ..... 21.'6 
SCRIBBLE ...... . . . 62.32 
SCULPT 3·0..... .. . . . . . 69.95 

• ItILrT AlI. l n ' ·D.. . . . . 311 .• 
• Ill: ClMuaWAIE IUIES ... IU:5 

SEASONS "'ND HOllD"'YS . .. .. ~U5 
SECONDS OUT. ............... 19.46 
SECURITIES AN"LYST . 49.95 
SEVE N CITIES OF GOLO ...... ... '4.95 
SEX ViXEN S .... . ...... .. 25.95 
SHAOOW GATE . .. .... .. 31.95 
SH ... KESPEARE ............... 14695 
SH"'NGHAI,STRATEGY c.-.M£ ...... 21.<&6 
SHERLOCK . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ..... 21.00 
SILENT SERVICE ..•.•• . •.•. 25.95 
SIN SAO , F"'LCON . . .. . . 34 95 
SICY BLASTER . . ... . 199S 
SICYCHASE .. .. ... 2695 
SKYFOX II . .2145 

- 1ll' '''1 It.ft 
SMOOTH T"'LKER . . . . 33.95 

TEST ORIVE .. 
TETRA OU EST . 
TETRI S ... " .... ... 
TEXJtRA FT PLUS . 
THElIOER .. 
THI NKER ......... . 

.... 34.95 
.2595 
. 2180 
. 59.95 
. 23.95 
. l!.95 

TltREE LImE PIGS . 
TltREE STDOGES . . 

........... 19.95 
. . 35.115 

--I e ~. " I 

' .. ~ f 1-

L~~· . 
.~ ."""' ~ "l 

, . ~ , 

VIOEO VISIONS 2 .. . ... . 1295 
- IIOEIStArE JD.. ItU5 

VIOEOTIn ER . . . 99 9:5 
VIP VIRUS . .. .. .. .. ........ 32 46 
VIRUS (GAME). . . .. 19.46 
VOC"8ULARY IMPROVEMENT •.... 25 .95 
WSHELL ...... ... ...... . .. 3195 
W"'R &M IOOLEEARTlt .. . .. 36.99 
W ... RLOCK .. . .. 22 71 
WBEXTRA S •..... . . .. 2195 
WESTERN GAMES .............. 31.95 
WHO FR",MMEO ROGER RABBIT ... 29.95 
WILLOW . ..... . 25 .95 
WINDOw PRI NT II .. 22.95 
WINTER CH"LLENGE.. . .... . ... 19.95 
WINTER GANES. . . 27.46 
WORD "'''STEil .. . .. 32,46 
WORD PE RF ECT . .... .......... 119.00 
WORD PERF ECT lIBR"RY. . .. 84 95 
WORLD CLASS LEADER BDARO .. .. 25.91 
WORLD c.-.MES . . ...... 27.46 
WOR LD TOUR GOLf . . .. 21.45 
WRITE 'N fiLE .... . . ... ........ S9 95 

- . IIEU ... . lUS 
X-tAO. . ..... 389.00 
ZAK MCKRACKEH . . . 29.95 
ZAPN GOLF .. ... . . 27.95 
ZERO GRAVITY . . ... 19.<&6 
liNG KEYS . .. 31 .95 
ZING! SPELL • 51.95 

• lI£TIOPE . H.Ii 
zoow.. . .. ... . . ...... 219:5 
lORK TRILOGY ... ... .. . . • 7.95 
ZOU NO SOU NDS VOL I . . 21.95 
ZU M ... FONTSVOLS 1 TH RU 4 ... &8 .95 
lYN ... PS ....... 2J95 

HARDWARE 
68020-1 2 CPU/PRot ... . ..... 110.00 
680JO-I6/2tI CPU/PROC ... ...... 570.00 
S8881 CRYSTAL osseo 16MH Z . . .. 5.00 
&8881-16 MATH COPROC ...... .. 200.00 
68&81·2'0 M"TH COPROC. . D .oo 
S8882.2tI M" TH COPROC. . 500.00 
63882'25 MMH COPROC. • •. . 620.00 
...LCOTlNI S ... MPlER 500/2000 . . . 89.9.5 

SNAKE PtT. ...... .24,95 
SOCIAL STUDIES ...... . .. .. 19. 46 
SOfTWOOD FILE SG . .. . ... . 7821 

__ GRUT VAllEY PRODUCTS 
SOLITAIRE ROYAL.. . . ... . 2"2.71 
SONIX ("'EGIS) .... . .... ' 9 95 
SORCERER LORO.. . .. • 23 95 
SOUND OASIS. . . 64 9S 
SOU NOLAB .... . ... .... 209.96 
SOU NOQUEST: 

CZ MASTER. . .... 92.95 
D·lO N.asTER .... ... 92.9.5 
0·110 M ... STER ..... 92.95 
D' SO I(I.SJER • . ...• 92.95 
OX7 M"STER ... . ... 109.115 
OX1-I1 M"STER... . ... 109.115 
ESO/ ESO'SO NST .. . . .. 9295 
GENERIC MA STER . . ... . n95 
K' 1 MASTER . . ... 929:5 
M" MASTER..... .. ... 92.95 
MT' 32 MASTER. • •... .. . 92.95 
TEXTURE ....... ............ 92.95 
rx·SOl MA STER . . . .... 92.115 
rx·elz M"STER .......... .... 92 95 

SOU NOSC"'PE PAITERN SPUT ... 35 95 
SOU NO SCAPE UTILI TIES 1 .... ... 35.115 
SOU NOSCA PE UTILITIES II ....... • 29:5 
SOURCE LEVEL DE8UGGER . . • ... '996 
SPACE CUnER . . . 19.95 
SPACE H"RRIER . . 32.46 
Sp"CE MATH ... . 19.95 
SP"CE PORT ..... . 27.38 
SPAC E OU EST II . .32.46 
SP"'CE R"CER .. .... .... . .. . lH6 
SPA.CE SCHOOL SI MULATOR .... . 22.115 
SPA.CE STATION OBLIVION.. . 32 .46 
SP"'CEOuEST .. . 33.00 
SPElLBOU ND ................ 25.95 
SPElLER BEE ... . ... 31.25 
SPElLING ,MPROVElroiENT ••••••• . 25.95 
ST"R WARS EMPIRE STRIKES . ... 30.25 
SlA.RFLEET I . .. . 29.95 
STAIIGlIOER ...... . . . J195 

• IUhUDU II lUi 
ST ... RRAY... ...... .... . ... 19.95 
STEL LA R CONFLICT . . ... 28.9:5 
STElLA RYX ................... ~ 95 
STOCK MARK£l·TltE GAME ...... 16.95 
STR1PP(lKER ......... .. .. 27.46 
STRIP POKER O"T" 14 .... . . . 1295 
STRIP POKER 0"T ... . 5 . .. . .. 12.95 
STR IP POKE R II ...... .... .. .. 25.95 
STUDIO FON TS VI (COLOR) . . ... 29.95 
STUDIO MAGIC ... .. .. 64.95 
SUB BAnLE . . . . 2' 95 
SU MMEI!CH"lLfNGE... .. 1995 
SU PERBACK . . 51.95 

Fer .... i .. 2ooo! 
IMPACT HC/4S-48 M8 28m, Head CCN'd . 
IMPACT HC/~-42 MB 11m, Hont Cord . 
IMPACT HC/8OQ-84 MB 11m, Hord Cord 
,.. ..... 500: 

. ..... .. 7".00 
. .. 799.00 

1199.00 

IMPACT A5OO-SCSI/ HD20-20 M8 HD 
IMPACT A.SOG-SC5I1HD45---4!i M8 HD . 
IMPACT ASOO-SCSIIH04OQ-42 M8 

749.00 
. . 995.00 

11 m, High-Speed Hard Drive . 1049.00 
IMPACT A5OO-SCSIIH0800 - &4 MI 

11m, H~h-Sp .. d Hord Driv. . 1449.00 
Ovonlum 80S. &4 MI 11m, l .r HD . .. . .... 995.00 

Shod: mountec(. 6o'KS cocM {fo r linu .PH"dJ. SCSI ;t1terfoc,f. 
Compatible w ith IMPACT or A 2090 board" 

Quon!um 4OS-42 MI v_,."ion of obov_ d riv • . .. S9'9.oo 

THUNDERBOY .... . ...... 22.95 
TIME & MAGIK .. . . 26.95 
TI ME BANOI TS . . .... 21.95 
TOOL CADDY . . . . . 32.45 

. TMlrurrt.£I . SUI 
TRACE RS .................... 22.95 
TRAN SCONTlNENTAL RAILROAO ... 25 .95 
TRANSPU TO R . 22 95 
TRIANGO.. .. ..... . ... .. 29.95 
TRIGONOM£lRY . . ..... 38 95 
TRINITY .. .. • .. .... 25.95 
TRUE B"SIC ...... ............ 68.115 
TRUE B"SIC "RITHM ET1C ....... • 5.95 
TRUE BASIC TRUE STAT 32.46 

• TIIIII' W nE . . . . . . . l5.15 
TURBO PRINT ... . ........ 32.95 

• T-.IILIO U . .. ..... 1m. 
TV SHOW. • • • • . •• .. . .....•.... &4.95 

.ns...-n,.TUU ............ M .• 
TVTOO •••••• .......••.....• 152.32 
TWILIGHTS RANSOM . . ....... 1995 
TXEO PLUS ... . .. .. 51 .95 
ULTIMA 111.. .. ..... 2895 
ULTlMA IV.. .. ..• 18 96 
ULTRA DOS ............... .... 37 95 
UMS CIVIL W"R O ... T ... OISK . . ... 12.95 
UMS VIET N ... W OAT ... DISK ..... .• 1295 
UNCLE 0 CO N SOUND TRATIO N . 25.97 
UNINVITED .. .. .. .. .......... . 34.95 

• UIIMIUl " UTA" III111LT' JUI 
VAMARFS EMARE .. ..•• .•• 29.515 

• WlB EFfEm • . . .. l lUI 
VIDEO VEG.AS ....... ...... 24 10 
VIDEO VISIONS 1 . . .... 12.95 

" M"S MIDI SA.MPlER.. . ... 109.95 
" MIGEN GENLOC K .... ... ..... . 149.00 
"MPUFIEO SPEAKERS 2XSO W .... &4.95 
"'PRO DRAW 12XI2 NO CURSOR .. 464.9:5 
APRO DRAW 12X12 W/CURSOFI .•. 499.95 

• •• .ncAl..sf: . . n .• 
CA·_ FLOPPY DRiVE ..... . .. . 199.00 
C8M AnlOINT GENlCK 2000. . C"'LL 
CSM A520 COMPOS. MAP SIX! .••• '9.95 

.c. llGl u n. . ... 39.95 
CLIO TIMESAVER • .• 57.95 

_CIII .OI IIU TI . . ... .. . 5:I!.T. 
COLOR SPllnER •......... ...• 79.95 
CPS SIX! ' POWER SU PPLY ... 500 74,95 
CS ... OR" GSTRIP RAN "'CCEl. ... n3.4.5 
CSA fASTRACK 68020 "'CCEl ... 9:15.45 
CSI 2200 INT DRivE A2OOO . • ••• 149.00 
CSll200 A .. IGA. EXT FLom .... 159.00 
OELUXE MIDI INTERfACE . . .. . 59.95 
OESKJET 12811; RAW C"RT.. . .. 117.95 
DESIUET PRINTER (300 OPt) •••• • ]t9.oo 

• _ 'III£W _0 MIllar. . . 14'" 
OIGI·VIEW .. .. .... . . . 143.95 
lASYl 500 TABL£l ........... 369.00 
EASYl 1000 TA.8L£l . ... 369.00 
EASYl 2000 UBL£l . . 369.00 
EtE MIOI 500/2000 .... . ....... 48.95 
EtE MlOllooo ................. ' 8.95 
ESCORT 48 Me HRO OR A500 .... 819.00 
ESCORT " lAB HRO OR " '000 159.00 

_ FUClEI RIEl (UIIDUI£I . . . ... 471. 
FRAlIEGRA88ER . . . . . .. S39.95 
FUTURE SOUNO ... 5OO ...... ..••• 93.95 
FUTURE SOUNO'AUOIOSAMPLER " 2 20 
GEN ONE GENLOCK..... . .. 739.00 
GOMA 3.0 WfsUnON . . .. 48 95 

MORE <:REATIVE PROMOTIONS: GYP A2000 AUTOBOOT EPRO"' . . .. 29.95 
GvP A500 FlAM'ROM MODULE .. .. 69.95 
HuRRICANE 68030 AO"P. 8RO ... JOO 00 
HuRRICANE ""000 ACCEL6RO .. 3s.D 00 
HuRRICANE '''1 Il00 MEM. 8RD ... $04000 
HuRRICANE AZOOO ACCEl BRO .. 500 00 
HURRICANE A2'OOO ME" . 8RD . . S40.00 N ~W 

AMIOA 2286 AT IIIDGE CARD 
AMIGA 2500 COMPUTER 
AND 2620 TURBO CARD! 
CALL FOR OUR LOWEST PRICE. 

IIIIGA 500 ud 2000 (PU's ud pack ... 
daaIs .vailable . . ... Wl FOI DETAIlS! 

• fREE VCR w ith purcha_ of comput.r-c:all for d.ta il ... 
• Pacilag. pricing on compute" avoilabl.-c:oll for d.toil ... 
• Am;go liv.! 2000 . . . . . .. s.M' 
• fl ick., f i .. ri (A2000 anlv) - Eliminate all Ri<hr and .conliIN 

gaps 'OO ~ - opl;onol mulris.,.n< munitOf' .. .. $479 

lMPR!NT. • .... .... m .oo 
_ ,.nIlH t AlIIT . . . 1lU l 

USElUET 11·0 PRINTER .... ... 2995.00 
LASERJ ET SERIES 2 PRINTER ... 1149.00 
LASERJET·2 RAM. 1 N8 .... .. 419.95 
LENS. 16 Mill . NO IRIS FI.6 ... .. . 21.85 
LENS. 16 MM. WIIRIS FI 6 .. .. 66.25 
LIGHT PEN. . .. 97.9S 
lI'/f! 500 . . . . 289.00 
UVE! 1000.. . .. 270.00 

. um~.. . MI .• 
""'GNI .OO4 GEN LOCK ... . . . 1595.00 
MICROBT . • X POP'SIMM BRO . RSO 
MICRon 8·UP flAM BRO, OK .... "5.00 

M.A.S.T. 
PRODUCTS 
_U: h,. ..... w.. 
• .,.,...1 FAST LUI (up to 2· 
•• ,l, low ,.,...., - aYO .... 

I ........ 500 .. 2000 -• .'.,.IGS 5 12K . . . $'" 
• MINIMlGS 1 .1 ... $ ... 9 
• MINIM(G5 2.. . .... $749 
.,.,. nGlR: low cost, Mgh 

r::":,.:,~I(:'~I:~~ 
nalilinSi .1. 10 buy -
• TINY TlGU 30 MI . ... S62. 
• TINY TIGU CO MI 
(Ouan'u.t) .... . . .. .. . $7" 

• TINY TlGU 10.. SII29 
IIIIIDIM . . .. $159 
,..HM .... ... ... $2" 
Ispetial Plic. / liIMIIII ,_ only) 

" ICR06r H" RDf RAUE SCSI . . . 239.00 
MIDI GOLD .. .. . .. .. .. .. • • 6"-20 
MIDI GOLD 2000 (INT) ... .. ... . 68.47 
MIMfTlCS MIOI INTEFlF"CE .. . .. • 3.00 
NERIKI GENLOCK .. .. . .. . . .. .. 1915.00 
OKI" "TE2tl WfPLUG NPRNT . . 2. 9.00 
OICIMATE PlUG N PRI NT ..... .... 7B5 
OMEGA STII. SAMPlER "'000 . . 19.95 
P ... IHTJfT COLOR PRINTER. .. 10!J5.00 
PANASONIC WV I410C"'MERA . . 2'25.00 
PA NASONIC WVI~ C ..... ERA ... 320.00 
PEOPLE METER 610 FEEDBACK .. .. 39.95 
PERFECT SOU ND OIGITIZER . • 61.95 

- rElfECT .".. .. .... .... 111.15 
PRO RAM A2000 2/15 UG ........ 699 00 

• ",, 1DlNKI IESllEI . . . 111.15 
PROCESSOR A.CCEl CUI . . 159.00 
PftOGEN. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 399.00 
OUA.NruM 40 .. 8 DRIVE. l l MS ... 599.00 
QU ... NTUM eo U8 DRIVE. l 1MS 995.00 

• _ lAIIlIT·Jl TIlE '" . .. .... Sod.. 
RUGGEDWRlmA HP PAI NTER .. 1395.00 
SOUND SAMPlER ....... ... .... 86.95 
SAAIT 0 M8 FOR ""1X1O •• ...•. • 2'9.00 

- 1MrT InlXE _ ... . t I4 .• 
STAR NX1000 PAINTEFI ..... . ... 199.00 
STAR NX1000 JtA.INSOW ........ 219 95 
STAFI&O ... RD 2 SCSI MOO .. . ..• 100.00 
ST"'FlBOARO 2 UI¥'fR OECK ...... 80.00 
ST"RBOARO 2/1UOO OK . .•.... . 300.00 
ST"'R80 ... RO 21"' 000 OK ... . ... 250.00 
STAFlSO ... RO SB2OO) ... O ... PTER ... • 2.00 
SreRfO SOUNO SAMPlER STRV . .. 8795 

- 1If'EIIEI .. .. ... ..... 
. .... Z_..aI . .1". 

SUPRA DRIVE 20 MEG A.5OO ...• • 699.00 
SUPR" DRIVE 2tI MEG AlOOO ..... 699 00 
SUPRA OR IVE 30 MEG A~ .. ... 799.00 
SUPR'" DRIVE 30 MEG Al OOO .... 799 00 
TOOL BOX. ESCORT FOR A5OO . .• 170 00 
TAUMP CARO SCSI CNTR 2000 . 168.96 

• TWi .... ll tE1 En U - fH .. .. .. .. tH.oa 
_ U.,1I1VJt U - EIT. DIM ... .. . .. litll 
• 'AULT·. IWIII DillIE SO ., .. . .... tall 

VI 500 vIDEO INTEFlfACE . . . 59.9:5 
VI 500 VIOEOfRF MOO. . . 69.95 
VI 2000 VlOEO IHlEllf ... CE . 69.95 
VI 2000 VIOEOIRF MOO .. ..•.... 79.95 
X·SPECSJO.. .. ...... ..... 99.95 
XE.FIOX 4Q:2O INKJET COLOR. " 40.00 
xEFlOX "020 STA.RTER KIT ....... 156.00 

ACasSORIE5 
... 10&4 eAlIlIING CASE. ...... . 51.95 
IUOO 6 MONITOR CA.RA'f BAGS .... 69.95 
" MIGA B"G .. .. .. ... 29.95 
" MIGA BRASS KEY RING . . ... .. 3.95 
"'MI(i,A F"'SHION GOLF SHIRT .... . 19.95 
"'MIGA f ",SHION J"'CKET .. ....... 39.50 
" MlGA MUG ............. .. .... 6.9:5 
..... ,GA NOTE P ... D" .............. . 99 
" Mlc.-. PE N & PENCIL S£l ... ... . 11}95 
" MICA PINS. . ...... .. . . 95 
AMICA PLASTIC VISOR . . . ... .. , 95 
... MIGA. SLEEVE TSHIRT .. ... . .... 7.95 
A.NIGA TERRY CLOTH VISOR .. . 5.50 
AMIG/. TOWEL . . '5.95 
" MIG"- TWILL C"P wltORO ....... . 7.95 
SOSS JOYSTICK . . ' 2.95 
CABLE. 10'C"'MERA ...... ...... 1295 
C"'BlE. SlX!f2OOO II(I.GE-l ... .... . 19.95 
CA8LE. 5OO/201XI IMAGE·2 • . . .. ... 19.95 
C.A.8LE. 6' .. ,DllINK ........ . .... US 
CABLE . "'000 TO ' ''''CE' ' ..... . . 19.95 
C"'B LE . " ' 000 TO III"GE'2 ....... '9.95 
!:ABLE. " MlGA. TO NEC II .. ...... 2 • . 95 
tA8LE . ..... ,GA. TO SONY lXQ .... . 19.95 
CABLE . ... MIGEN TO 10&4 ... . . 1995 
CABLE. DB25U OB25f 8 FT.. . ... 19.95 
CA BLE, 089M TO 089F 6 FT . . . 16.95 
CABLE. DRIVE 00. 2 FT • . .•.. • 19.95 
tABLE. DRIVE 00. J FT . ....... . 27 .95 
C"BLE. FLCK FIXTO NEC II . . 1995 
C"BLE. FLCK FIX·SONY 1302 ..... 1995 
CABLE. M-tENTR TO M< EHTR . .22.95 
CABLE, MONITOR 00 4FT ........ 21 .95 
CABLE. MOUSE ooENSION . . " .95 
CA.BLE. P ... RALLEl "'000 ... . 1900 
CA BLE. P" RALLEL " 500/201XI ..... 19.00 
C"BLE, SCSI RIBBON . 2 FT . . .. .. 15.95 
C ... 8lE. SERIAL ""000 .... ... .. . 19.00 
C"'SLE. SEIII ... L "SOOIAZOOO ... . 19 00 
CLEANING KIT ("LLSOP) . '495 
CLEANING KIT SM. "llSOP . .... . . 6.95 
CONTROL CENTRE FOR A.5OO •••.• 11.95 
COPT/C ..... ERA SUND. LIGHTS. . 64 .95 
CUIITIS DI"'''OND .. . 33.95 
CURTIS DI"MOHO PlUS . .. '6.95 
CUAns EWER ... LO . .. .. .. . . .... . 40.95 
CUIITIS PMOHE UNE SURGE .. . . • 12.36 
CURns RUBY . . 58 95 
CIJRTlS SAPf»WIRE . . 5695 
OESKJET BLACKC ... RT.. ... ... ... 15.95 
OESItJET COURI ER f ONT CA.AT . . 62.95 
OESKJ£l OUST COVER. . . 29 95 
OESKJ£l EPSON fX·80 EMUl . . . 62 95 
OESKJ£l HEL V a& 10 PT. . .. ... . 79 95 
OESIU£l HEL V "'SCII fONTS .. ..• tOt.95 
OESIU£l LANDSCAPE: FONT .. ..•• 79.115 
DESIU£l LANOSC"PE uPGRAOE ... 79 115 
OE~£l LETTER GOTH IC .. ...... 19 115 
OESIUET PRES ENT ... TlON FONT ... 7995 
OESIU£l PRESTIGE ELITE • .. • .. 7995 
OESIU£l FlWN/HElV SOft fliT . •.• 19 95 

OESIU£l STANO/ORGANIZER .. .• . &4 95 
DESIU£l T .. S R"H 8 & 10 P1 ... .. 19.95 
OESIUET 'MS liMN "SCII . . . .... lOt 95 
OIGI'OROIO ... . ..... 69 95 
OISK FILE JO ......... .... ...... 795 
OISK FILE SO ........ . ........ . 1995 
OUST CQVER fOR "500 .. ........ U5 
OUST COVER fO RA:ZIXK) ...... .. 1195 
OUST COVER. ""000 WIMON. . 13.95 
EPYX 500XJ JOYSnCK • . 14 95 
ERGO SnCK.... . 17.95 
FLiCKER MASTER ... ..... ....... 1395 
FLOPPY W"'LLET . . .... ... 795 
f OUR PlAYER "O"'PlEFI . . . 11 95 

. fIUtDlIlffiEl ." . .. .... " . 11.15 
CANE PLAY CO"PACT OISI( ..... . 12.9.S 
GENDER BENDER (DIGI'VIEW) . .... 2095 
KEYSO ... ROSKIN A.2OOO •• .. .•••. 19.95 
KEYBo ... RD SKIN A500 .•. . .. 19.95 
KEYSOARK SKIN Al 000 . . ... .... 1995 
KRAFT MA ZEM"'STER JOYSTICK .... 9.95 
LASERJfT '2 TONER C"'Flr. ...... lOt 00 
LASERJfl' 2 e 5 X , . TRAY .... .. IOt.95 
LASEIU£l ·2COU RIER FTS .... .. l u .50 
LAS EIUET·2 ENVEl OPETR"'Y .. .. 79 95 
LASElUfT' 2LASER CNTRL SW .... 117.95 
LASERJ fT ' 2 PLOITEFI SOFTW .... 111.95 

P"'INTJET CUT'SHEfT PA.PER .. . 19.10 
PAINTJ£l OUST COVER . . ..... 19.95 
PAIN lJ£T P"'PER CATCHER . 23 95 
P"'NTJfT PfUNr ER STAND ..... . . 66.9S 
P"' NTJ ET TR ... NSP" RENCY FLM ... 504 .05 
P"INTJ ET Z' FOLO P"PER . . 1 • . 115 
Pl)WE RPLAYERS JOYSTICK ... . IUS 
PRI NT& WEA R ....... ... . 13.9:5 
OUICKSHOT II JOYSTICK •... ....• 12.95 
RAN. 1 UEG"x 1·10 CHIPS . . .. . .. 30.00 
RAM. , MEG X 8·12 SI .. MS.. . .. 340 00 
RAM. 2S61tX 1·I2CHIPS ...... '2.00 
RAM . 2S6K X 1·15 CHIPS . . ... 10.00 
RAM . 256KX 8·I2SIMMS ....... 88 .00 

PROGRAMMERS 801: 
UnICl( 5.0 . $195.00 
UnICE C++ . $345.00 
ARW . S 32.95 
W·SHEll . $ 32.95 
GFA USIC 3.0 ... S 90.95 

RUGGEO W 16K8 ... FONTS! ..... 12'.95 
LASEAJ£l '2D ENVEl OPE TRAY ... 219.95 - SOl' _Sima. aIlIIEt . u.~ 
LIGHT GUN .......... .. .... 4IJ.9S 
WM;HTRON DISK FOLOER . lD.95 

• •• IIAIIt . 11.J5 
'''NO LIGHT 7 ............... . 164.95 
MOUSE COVER wfGLASSES ....... 5.95 
MOUSE M"TS . " .6.95 
MOUSEw"SH ......... . .. .... 6.95 
P"" NTJfT BLACK CA.Ri. . . ... . 23.60 
P""NTJfT COLOII CART .......... 29.10 

SONY DISKS 10 PACK .. . . .. 2'0.95 
TAC'2 JOYSncK .......... .. . .. 10.95 
TE.AK·TECH 120 OISKHOLOER ...•. J2.95 
TEAII; ·TECH 60 OISKHOLOEFI . . 27 115 
TRACK8A.LL(2 sun ON MOUSE) ... 39.95 
TRA NSV ESTOR 1000 . . ..... 23.~ 
TRAN svESTOR 2500 .... . .... 41.95 
WINNER JOySTICK .... .... . •.. " 95 
XEROX. 02'O " P"'CKINK . . •.. 19.95 

ClUTM (01lPUTUS is both a moil ordtr company with a 
store's support and three store showrooms with mail order 
prices.. Visit one of our showrooms today. You'll be amazed! 

3 IITAil SHOWROOM lOUnOllS TO SERVE YOU 
SAlTA MOll(& , WEsrS1DE: 318 Wilshire 8lvd., Santo 
Monico, CA 90401 . Tues.·Sot. 11·7 p.m.lSun. 11 ·5 p.mJ Phone: 
213·394-m9 
LA_W, SOtrnIIAY: 4453 Redondo 8eoch Blvd., lawn· 
dolt, CA 90260. Mon.·50t. 11·7 p.m.lPhone: 213·5042·2292 
VllITUlA, 01_ , SAIITA 1AllA1A: 2112 E. Thompson 
Dr., Vonturo, CA 93001. Tues.·Sot. 11 ·7 p.m.lSun. 12·5 
p.m.lPhone: 805~52·032S 

CO MMODORE 

I1If ClUlM (_1$ UVAITAGI: 
• Authorized Amigo Oeoler 
• The largest dealer of Amigo products in the World 
• Three stare locations means excellent support 
• Amigo-specific-unlike the competition. we don 't daim 
being Amigo specific while seUing other brands under 
another business nome 

• Authorized service center 
• Uniform low pricing and largest selection, no hidden costs 
or catches 

• We don't charge your card until the Pfoduct ships 
(USroMR SDYKI: Call 213·5042·2292 from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m . 
PST for technical questions. 

·SH1".. IlIFO: No surcharge for V~o/MosterCord; 4 % sur· 
charge For American Express; 1 % surcharge for D~cover. Ship. 
ping within the continental United States for lOftware orden 
over 5100 (U.S.) is FREE. Please coli for all other shipping 
information. Educational, corporate and aerospace purchase 
orders accepted. 
1f1U .. POUCY: Call Customer Service 01 (213) 5042·2292 For 
return aulharizotion. All returns without authorization 
number (RMA") will be .. fused. Rerumed products must be 
in original condition and packaging. No refund an defective 
products or products that do not perform satisfactorily. We 
make no guarantees for product performance. 
(O.DlnOIlS: Creative Computers reserves the right 10 limit 
the sales of any items to local in-penon pick-up only. Prices 
and availability subject to change without notice. 

(RUrm (OMPUTERS GOES ImRllAnOIW! 
*'DIIATlOIIAl TOU·RlfE 01Df1i. POUOfS: Minimum order 
S 100 U.S. Orders only pleose. Absolutely no product inquiries. or 
any s~ ipping inquiries, will be token over the foU-free phone lines. 
For ony athor informolian, pleo,e coli (213) 5042·2292. W. have 
operators versed in the following longuoge.5: English, French, and 
Sponish, only. Shipping prices vory and are quoted following 
your order. Payment is mode via credit card or electronic fund 
transfer. For any other information please coli our regular fall 
lines. 

lIITtllllAnOllAl PR01ll IUIIID1S: Canada 1·8()()'5048·2512; 
Italy 1678·74086; United Kingdom 0800-89·1178; France 19· 
0590-1099; W. Germany 01 ·3()'810466; Japan 0031 ·11 ·1351; 
Austral ia 0014·800·125·712; NOlherlands 06·022·8613; 
Norway 050· 12029; Denmark 0434·0297; Switzerland 
046·05-3420. 

WE CAN BEAT ANY ADVERTISED .RICE! BUT WE SElDOM HAVE TO - OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST!!1f yOU SEE A LOWER PRICE ON AN ITEM. GIVE US A CALL) 



Outrun (continued from page 42) 

version. Except for the fact that the ar
cade game has a steering wheel, and 
takes a quarter each time you play it, 
the two versions are very much alike. I 
am happy to see that a port over from a 
complicated and quality arcade game 
ean be done so well, and I hope to see 
more of this in the future. 

One thing that I was very displeased 
about was the torture that Out Run puts 
on my drive during boot up. The copy 
protection is excessively heavy, and I 
found my drive making a lot of noises 
that it was not designed to make for a 
very long time. There were times when 
I wanted to play Out Run, but the ago
ny I knew I was putting my drive 

through made me put it away. This is a 
sure sign that Sega went overboard on 
the protection . A company can copy
protect its software, but not if it will 
adversely affect my disk drive. 

Out run by Sega is an excellent 
driving game. It is almost identi ca l to 
the arcade version, and if you like one, 
you will like the other. The graphics 
and animation are different, but well 
done. The sound used is of top quality, 
and greatly added to the game. If you 
enjoy the feeling of high speed driving, 
then Out Run will put you behind the 
wheel of a high-performance sports car 
and let you take it to the limit. 

Outrun $ 49.95 

A Sega Game 
Distributed by: 

Mindscape, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1167 
Northbrook, IL 60045 

(800) 221-9884 

The Securities Analvst 
The Securities Analyst is a stocK charting 
and analYSis program for the Amiga series of 
computers . It permits the individual investor 
to chart any number of stocks over an 
extended period of time. Using Securities 
Analyst, the investor can make scientific 
buy·sell decisions based on an analysis of 
market trends . The forms of analysis include: 
• Movi ng Average • Accumulation/Distribution 
• Relative Strength • Performance 
• Point & Figure 'Trailing Stops 
•• Stock Chart • Momentum 
• Price/Earnings Analysis • Performance Analysis 
Graphs and charts may be displayed on 
screen or output to printer. An authoritative 
manual on technical analysis of stock 
market trends is included with this package. 

Suggested retail price·$79.95 

AProDraw ... High resolution 
Summagrapbles tablets with 
two button stylus for the Amiga. 
12x12 - $549 

_ $449 R & DL ProduetloDI 

Also from Free Spirit : 
Ultra DOS Utilities ·Hard Drive backup & file 

management system · $59 .95 
Kickstart Guide to the Amiga·The essential Amiga 

programmer' s guide · $24 .95 

AProDraw tm 
Amiga Professional Drawing Tablet 
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Christmas Classics·Coliection of Christmas graphics 
and music· $14 .95 

Sex Vixens from SpaceAdull graphicsllext adventure 
game· $39.95 

free ~1';1;t -=- ..z.. 
SollW.Ht' In( _ r 

See your local dealer or order from 
P.O. Box 128/58 Noble Street 

Kutztown, PA 19530 
(215)683-5609 
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Mindscape's "Out of the Headlines" Action/Adventure Game 

by Anthony Bevivino 'S PECIAL ALERT... Atten
tion all Special Forces Per-
sonnel:URGENT. Hostage 
situation. Prepare for imme-

diate action. Terrorists 

group of hostages being held by terror
ists at your embassy. You are in com
mand of a six-man tearn of highly 
trained men, and you must direct them 
in the best way against the terrorists 
and save the hostages. These six men 
are code-named Delta, Echo, Mike, 
Hotel, Tango, and Bravo. Hostage 

men can enter the building as well as 
perform surveillance. Your marksmen 
are Delta, Echo, and Mike, and you 
must direct them to the most advanta
geous positions around the Embassy. 
Aiding you is a map of the area, with 
your man's position marked , and the 
strategic positions indicated . Each of 

have stormed our em
bassy and forced 
their way past the se
curity guards. An un
determined number 
of personnel are be
ing held hostage. The 
terrorists' demands 
are unacceptable and 
negotiations have 
broken down. These 
terrorists are heavily 
armed and extremely 
dangerous. As far as 
we can determine, 
they now control all 
three floors of the 
building. A six mem
ber assault force 
tearn must infiltrate 
the embassy, neutral
ize the terrorists, and 

A map view is usedfor strategically positioning your men in readiness for the assalllJ 
your men 
starts out be
hind cover, 
somewhere 
around the 
building, and 
they have to 
get to one of 
the locations 
on the map. 
This is not as 
easy as it 
sounds, how
ever, as the 
terrorists are 

rescue the hostages before time runs 
out. The government is counting on 
you to avert a disaster of international 
proportions ... Good Luck!" 

And so begins the Hostage Rescue 
Mission. In this new release from 
MindScape Inc., you must rescue a 

Rescue Mission has four stages, each 
with its own challenges to overcome. 

In Stage 1, you must position three 
members of your tearn in strategic po
sitions around the embassy. These 
men are your expert marksmen, and 
they will provide cover fire so your 
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covering the 
areas with 
spotlights. If 
your man is 
de tected by 
the light, the 
terrorists will 
open fire on 

him, and if he takes enough hits, then 
another life has been lost to the terror
ists. Your man, because of the need 
for stealth, cannot fire back, he must 
duck, dodge, and hide until he comes 
to one of the destination points. He 
can crawl under spotlights, do a diving 

( continued on next page) 
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Rescue Mission (continuedfrompreviouspage) 

Once on the rooftop, you must repel down the side of the building 
to gain access to the window without being picked off by onlooking snipers 

roll through them, or duck into a win
dow or behind a doorway. Once at 
least one (and hopefully all three) of 
your men makes it, you proceed to the 
next phase. 

same side of the building. Once your 
men are inside, the real action begins!! 

In Stage 3, you are inside the Embas
sy, where you must rescue the hostages 

and liquidate the terrorists. You have a 
mini-map, which will tell you where 
the hostages and the terrorists are. It 
will also show you the layout for each 
floor, and the location of stairwells. 
Use this map well, it means the differ
ence between life and death, success 
and failure. In this stage, you get a 
"first-person" view, and as you move 
from room to room you may encounter 
terrorists, or hostages, or both. If you 
find a hostage, he will follow you, and 
you must take him to the "safe room" 
on the upper right of the third floor. If 
you encounter a terrorist, it is kill or be 
killed. Open fire with your machine 
gun, and blow him away, but watch 
out, he will be trying to do the same to 
you. If you encounter both a hostage 
and a terrorist, the terrorist will use the 
hostage as cover. You must kill the ter
rorist, but do not harm the hostage!! 
This is very difficult. but part of the 
mission. In this stage. it is critical to re
member that you have three men inside 
the building. You must use each of 
them wisely. If you don't move a man 

Stage 2 involves the use of the full 
team. As your marksmen provide cov
er, the Direct Intervention Team is 
dropped via helicopter to the roof of 
the Embassy. The D.I.T. consists of 
Hotel, Tango, and Bravo. The map in 
this stage is an overhead view, marking 
the positions of your marksmen as well 
as the members of your D.I.T. You 
must use your marksmen to survey the 
side of the building they face using 
their night-scopes,and make sure there 
are no enemies by the windows. Once 
the area is safe, you must send one of 
the team in. Select a man, and then his 
position on the building. Your man 
must then repel down the side, choose 
one of the windows, break through it, 
and get into the building. Remember, 
the Embassy has only three floors, so 
don't jump 100 far, and don't position 
all of you men on the same floor or 

In the initial stage o/the assault, you must move in on the 
target building without being detected by the ever-present searchlights 
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for a long time, the terrorists will find 
him and kill him. You should also po
sition your men so that you have all the 
floors covered, so you can protect the 
hostages and cut off a fleeing terrorist. 
Once you have completed your mis
sion, you go to Stage 4, the Outcome. 
Your entire mission will be evaluated. 
If you have killed the terrorists, res
cued the hostages, and have all men 
alive, you have earned a promotion and 
will be praised by the headlines. If you 
have lost men, or killed hostages, 
watch out, you won't be getting a red 
carpet. When you make it through a 
mission with great success, you will be 
promoted and be lucky enough to tack
le an even more difficult mission. 
Good Luck, you'll need it!! 

The graphics in Hostage Rescue Mis
sion are the foundation of the game, 
and I found them to be well done. I 
was not astounded with the quality of 
graphics, but considering the game is 
only one disk, as well as the speed and 
diversity of action present, the graphics 
are good. The colors and texture are 
above average, and they are very ap
propriate to the game and allowed play 
for a long time without a headache. 
What impressed me most about the 
graphics was the perspectives and an
gles used. Only the first stage has the 
standard "third person, two
dimensional" graphics, and even these 
were good. The second and third stages 
truly have great use of perspective. 
When you look at your sniper, it ap
pears as if you are right behind him, 
and you only see what is in the small 
circle of his gunsight. Inside the build
ing, the "first person" perspective is 
very effective, and is also well done. 
There is very little sound in this game, 
but it does not take away from the 
game at all. So much is going on visu
ally, such as maps, switching men, etc. 
that any background music or barrage 
of sound effects might distract your 
concentration. The sounds that are 

used, like gunfire, crashes and 
screams, are well done and realistic . 
So, while there is no large quantity of 
sound, there is a high standard and 
good taste for the sounds used. 

"I was not at aI/ 
pleased with the 
cop y protection 

used .. .!t uses both 
disk-based protection 

and document 
protection" 

Hostage Mission is controlled with 
the joystick, and while this is the only 
method possible, I thought it could 
have beller sensitivity. In a game like 
this one, split-second reactions and 
lightning fast maneuvers are called for, 
and I did not feel that the conITol re
sponsiveness allowed me to do this. I 
use good, quality joysticks, so my con
ITollers were not responsible. I found 
that sometimes my man would crawl 
instead of roll, or keep repelling when 
I wanted him to stop. These are not 
critical points, and do not happen all 
the time, but Hostage Rescue Mission 
demands precision, and while the con
ITols are adequate, I felt they should 
have been tighter. 

One feature that Hostage Rescue 
Mission excels in is playability . I truly 
enjoyed playing this game. Even 
though it is a very challenging game, I 
never got bored or frustrated, and this 
indicates a good challenge. I felt I was 
involved, and there was tension in the 
air as I played. I bled with my men 
when they took enemy fire, and my 
heart was beating fast when they 
searched the Embassy. Any game that 
makes one this involved shows a high 
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level of playability and enjoyability , 
and this is one of the best. 

I was not at all pleased with the copy 
protection used. The game does not tor
ture your disk drive, but it does go a lit
tle overboard with copy protection. It 
uses BOTH disk-based protection and 
document protection. This means that 
you cannot put the game on a hard 
drive, and you also have to go through 
the tedium of looking up word 7 on 
line 5 of page 18 every ti me you boot 
up. Document protection is by far the 
most reasonable method, and I can 
sometimes live with disk based protec
tion, but both at once is overkill. Come 
on guys, you can put that disk space to 
beller use!! 

Aside from this, I thought that the 
packaging and documentation for this 
game were of the highest caliber. The 
package was very appealing and drew 
my interest, but the docs were really 
outstanding. The documentation comes 
in a file marked 'TOP SECRET' and 
gives you a sense of involvement right 
away. The docs explain the stages and 
types of control in each in a very effi
cient way. This is a complex game, yet 
the instructions made it seem easy. The 
docs were well-written, clear and easily 
read; a trend I would like to see imitat
ed in many other products. 

All in all, Hostage Rescue Mission is 
an excellent game. It provides a variety 
of challenges and very good storyline. 
The graphics and playability set this 
game apart from all the rest. I found 
myself really involved and wanting to 
get greater challenges, which Hostage 
Rescue Mission provided. I am sure it 
can do the same for you. 

Hostage Rescue Mission $ 44.95 
Mindscape, Inc 
P.O. Box 1167 
Northbrook, IL 60065 
(800) 22 1-9884 
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Audio Digitizers 
A Comparison of Amiga Sound Samplers 

by Walter Steuber 

C
apturing sound 
has never been 
easier! All it 
takes is a little 

piece of hardware. Musical 
instruments, voices and spe
cial sound effects can all be 
moved from the outside 
world into an Amiga file 
through a little box plugged 
into the printer port, sub
stantially expanding the al
ready impressive sound ca
pabilities of the Amiga. The 
only problem you might 
face in buying a sampler, 
also known as an audio dig
itizer, is how to choose 
among the many brands 
that are available. 

Since they all are built to do about 
the same job, you may be surprised 
when you see how different their fea
tures are. They differ in the way they 
connect to the sound source. They dif
fer in how they connect to the Amiga. 
Some have more sensitive amplifiers 
than others. Some have controls to ad
just the signal level, some don't. Most 
of the new offerings handle stereo 
sound, but not all of them. Some, but 
not all, have ready lights. They come 
packaged with operating software, and 
this, too, is different with each one. 

SO/SENTRY 

Seven of the current hardware offer
ings were exercised on an A2000 to 
see how they compare. Two of them 
are brand new on the market, the oth
ers have been around anywhere from a 
month to over a year. They come 
from Norway, Germany, England, 
Texas, and a couple of unidentified or
igins. Consequently, they do their 
thing in different ways. Anyone of 
them would be an important addition 
to an Amiga system. I've never met a 
digitizer I didn't like, but I do like 
some more than others, as you will 
see. My approach to comparing this 
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group was to try out each one with 
three different sound sources: 1) my 
voice reading 2) a stereo tape of Pete 
Fountain playing clarinet, and 3) an 
electronic signal generator. 

The sound files collected from the 
first two sources could be judged only 
subjectively, but the signal generator 
yielded objective indicators of the 
quality of each piece of hardware. 
Any digitizer is mainly an amplifier 
followed by an AID converter, but 
these may be supplemented with fil
ters, stabilizers and other hidden cir-



cuitry. In the following assessments, 
no attention was paid to what was reaI
ly inside a device, each was treated 
simply as a black box and each was 
run under control of its own software. 

The pieces of hardware have been 
listed in the order of how much I liked 
them. The ordering is not enlirely the 
result of objective measurements. It is 
heavily influenced by personal prefer
ences for certain features. I like a de
vice to have a sensitive input for my 
weak microphone and I like it to have 
a separate pair of inputs for stereo from 
a tape player. I like it to have controls 
to adjust the recording level, and the 
connection to Amy to be through a 
flexible cable. (If a device did not 
have a cable, I supplied one, both to 
bring its inputs around to the front and 
to take the load of the dangling cables 
off the pins of my parallel port.) I like 
to have connectors that fit my equip
ment, even though adaptors are easy to 
gel. I like it to operate with Audiomas
terI!. Recognizing that somebody 
else's set of preferences could make the 
ordering come out quite different, here 
they are: 

AMAS The Advanced Midi Amiga 
Sampler is a combination stereo digi
tizer and Midi interface. It has two 

The AMAS Sampler screen 

RCA phono in
puts, a single mic 
input, a Midi input 
(5-pin DIN sock
et), a Midi output 
and a Midi pass
through. It con
nects to the com
puter through two 
18-inch cables, ty
ing up both the 
parallel and the 
serial port. (Sep
arate versions are 
offered for the 
A 1000 and for the 
A500/2000.) The 
midi part was not involved in this com
parison, but it obviously is an impor
tant extra feature. 

FutureSound. The old single-channel 
version for the A 1000. It is the device 
I have been using for months and con
tinue to like a lot. It has an on/off 
switch, a phono input and a rcady 
light, in addition to a level control, mic 
input and cable. 

Perfect Sound. This unit has two 
channels entered through RCA phono 
jacks with a level control for each. It 
is built to plug directly against the 
AI0(x) parallel port, so the user must 

supply his own 
genderbender to 
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A2000. 
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Omega This Ster
eo sampler has 
two channels en
tered through 
RCA phono jacks 
with a level con
trol for each. It 
plugs directly into 
the parallel port of 
the A500!2000. It 
also has a short 
cable that plugs 
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The Datel Sampler screen 

into the serial port and covers over the 
right audio output, requiring some new 
cabling before it can be used. 

FutureSollnd 500 is Applied Visions' 
new version for the A500!2000. It has 
two RCA phone jacks for input from a 
tape player and a subminiature 
(3.5mm) socket for a microphone. It 
has a single control to modulate the in
put and it connects to the parallel port 
of A500!2000 through a 22-inch cable. 

EiderSoft Stereo Digital Sampler 
The MM2000 has a single input socket 
to accept the subminiature two-channel 
pin that often comes on earphones. 
(An adapter was obtained at Radio 
Shack to convert this to two RCA pho
no jacks.) The sampler is constructed 
to plug directly against the A 1000 par
allel port and it comes with a gender
bender to enable it to plug directly to 
the A500 or A2000 port. 

Datel Pro Sampler Studio is a single
channel digi~lzer with three separate 
sockets for inp.uf,; A 1/4" phone plug 
for small signals, a 1/4" phone plug for 
strong signals, and a 5-pin DIN socket. 
It has a ready light and connects to the 
parallel port through a 10" cable. (Sep
arate versions are offered for AIOOO 

( conlinued on next page) 
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Digitizers (continuedfrom previous page) 

and for A500/2000.) 

Voice 
Comparison Crite
ria Fields in Chart: 
Voice: A single
channel microphone 
(electret condenser 
type) was used to 
make voice samples. 

It put out a weak 
signal that jumped 
all over, but aver

AMAS 
FutureSound 
SunRize 
Omega 
FutureSnd 500 
Eidersoft 
Datel 

aged about 1 millivolt. Voice samples 
were collected under the best condi
tions of sampling rate, amplification, 
etc, that 1 could muster and were then 
rated for how faithfully they repro
duced the original. The scale was 
10=indistinquishable from the original, 
7=pleasing but noticeably mechanical, 
4=telephone quality, and I=hard to un
derstand. 

Clari: A tape player with two channels 
of strong stereo output was used as the 
sound source and a short passage was 
collected of clarinet playing. A subjec
tive rating of how well each device re
produced the original was made on the 
same scale used for the voice samples. 
If the device could not handle this ster
eo, it was recorded as monaural and 
indicated by 'm'. 

Noise: Spurious noise is always inject
ed by any kind of audio device and is 
usually the main limitation on its quali
ty. Noise could, of course, be heard in 
our voice and clarinet samples, but its 
effect was mixed in with other depar
tures from full fidelity. Using a signal 
generator made it possible to look at 
the noise, separated from other effects. 
The signal generator was set up to put 
a steady sine wave into one channel 
and a steady square wave into the oth
er. Both frequencies were kept at 500 
Hz. (Other frequencies were tried, but 
this did not seem to be of any signifi
cance in comparing the different devic
es.) The resulting sound files were 
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8 
8 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 

Clari Noise Mic Ster Rhea 

8 9 Y Y N 
8 9 Y N Y 
9 6 N Y Y 
7 8 N Y Y 
3 Y Y Y Y 
5 N Y N N 
3 Y N N Y 

graphed with Audiomasterii and they 
were also examined with !.he program 
NewZap3 .18. NewZap displays the nu
merical value of each sound sample, 
allowing calculation of the exact de
parture from perfect sine and square 
waves. The freedom from noise that 
showed up in the sound samples was 
then put on a rough scale-of-ten. The 
scale used was 10=no noise, 1=large 
amount of spurious noise. 

Mic. Does !.he device have an input 
for microphone? 

Ster. Does the device have stereo in 
puts for a tape or disc player? 

Rheo. Does !.he device have rheostats 
to moderate the input? 

Cable. Does !.he device connect to the 
port through a flexible cable? 

Audi. Is the device compatible wi!.h 
Audiomasterll? This may be an unfair 
question , but it's important to me. 
There are different protocols for deliv
ering stereo sound samples to the com
puter and I like the one AudiomasterIl 
uses. Furthermore, some digitizers 
store their two stereo channels as sep
arate IFF files, making them incompat
ible with Audiomasterii. 

In conclusion , I'll say that I'd be 
happy to have any of the first three as 
part of my system. I had difficulties of 
one kind or ano!.her with !.he others. 
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Cable 

Y 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 

Audi 

N 
Y 
Y 
Y 

I 

The absence of a 
rating in the chart 
indicates a spot 
where I never did 
manage good op
eration of the de
vice. It was ei
ther trouble with 
their software, 
trouble gelling the 
right size of a sig
nal into them, or 

trouble cobbling up connectors. 

Products mentioned: 
FutureSoundlFutureSound 500 $179 
Applied Visions 
One Kendall Square, Suite 2200 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
(317) 494-5417 

Omega $139 .95 
Starvision International 
305 Madison Ave, Suite 411 
New York, NY 10165 
(212) 867 -4486 

AMAS $69.95 
Microdeal 
576 S. Telegraph 
Pontiac, MI 48053 
(313) 334-8726 

ProSound (Eidersoft) $159.95 
Precision, Inc. 
8404 Sterling St., Suite A 
Irving, TX 75063 
(214) 929-4888 

PerfectSound $99.00 
Sunrize Industries 
3801 Old College Road 
Bryan, TX 77801 
(409) 846-1311 

Pro Sampler Studio $119.95 
Datel Computers 
3430 E. Tropicana Ave, Unit # 67 
Las Vegas, NV 89121 
(800) 782-9110 



eve 
The Next Generation of Dr. Ts KeS 

by Tom Bucklin 

Dr. Ts line of MIDI related 
products have been 
around for quite some 
time. Back in the Com

modore-64 days, when 38K bytes was 
king, Emile Tobenfeld (Dr. T) created 
a MIDI sequencer program that he 
hoped would make a real impact on 
the state of computer!MIDI software. 
Dr. Ts Keyboard Controlled Sequenc
er (KCS) offered professional level 
power on a home computer. Since 
then, the product has matured and has 
come to support a variety of machines, 
including the C128, Atari ST, MacIn
tosh, and in more recent times, the 
Amiga. 

Last April, we reviewed KCS ver
sion 1.6, and were suitably impressed. 
Around that same time, the word was 
out concerning the upcoming arrival 
of KCS Level II for the ST. Some 
Amigaphiles were a bit put off that Dr. 
T seemed to develop their products for 
the ST first. In actuality, I believe this 
was more of an anticipatory response 
on the part of the would-be Level 
II'ers rather than a criticism. 

A vid users of KCS have indeed 
longed for the Dr.'s next level of MIDI 
management, largely because of an en
hancement known as the "PVG," or 

Programmable Variations Generator. 
This feature alone might be worth the 
price of the program to many high-end 
MIDI enthusiasts. 

Whal is a PVC? 

The PVG is a breed of computer 
program that has only come into mass 
appeal in about the last decade. On the 
simplest level, a pure variations gener
ator can be thought of as a process that 
acts upon a musical sequence in a way 
that is often compared to a throw of 
the dice. To effect these alterations, 
certain parameters are selectable to 
govern what type of MIDI event char
acteristic (such as pitch and duration) 
will be affected by the generator. Ran
dom alterations are imposed upon a 
musical seqment by the variations gen
erator to (hopefully) create the equiva
lent of what used to be known in 
Bach's time as variations on a theme. 
If successful, the variations generator 
can be used as a tool in creating new 
or evolved musical passages and 
rhythmic compositions from existing 
ones. 

However, as you may have guessed, 
the randomness of musical creation 
with a pure variations generator can 
often result in a dissonant and disjoint
ed composition. What is really needed 
to make this process efficient is some 
form of control, along with a more ac
curate degree of predictability. Enter 
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the PVG. By adding the Programma
ble dimension to the process, the com
poser can choose to create based on 
knowledge and not just chance. The 
PVG portion of Level II is indeed a 
powerful piece of software. At the 
core of its myriad of possibilities, 
however, is a system of controls which 
dictate factors sueh as probability, fil
tering, and quantity. 

Although many editing-type opera
tions could be performed through the 
KCS portion of the program, the PVG 
offers a potentially simpler way of ac
complishing the same operation, with 
the added bonus of having an "Undo" 
feature so that you can revert to your 
original version if you don't like what 
you hear. By selecting the appropriate 
controls and values, editing operations 
which could take hours can be auto
matically performed by the computer 
through the PVG. 

Level II boots from a single, copy 
protected, floppy. The program uses 
the "key disk" form of protection. The 
up side of lhis is that you can install 
the program on your hard drive for 
fast loads, saves, etc . . The down side 
is that you can never be completely rid 
of your floppy because the program 
will always ask for the original disk 
upon loading. There is a pause in 
the loading process where you can 
choose the total number of events you 
wish to dedicate to the Level II (de-

( continued on next page) 
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Level II (continuedfrom previous page) 

fault is half of the LOtal num
ber of potential events, as 
determined by available 
memory. 

II II 
1 Flizzlone PLAY 
2 OstlBass PLAY 
3 BmSnar PLAY 
4 HiHa! 2 HUlED 
5 HiHa! 1 PLAY 
6 HajrFlizz HUm 
7 Bass A PLAY 
8 Bass B PLAY 
9 

18 
11 
12 

I=CHIRLRS I ,=AFrOUCH 
,=HERGE U~T 

=ECHO 
CillIJ 

II II II II 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IB 
19 
28 
21 
22 
23 
24 

m wOD CIJ 
RECORD STOP PAUSE PLAY 

CLOCX: BPH 128 

HEASURE : 

~ ~ 

II 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
38 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

PUNCH 
~SET PTS 
=CLR PTS 
,~ERS PUN 
CPY PUN 

II II 

00 · 
FROH 1 

TO end 

continually different as 
they will be based on each 
previous variation. 

The Restrictions box pro
vides a way of exempting 
certain notes from the vari
ation process, while also al
lowing for setting the af
fected range for pitch and 
velocity. 

KCS is where this program 
begins, and it is a popular 
sequencing program as a 
stand alone product. You 
are immediately deposited 
into the familiar KCS Track 
Mode screen. (Since we 
previously reviewed KCS 
we'll move right through LO 
the PVG). Clicking on the 
EDIT bullon in the lower 
control panel will bring you 
to the KCS edit screen, 
which is the main work
horse of the program. This 
is the heart of the sequencer 
with single screen access to 
most of KCS' editing fea
tures, as well as the main 
load/save functions. At the 
upper right is a new selec
tion, "PVG." Clicking on 
this will bring you quickly 
to the main PVG screen. 

-

The LOp of the Changes 
screen contains provisions 
for adjusting the Amount 
and Weight of the possible 
changes affecting Pitch, 
Velocity, Duration, Time, 
Shift, and Interval. There 
are also three subdivisions 
across the page that further 
specify the behavior of the 
generator. For instance, 
Constant allows the com
poser to determine the size 
and weight of the changes, 
but the computer will 
choose the direction of the 
change (+ -). 

HrSSAGrs : ] 

The KCS sequencer section of the program finds its primary control 
in the EDIT and Track Mode Screens 

It is easy to experience an 
immediate mixed response 
when peering into the busy 
Changes screen of the PVG 
for the first time. On one 
hand, you will probably get 
the feeling that there are an awful lot 
of blanks to be filled in with some rath
er cryptic abbreviations surrounding 
them. On the other hand, you will 
probably not be blown away by the 
graphic experience. In a word, the 
PVG screens are extremely plain . A 
minimum of colors and no variety in 
the fonts make for a potentially boring 
field of view. To their credit, Dr. Ts 
products are not known for their glam
our, but their power. Still, just a small 
bit of graphic fanfare may have visual
ly conveyed to the user the special 
uniqueness that is inherent to the PVG 
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(Sorry, we're gelling into marketing 
now ... ). Because of the potential com
plexity of this program , I'll stick to 
some of the more cenrral functions and 
their effects on the variation creation 
processes. 

From within the Changes screen, the 
General Options box contains func
tions that are integral to most PVG op
erations. Notably, Changes per Vary 
specifies numerically how many varia
tions to create. When used in conjunc
tion with the Evolving Mults option, 
the variations that are gcncrdted will be 
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This business of Amount 
and Weight are the real 
brains behind the PVG. 
Both factors are entered into 
appropriate spaces in nu
merical form by either typ

ing in the value directly , or by using 
the controls ala VCR-style at the bot
LOm left of the screen to increase or de
crease the values. (Another way which 
I found more convenient for these ad
justments was to hold down the the < 
and > keys). The Amount value repre
sents the quantity of change that is ap
plied to a given characteristic, while 
the Weight value determines the proba
bility that· this change will be applied 
during a given variation. This creates 
an interesting combination of direction
al control over your creations without 
making them completely predictable. 



"ProLection" is another imponanL con
cepL in PVG. This option, available 
from within mOSL operaLional screens, 
proLecLs events from being changed 
during variation creaLion. With ProLec
Lion, an entire event is proLecLed. In 
Lhe case of a note, this would mean the 
note pitch, time, duration, channel, ve-
10ciLy, eLC. 

The ProLecLion feature can be used to 
accomplish some of the PVG's mOSL 
impressive editing feaLs, and it can af
fect a hOSL of componenLs, including 
VelociLY, Timing, Scale PosiLion, and 
MIDI Channel. ProLection, like all of 
Lhe oLher operations within the PVG, 
become active when a probability fac
tor is entered. Although powerful, us
ing protection is an excercise that has 
LO be thoughL out prior to usc. This is 
mainly due to the fact that when Pro
tection is applied, let's say, to a note, it 
follows that note . If you execute a var
iaLion thaL happens to change the pitch 
of that note, it is no longer protected. 

AnoLher interesting capability of the 
PVG is an operation known as In
betweens. With this function you can 
create a linear interpolation between 
two existing sequences. An Autocor
rect feaLure is available as a sub-option 
and is recommended for obtaining a 
useful rhythmic component in the new
ly created sequence. You may also 
add or vary a variety of controllers for 
a given sequence by using the options 
of the same name. As with the other 
operations within PVG, the Amount 
and WeighL of the controller data ma
nipulatioR is detennined by the values 
set by the user. 

Having just touched on some of the 
power of the PVG, it becomes quickly 
apparent that there seems to be an aw
ful lot of buttons and whistles to re
member. This is even more pro
nounced when you are attempting to 
use options that interact with one an-

From within the PVC control screens, YOIl can set IIp numerous 
parameters to govern the way in which the variations generator will affect your music 

other, sometimes producing unexpecl
ed results. PVG supports its own form 
of "Presets" which can save your cur
rent sellings. Up to 80 of these Presets 
can exist in memory. For even greaLer 
power, the program supports the use of 
Macros. A selection of basic presets 
and Macros have been included on lhe 
program disk. 

Besides the KCS and PVG seclions of 
Level II, a third way to accomplish 
your editing is provided in the form of 
the Master Edilor. Within this section, 
you can affect changes such as blend
ing (combining data), Chords (opera
tions applied only lO chord sLruclures), 
and Tempo, to name a few. 

Even though there have been sweep
ing additions to the original KCS in 
Level II, there has been some sublle, 
bUl welcome changes in the general 
program function as well. Previously, 
the KCS file requestors did not recog
nize many of the nonnal Amiga re
questor prolocols. In Level II, much of 
thal has been addressed. Also, KCS 
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now supports Polyphonic Key Pres
sure. 

One last minUle feature lhat was added 
into the program is the "HOl Key Re
mote." By pressing Amiga-R your 
KCS screen is reposilioned to allow for 
access to a patch edilor thaL may be 
running in the background via multi
tasking. 

I've JUSL scratched the surface of the 
possibililies with Level II. BUl one 
thing lhal is not subject to probability 
is thal this is a powerful collection of 
MIDI recording and editing tools thaL 
works well, is responsive, and is de
signed wiLh the high-end user in mind. 
Also, files produced with KCS are 
readily compatible with Dr. Ts popular 
notation program, The Copyist 

KCS Level II $349.00 
Dr. Ts Music Software 
220 Boylston StreeL 
Cheslnul Hill, MA 02167 
(617) 244-6954 
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A New Basic Compiler Package from Michtron 

by Walter Steuber 

A 
migans who program in 
Basic now have three 
good compilers to choose 
from. HiSoft BASIC Pro

fessional v 1.03 is the new contender, 
stacking itself up against the well
established AC/Basic and True Basic. 
Although the three compilers go about 
things differently, they all provide a 
file that can run from the C-directory 
and one that will execute far faster 
than AmigaBasic. All three naLUrally 
pile on a few extra complications for 
the programmer, but they increase the 
power of BASIC so much that a seri
ous programmer is just about forced to 
use one or the other. HiSoft will run 

a program composed of AmigaBasic 
statements without a quibble. When 
you ask it to run, it automatically com
piles the program first, but this takes 
so little time that you hardly notice it. 

By doing it this way, HiSoft runs 
compiled code on the inside but 
presents source code on the outside. 
The user can rearrange commands on 
the screen in the same way he always 
has. The compiling makes no de
mands whatever on the user unless he 
wants to save the compiled file. In 
that case, it presents a panel of about 
ten default conditions the compiler is 
going to use, giving the user an oppor
tunity to change any of them. This is 
similar to the way AC/Basic does it, 
but with several small differences that 
make HiSoft somewhat more user-

friendly. HiSoft 

The HiSoft Basic Compiler Setup Screen 
has its own editor, 
with commands 
that are familiar 
and intuitive, so 
there is little trou
ble in switching 
over to it. This ed
itor is superior to 
AmigaBasic's . It 
is faster, more 
versatile and a 
good deal more 
pleasant to use 
(which we know 
isn't saying all that 
much). HiSoft 
adds several fea-

Array checks 
Line nu"bers 
Even t checks 
Variable checl<s 
Stacl< checks 
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Sy"bolic debug 
Error "essages -.,..."....., 
Shared library 
Output code 
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tures to the language that AmigaBasic 
does not recognize, so the compatibili
ty goes only in one direction. In this 
sense, HiSoft is really a different dia
lect of BASIC. The addition that 
probably makes the most difference is 
giving the user a choice of passing pa
rameters either by value or by refer
ence. (AC/Basic also allows this 
choice.) Subprograms and functions 
can be called recursively. DO .. 
LOOP is supported. Higher precision 
constants are used and are stored in a 
different format. More control over 
windows and colors is supplied. It has 
36 reserved words that do not appear 
in AmigaBasic. (These are ordinary
looking words that can cause a lot of 
trouble if you mistakenly use one as a 
variable name, but they give substan
tially more scope to the language.) In 
short, you can start using HiSoft im
mediately by limiting yourself to 
AmigaBasic commands, but there is 
substantially more that can be done 
with it after some study of its addi
tions. HiSoft uses the Arp library and 
also another special library of its own. 
It works under AmigaDOS V1.3 and it 
generates stand-alone programs that 
meet those mysterious requirements 
for being resident. 

The 358-page lie-flat manual that 
comes with HiSoft is well-written and 
well-printed, packed full of specific 
details. It does not teach how to pro
gram, but it does clearly explain the 
reserved words and how to use HiSoft. 



It is easy to refer to the manual. The 
definition of each command starts out 
at the top of a new page with clearly 
marked sections for Syntax, Effect, 
Comments and Example. With 205 
commands, some of which are quite 
complicated, HiSofl BASIC is a long 
way from the BASIC of 20 years ago. 
The whole language was defined then 
in a few pages and a Dartmouth stu
dent was expected to be using it a 
couple hours after he first met up with 
it. 

Now, with HiSoft (or some other 
compiler), BASIC has grown up to 
where it can do just about anything the 
big languages can do. It no longer de
serves to be considered kid stuff just 
because it is easy to work with. Some 
rough indication of how it fits into the 
overall programming picture can be 
obtained by running the same program 
in a few different languages. In this 
case, a trivial routine that sends a mes
sage to the screen 1500 times was 
used, but I claim the relative file sizes 
and execution times are reasonably 
representati ve: 

ate step. Extra seconds at this stage 
were easily tolerated. 

Once you are comfortable writing 
programs in AmigaBasic, it requires 
very little additional effort to get start
ed with either HiSoft or AC/Basic, and 
the rewards are well worth the extra 
work. Of course, to continue on and 
take advantage of the additional fea
tures of either one will require substan
tial study and experimenting. (I hear 
that True Basic is enough different 
from AmigaBasic that it will require 
some serious pounding of the manual 
just to get started.) Since AmigaBasic 
comes with the computer at no extra 
charge, is relatively easy to learn and 
really does a nice job, all things con
sidered. 

Why even consider getting into the 
complications of compiling? The main 
two reasons have already been indicat
ed: A compiled program will run on 
its own, not needing an interpreter to 
operate it. A compiled program will 
run substantially faster, giving it more 
professional polish. A couple lesser 

size of 
source 

size 
compiled 

reasons should also be men
secs to secs to tioned: Compiling reveals 
compile execute bugs that might otherwise re-

AmigaBasic 143 
HiSoft 143 
AC/Basic 143 
Aztec C 187 
Cpt'sASM 2240 

756 
1916 
5020 
336 

5.2 
25.2 
28.5 
2.0 

In several other comparisons be
tween HiSoft and AC/Basic, this same 
paradoxical relation showed up: AC/ 
Basic made much bigger files, but they 
executed noticeably faster. AC/Basic 
also took much longer to compile, but 
this difference usually did not really 
maller much. The procedure with AC/ 
Basic was to get the program debugged 
and running in the AmigaBasic inter
preter and then to compile it as a separ-

33.5 
19.5 
16.6 

6.0 
6.1 

main out of sight for a long 
time. Compiling offers secre
cy. You can give someone a 
compiled program and they 
will not be able to decipher 
how it works or change it in 
any way (unless they are in 

the genius class. ) 

Say you've made a decision to get a 
compiler. What reasons are there for 
going with HiSoW Its quick, nearly 
transparent operation is the biggest rea
son. It does its job so quietly that there 
is essentially no distraction from the 
fun of puzzling over coding. Your cer
ebration and rumination, those activi
ties that make programming so en
grossing, are not interrupted. Another 
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important reason for going HiSoft is 
the easy, pleasant editor. This, too, 
works with a minimum of distraction. 
The manual is another important plus. 
You can expect to be checking out de
tails prelly frequently , so an easy-to
manage manual is nice to have. The 
additions that HiSoft makes to the 
AmigaBasic commands are also a con
sideration. These additional com
mands make the language more power
ful, but they slip in a few stumbling 
blocks in doing so. It has long been a 
truism that BASIC is incapable of re
cursive programming and consequent
Iy, for certain tasks, one must tum to 
assembler or C. But recursion is here, 
in HiSofL. Anyone who used BASIC 
when first learning to program finds re
Cllrsion extremely hard to use, but 
those who started out with LOGO find 
it natural and easy. To get you over 
this substantial hurdle, the HiSoft man
ual and supplementary disk have a long 
tutorial on recursive programming. I 
expect a few people will find this capa
bility for recursion to be the main rea
son for buying HiSoft. 

My conclusion is that anyone who 
writes only an occasional short pro
gram might as well stick with Amiga
Basic, but anyone who programs more 
than, say, an hour a week will clearly 
benefit by switching over to HiSofL I 
liked HiSoft somewhat better than AC/ 
Basic. This was mostly because of its 
editor and other user-friendliness, but 
also because it automatically compiled 
before running. In trying it out at a 
fairly superficial level, I am happy to 
say I found no bugs or difficulties with 
it. 

HiSoft Basic Professional $159.95 

MichTron 
576 S. Telegraph 
Pontiac, MI 48053 
(313) 334-5700 
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The Game of Political Strategy and War Returns 

by Paul Shaffer 

I
magine for a moment that you're 
the President of the United 
States . It's early May in 1989. 
Your advisor on the Soviet Un

ion brings you the latest folder on "So
viet Actions." It presents evidence 
that the Soviet Union is sending $20 
million in aid to the insurgents in Pan
ama. The United States depends on 
the Panama Canal to provide a sea link 
for the Navy, as well as to provide a 
vital trade route between the Atlantic 

and the Pacific. If the revolutionary 
elements in Panama should gain con
trol of the government, and thus the 
canal, US interests could be seriously 
threatened. You must take action, and 
stop this Soviet intervention in a coun
try vital to the US. 

The first course of action is the "Back 
Channel Communication." You send 
a special courier to the Soviet Em bas
sy with a note to the ambassador, ex
pressing in strong terms your displeas
ure with the Soviet action. Within an 
hour you get the reply: "The Soviet 

From the map screen you make key decisions in Balance of Power 1990 

Galle Countl'ies 
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Government rejects your requesL." In 
light of the failure of quiet diplomacy 
to resolve the situation, you then move 
to the next level of confrontation, the 
"Diplomatic Crisis." You issue a 
press release, informing the world 
press about the Soviet's intervention in 
Panama, and your disapproval of their 
actions. You call the Soviet ambassa
dor to come to the White House and 
explain what they think they are do
ing. The whole world is watching to 
see what the Soviet reaction will be to 
your strong renunciation of their inter
vention in Panama. When the ambas
sador arrives, his stem expression tells 
you that the Soviets are still intent on 
supporting the rising tide of Panamani
an revolution. While an anxious 
world watches, you dismiss the am
bassador, and reach for the Crisis 
Phone. 

The next day, the evening news 
around the world is full of the move
ments of troops and bombers. The dif
ficulty in Panama has now escalated 
into a "Military Crisis." Both super
powers are raLLling their nuclear sa
bers, and the people of the globe ner
vously await your next move. Should 
you push the Soviets farther, risking 
global thermonuclear war, or should 
you back down? 

If you back down, the rest of the 
world, and especially the Soviet Un
ion, will consider the President of the 
United States (YOU!) a wimp. In 
world opinion, the prestige of the USA 



would go down. On the other hand, if 
you can get the Soviets to back down, 
the world press will reflect the lower
ing of USSR prestige. However, if 
you push the Soviets too hard, they 
will respond with the final option: mas
sive nuclear attack via the north pole. 

What will you do? T his nightmare
like scenario, which in real life would 
have taken several weeks to transpire, 
involves a series of three clicks of the 
Amiga's mouse. It is the core of the 
poker- like game "Balance of Power," 
where you get the chance to advance 
the prestige of the United States in the 
eyes of the world, or maybe blow us 
all to Kingdom Come. All games must 
have a scoring system, and Balance of 
Power is scored on prestige. Every 
time you confront the Soviets, you 
stand a chance of gaining prestige 
points - if they back down. Converse
ly , if you confront them and have to 
back down 
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plied in a "zero-sum" fas hion, i.e, if the 
Soviets back down, they lose 14 points, 
and you ga in 14, 

Now, for some of the spec ifics of the 
game: Balance of Power comes on one 
disk which is not copy protected. The 
manual is extremely well written, with 
chapters on introduction, playing the 
higher levels, some discussion on the 
game's artific ial intelligence, and a bib
liography full of books that would help 
the aspiring superpower player learn 
more about global politics. Like many 
games today, Balance of Power is 
made theft-resistant by requiring the 
user to enter a word from the manual. 
At random times during the play of the 
game, a dialogue box will open, and a 
face will ask "Are your papers in or
der?" The computer then asks you for 
a word on a particular page and line. 
To help avoid confusion, the first letter 

( continued on next page) 
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Po we r (continued from previous page) 

is provided. If you have the manual, 
simply look up the correct word and 
type it into the space provided. If not, 
the game will let you keep guessing 
forever, or quit to AmigaDOS. This 
form of protection allows legitimate 
users to make a backup of the original 
disk, or install it on 3 hard disk. 

Balance of Power: the 1990 Edition is 
a big, big program. While it does fit 
on one disk, it comes with a warning 
for Amiga owners with only SI2K 
RAM. In order to fit into SI2K, users 
must disconnect their external drive. 
Any program that big must be very 
complex and full of detail. On both 
counts, Balance of Power is one of the 
most advanced simulation programs 
available. This 13test version includes 
more countries (80, up from 62), built
in "Crisis Advisors," and improved 
simulation algorithms. The most im
portant change is the addition of a new 
fourth level , called "Multipolar." In 
this level, actions of all the countries in 
the world influence the course of the 
game. Minor countries fight W3rs and 
have crisis. You are allowed to use 
trade as a weapon. There are also ad
dition31 displays that help you keep 
track of the complex and changing 
world. 

The author, Chris Crawford, is consid
ered by some to be one of the founding 
fathers of the large simulation game 
for microcomputers. His games have 
always set the standard for size and 
scope in their time. When Balance of 
Power first came out, people wondered 
if it was too complex for the "average" 
game player. It turned out that there 
are thousands of computer users who 
are willing to invest the time and effort 
required to enjoy the stimulating simu
lation provided with Balance of Power. 

Balance of Power is not a game for 
kids. Perhaps the 14-year-old who 
gets 1200 on his SAT could play it, but 
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the avemge joystick jockey would be 
swamped and bored by all the detai I. 
Even at the beginner level, there arc 
dozens of countries and options to 
keep track of during the game. Add to 
this the need LO have at least a simple 
understanding for how much a given 
situation matters to the other side, and 
the game becomes quite a challenge. 

There are four levels of difficulty 
available at the beginning of play. In 
the Beginner level , the only options 
available (to both sides) are military. 
These break down as follows: Military 
Aid (sending money to help the gov
ernment armed forces), Aid to Insur
gents (sending money to help the 
rebels, the Contras, for instance), Inter
vention for the Government (sending 
troops to fight on the side of the Gov
ernment), or Intervention for Rebels 
(sending troops to fight on the side of 
the Rebels). The Beginner level 
doesn't allow for the possibility of eco
nomic aid, destabiliz3tion, treaties, dip
lomatic pressure, or trade policies, all 
of which are available at higher levels. 

For people who are not up on the cur
rent state of world-wide geopolitics, 
there are numerous menus that present 
interesting and useful information. All 
these menus become available upon se
lecting the Background option from 
the Briefing menu. All the standard 
options in the top menu b3r arc then re
placed with assorted informational me
nus. These include Resources, GNP 
(Gross Nation31 Product), MiliL:'lfY 
Spending, Consumer Spending (things 
like food, shelter and entertainment), 
Investment Spending, PopUlation , Mil
itary Personnel, Well-Being (things 
like Infant Mortality and Televisions 
per capita), Violence, and Political. 
While looking at background informa
tion, the game is suspended. All this 
data is interesting, but you can play the 
game without ever consulting the back
ground option . It is included for your 
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curiosity. 

For more game-related information 
about a given country, you could chose 
the Closeup option from the Briefing 
menu. With it, you will get a com
plete summary of all the policies to
ward that country, both from the USA 
3nd the USSR. Also presented is infor
mation on the domestic state of the 
country, which "Sphere of Influence" it 
is in, and if there is any ongoing terror
ism, revolution or civil war. It is a sad 
fact that in almost every country, there 
is some violent conflict. These con
flicts can be central to the play of the 
game. The prestige points in Balance 
of Power are awarded when one side 
backs down during a conflict or crisis. 
The more serious the crisis, the more 
points are won (or lost) . One sure way 
to find out what the Soviets are doing, 
and thus what you might want to object 
to, is to check the USSR Actions 
choice under the Events menu. This 
opens up what the game calls a "folder" 
of actions taken by the Soviet Union in 
the past year. As you move through 
the folder, you will be able to question 
each action the Soviets take. This pro
cess can take quite some time, since 
there are often 20 or so actions in a 
year (on the beginner level), and you 
should consider your responses careful
I y. Push i ng the Sov iets LOO hard on the 
wrong issue could start a nuclear war. 

To help you make your decisions, the 
author has provided you (the President) 
with a group of four advisors. Just like 
in real life, the final decision is always 
up to you, but the advisors can steer 
you 3way from making the big mis
takes. For example, if the USSR sends 
$100 million in military aid to Cuba, 
all four advisors (three men and a 
woman) would strongly advise to avoid 
a conflict. Cuba is strongly pro USSR, 
and it is unlikely that anything you 
could say or do would convince the So
viets to change their plans. On the oth-



er hand, sometimes there is an action 
which the advisors strongly advise that 
you should question. It seems unfortu
nate that the author choose to present 
the advisors words in this situation as: 
"Nuke 'em!" I know that they mean to 
say "Question the Soviet action," but 
the implied violence of their statements 
could have been avoided with another 
choice of words. 

It is when the advisors are undecided 
that the game gets really interesting 
and intense. A situation could arise 
that is "too close to calJ." It will be up 
to you, Mr. President, to decide wheth
er or not to question the Soviet's ac
tions. With a click of the mouse on the 
"Question" bulton, you can initiate the 
Back Channel Communication. The 
computer will then display the Soviet's 
reply . In most cases, they will tell you 
to mind your own business. Now, the 
Question bulton has been replaced by a 
"Challenge" bulton, and a new bulton, 
"Back Down" has been added. 

So far, there are no prestige points at 
risk. You can back down, and let the 
Soviets have their way, without losing 
any points. If you proceed, a diplomat
ic crisis is initiated, and one side or the 
other will loose prestige by backing 
down. If neither side backs down, the 
crisis becomes a military crisis, with 
only two possible outcomes: nuclear 
war at DefCon 1 or a major diplomatic 
defeat (with consequent loss of pres
tige) for one side. If you study the situ
ation, and remember that nobody wins 
a nuclear war, you should be able to 
make it to the end of the folder on So
viet Actions. 

The next step in the game is to make 
policy. Here is where you have a 
chance to help your friends and hurt 
your enemies. If there is a government 
who you like, and they have a little 
trouble with rebels, just send 'em a few 
hundred million dollars in military aid. 

In the advanced levels, you can also 
send economic aid, sign a treaty, or 
make a new trade policy. If your 
friend is really in trouble, you can also 
choose to send troops. This means 
young American soldiers going off to 
actually fight in a far-away land. A 
few thousand U.S. Marines can change 
the course of many situations, but there 
may be a large price for such aggres
sive action . Be sure the situation is 
worth fighting for before you commit 
troops. 

On the other hand, if there is some 
government who you find intolerable, 
you couid send money to help the 
rebels. If you send enough money, the 
rebel forces will take over and kick OUI 

the unfriendly government. Should 
you be exceedingly annoyed with the 
current leader, there is also the option 
of sending U.S. troops into ballle on 
the side of the rebellion . 

Once you have made your policies 
around the world, it is time to move on 
to the next year. The game starts in 
1989 and runs until 1997. Each turn 
represents one year. When you are 
ready to move on to the next year, se
lect the Next Tum option from the 
Game menu. The computer first saves 
the game (which can take a few min
utes), then begins a long series of com
putations. First, it determines the reac
tions of the Soviet Union to the actions 
taken by the USA. The Soviet Union 
has the option of triggering a crisis 
over any of these actions. If they take 
this option, the game will display the 
"Crisis" window. After the news is an
alyzed, the computer calculates the in
ternal developments in each country, 
and finally it decides the actions to be 
taken by the computer player. 

People who are used to games of 
conflict are likely to blow everyone up 
the first few times they play Balance of 
Power. This game requires the skill of 
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JUDGEMENT, which is rarely tested 
in computer games. I found "playing" 
Balance of Power a unique experience. 
Other detailed simulations place you in 
command of a jet fighter, or submarine, 
or even a nuclear power plant. This is 
the only simulation which puts you in 
the middle of global politics. As a 
player you are responsible for, but not 
in charge of, world events. In this re
spect, Balance of Power approaches 
reality. Such an accurate simulation of 
global "brinkmanship" makes me hope 
that our world leaders have sufficient 
judgement skills to cope with the 
events of the real world. I'd even rec
ommend that all Secretaries of State, 
Defense, and Presidents be required to 
win a few "games" before taking of
fice. 

Now, it's 1990. You, Mr. President 
have to study the state of the world, 
make your policies and react to the ac
tions of the USSR. At the same time, it 
will be up to you to keep a cool head in 
a crisis, and avoid plunging the world 
into "nuclear winter." Good Luck -
you're going to need it 

Balance of Power: 
The 1990 Edition $ 49.95 

Mindscape, Inc 
P.O. Box 1167 
Northbrook, IL 60065 

(800) 221-9884 
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A New Military Simulator from Mindscape 

by Anthony Bevivino 

" so, you pencilneck dweebs 
think you've got what it takes 
to be part of the elite special 
forces? What gave you that 

idea? My ten year old sister is a beller 
soldier than you! You're gonna be 
craw lin' over walls and wire, and 
when you're bloody from that, we're 
gonna sic the dogs on ya. And if that 
doesn't send ya runnin' home to your 
momma, we'll make sure the land 
mines do. And you WILL learn to 
work with explosives and defend your
self in hand-to-hand combat. I'm tell
ing you that by the time we're through 
with you, you'll wish the dogs had got
ten you. You can count on me to make 
sure of that. We're going to find out 
which of you wimps has the intestinal 
fortitude to survive this combat 
course ... " 

The above is an excerpt from Com
bat Course, a new game from Mind
Scape Inc. In this game, you are a re
cruit who is being trained for the 
special forces, and this training is 
more like survival of the fillest. You 
have to somehow get through three 
levels of training to become a member 
of the special forces. The first level of 
Combat Course is the Physical level. 
You must run through a challenging 
physical obstacle course within a cer
tain time limit. You will have to climb 
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over walls, climb out of ditches, climb 
ladders, and slide down pulleys. If this 
isn't tough enough, you also have to 
watch out for an air raid and Rex the 
Combat Dog (he doesn't eat dog 
food ... ). You may also get orders from 
your sergeant like, "drop and give me 
10" at varying times during the course, 
and you must obey. 

gun whenever possible, but get good 
at hand-to-hand. If you are weak in 
these areas, you will soon be dead. If 
you master these levels, there is still 
hope for retaining your interest. Com
bat course comes with a construction 
set option, that allows you to build 
your own courses and put your men 
through. It lets you set up any obstacle 

In the second lev
el, the Risk level, 
you must face even 
more danger. In this 
section, you will 
have to learn how 
to use explosives. If 
you find dynamite 
and pick it up, you 
will use it later to 
blow up locked 
doors. You can also 
find and use gre
nades to "persuade" 
the enemy to stop 
shooting at you. Be 

Combat Course uses a split-screen approach to the acnon 

careful with grenades and dynamite, 
they can both blow you to bits. If the 
enemy opens flre on you, dodge his 
bullets (you don't have a gun to fire 
back). 

If you thought level two was hard, 
you must now face level three, the 
Combat level. You are now able to use 
a machine gun to terminate the enemy. 
And if he gets a lillIe close, you can 
engage in hand-to-hand combat. This 
level is fighting intensive. Use your 
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or trap with varying levels of difficul
ty and intricacy. Up until now, Com
bat Course may seem to be a good 
quality game. Unfortunately, it is not. 
My major complaint is the format of 
the screen and the way the graphics 
are used. The entire bOllom one-third 
of the screen is occupied by a "control 
console." This allows you to set up 
your options for the game, and while 
this method works, the console does 
not go away while you play! In addi
tion. the remaining two thirds of the 



Combat Course (continuedfromprevious page) 

screen is divided into eight boxes of 
equal size. The top four boxes are for 
miscellaneous pictures, such as score, 
the sergeant, or a threat. The middle 
four are for the game-play itself. 

This is a bad arrangement. There is a 
barrage of images constantly on the 
screen (it seems as if you need a few 
more eyes to keep track of everything). 
You don't have the time to read mes
sages, look for dangers in the upper 
boxes, and still play the game. On top 
of this, the console does nothing ex
cept take up space that should be used 
for the game. So while the concept of 
the game is good, the way it is present
ed kills it. I found the operational for
mat so unappealing that I did not enjoy 
the game at all. I was so busy trying to 
keep track of all eight sections that I 
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couldn't really pay allcntion to my sol
dier's movement. Consequently, I was 
both annoyed and frustrated with Com
bat Course after just a short time of 
play. I also fclt that the documenta
tion was poorly done. I truly enjoyed 
the docs for Hostage Rescue Mission, 
but that level of quality is not to be 
found in this game. The docs were bor
ing to read and seemed unclear on 
many points. The control console en
compassed some unfortunate choices 
as well. It is filled with unmarked but
tons to click on, when a much simpler 
format could have been used. A game 
where it is necessary to re-read the 
docs because they are so vague with a 
control screen that is confusing is a 
game that needs some reworking. I 
would like to note, however, that the 
construction set option seemed very 
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complete, and I liked the way it was set 
up. It allowed me to set up just about 
any configuration of obstacles I 
wished. 

It appears that MindScape Inc. has 
not shown the same quality and skill it 
used in Hostage Rescue Mission. The 
concept for this game is good, but the 
entire format of the game is very bad. 
Graphics and sound are well done, but 
I did not enjoy playing the game at all. 
The only intestinal fortitude you will 
need for Combat Course is the guts to 
purchase it. 

Combat Course $ 39.95 
Mindscape, Inc 
P.O. Box 1167 
Northbrook, IL 60065 
(800) 221-9884 
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Fill out and mail this sub
scription form, and you will 

receive 12 issues of The 
Amiga® Sentry for just 

$24.00. 
Don't miss this 33% savings 

over the cover price! 

Please enter my subscription to The Amiga® Sentry for just $24.00 (Canadian subscribers 
$30.00 U.S. Currency). Make checks payable to "The Amiga® Sentry," and send to: 

The Amiga® Sentry 
706 Old Marple Road 
Springfield, Pa. 19064 

o Check here for a 12 month subscription 
o Check here for back issues ( at $4.00 each, US funds) 

Circle selections on other side and enclose check 

NAME __________________________________________ _ 

ADDRESS ______________________________________ ___ 

CITY _____________________ ST A TE __ ZIP _______ _ 

"Amiga ·· is a Registered tratkmar! o/CommodDre-Amiga.lnc. 
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r----AMIGA 500 USERS!-~ 
NOW GET A2000 POWER!! 

IMPACT 

THE WORLD'S FIRST 
AUTOBOOTING HARD DISK 
FOR THE AMIGA 500 

A500 - HO/RAM SUBSYSTEM A2000 
USERS! offers everything any A500 owner has ever 

dreamed of - in one compact, easy-to
install, add-on subsystem; provides 
the same high performance as our 
top-of-the-line A2000 controller 
IMPACT'''' A500 - HD/20 

ASOO- HD/30 
A500 - HD/40Q 
A500- HD/45 
A500 - HD/SOQ 

Available with a built-in 
20,30,40,45 or 80 
Mega Byte Hard Drive 
and an optional 2MB 
plug-in FAST 
RAtvVAUTO 
expansion 
module. 

~ 
S~ 

.. ,.:,/ .. ::,.~.~::~~:~:~::::;~}~~:;J..~;y';'::).I.,~m . 
. ,:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~ ::::::::;:::::::::~:~~~::: ~:::~: tt1t@f.&f}"::;:::·:·:·· 
: : ::::~;::::::~::: :::::::~~:::::~:::~~~~:;:::::. 

~HEMOST 
POWERFUL HARD DISK 

SOLUTION FOR 
YOUR A2000! 

IMPACT'N A2000 - Hard Card 30 
A2000 - Hard Card 45 
A20DO - Hard Card 400 
A2000 - Hard Card SOO 
A2000 - Hard Card 100 

The GVP IMPACT-HC series of "Hard-Cards" for the Amiga 2000 matched with the 
3.5" Quantum ProDrive hard disk drives, provide turbo performance and unbeatable 
value at lis! prices as low as $18.00 per Mega Byte! The Quantum ProDrives pro
vide average access times as low as 11 ms with their built-in 64KB read-ahead cache 
and offer a MTBF of 50.000 hours which is almost twice the industry average. 

AUTOBOOT EPROMS 

GREAT VALLEY PRODUCTS INC. 
PLANK AVENUE, PAOLI, PA 19301 TEL (215) 889-9411 FAX (215) 889-9416 
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3D GRAPHICS AND ANIMATION SOFTWARE 

Win Amiga 2500 Power! (details below) 

he new Forms In Flight II is the 
missing link for your Amiga three 

dimensional graphics design and 
animation. 
Create fast, high quality images with fancy 
curves and curved surfaces. Then use the 
complex objects you design to create smooth 
animations. You can also import objects from 
other animation programs using Interchange by 
Syndesis. 

$119 retail 

C reate the best animation using Forms in 
Flight II , and win an Amiga 2500 upgrade 

kit! Animations will be judged on quality, 
smoothness, interest level, creativity & length. 
Send your submissions to us by June 30th, 
1989. Call us for more information. 

Surface Patches 

P hong (Smooth) Shading 

Texture Mapping 

SOFTWARE 

Extrusions along curved paths 

H. ierarchical animations using paths 

Supports overscan and PAL systems 

L ow Price: Only $119 

Many more features! 

Special Offer: 
Get $50 for your old animation or paint program! 
Upgrade to Forms in Flight II from your current 
animation or paint program by sending your 
manual cover or disk to us along with $70 
including shipping and handling. 

• 

-



Easy to Understand 
Animated icon menus 
Fill Mode 
Various brush modes 
Color cycle effects 

Educational Paint Program & 
Coloring Book 

Kids can draw their own 
pictures 
More "coloring book" diskettes 
available 

• Educator approved 
No reading skills required 
28 Drawings included 

• Sampled sounds for each picture 
mode 

$49.95 retail 

Make Your Disks Fly with ..... Centaur Software Inc. 
14040 Tahiti Way, suite 528 

Marina Del Rey 

The Ultimate Disk Optimizer Supports Multiple Partitions 
FAST CLI Directory Access 

CA 90292 

Decrease Disk Access Time Up To 500% 
Restore Smooth Disk Operation 
Designed For Use On Floppies AND HardDrives 

Incredible Workbench[tm] Performance 
100% AmigaDOS Compatible 
Works with the FAST FILING SYSTEM 

B.A.D. analyzes, restructures, and processes ANY AmigaDOS 
disk such that permanent speed increases will be realized. This is 
NOT a RAM cache based system! 

$49.95 retail M.V. Micro 

Other Centaur Software Products 
C-Zar 

MidiVU 

Patch Editor/Librarian for the CZ series of Casio Synthesizers 

MIDI Signal Monitor and 1 Channel Sequencer 

Pro-Net Schematic Capture CAD program. 

Pro-Board Professional PCB (Printed Circuit Board) layout program. 

NTF Fonts Comix, Roman, Fancy, Sans Serif 

$195.00 

$39.95 

$495.00 

$495.00 

$79.95 

To order products, order direct from us by calling (213) 821-5995 , or see your nearest 
Amiga dealer. 

SOFTWARE 
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1. 2. 

3. Simply the Best. 
The all new Digi-View Gold is the best video digitizer for 

the Amiga. Period. Nothing else even comes close. Why? 
The secret is that Digi-View Gold captures 2.1 million colors 
in memory, giving you an incredible 100,000 apparent 
colors on screen simultaneously. 

And it's easy to use. Just focus your video camera 
on any object or picture, and in seconds Digi-View Gold 
turns it into Amiga graphics that glow with vibrant color 
and clarity. Whether you are creating graphics for desktop 
publishing, presentations, video, or just for fun , Digi-View 
Gold gives you dazzling images with amazing simplicity. 

Digi-View Gold is designed specifically for the Amiga 
500 and 2000, and plugs directly into the parallel port. 
Digi-View Gold's powerful image capture and manipulation 
software (version 3.0) now has complete control of color 
and sharpness, full overscan, extra halfbrite, and a special 
line art mode for desktop publishing. 

"Requires standard gender changer for use with Amiga 1000. Video camera required ; nol 
included. NewTek sells a video camera, copy stand, and the Dig,·Droid automated filter wheel 
for Digi-View Gold. If your local retailer doesn't carry these products, call us at 91 3-354-1146 . 
Digi-View Gold is a trademark of NewTek, Inc. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc . 
Be seeing you!! 

Only Digi-View Gold: 
• Can digitize in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x200 

up to 768x480 (full hi-res overscan) 
• Uses 2 to 4096 colors (including extra halfbrite) 
• Uses exclusive Enhanced HAM for super fine detail 
• Is 100% IFF compatible and works with any graphics 

software 
• Can digitize 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colors) for the 

highest quality images possible 
• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent 

100,000 colors on screen simultaneously 
• Has powerful Image processing controls for complete IFF 

picture manipulation 

If you want the highest quality graphics for your Amiga, 
as easy as 1, 2, 3; then you need the new version of the 
best selling video digitizer of all time : Digi-View Gold. 

Only $199.95 
Digi-View Gold is available now 
at your local Amiga dealer. 
Or call 1-800-843-8934 
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